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SUMMARY
A compilation of tabulated data from a series of experimental studies
of the interaction of a shock wave with a turbulent boundary layer in axi-
symmetric flow configurations is presented. The studies were conducted at
the walls of circular wind tunnels and on the cylindrical centerbody of an
annular flow channel. Detailed pi tot pressure profiles and wall static
pressure profiles upstream of, within, and downstream of the interaction
region are given. Results are presented for flows at nominal freestream
Mach numbers of 2, 3 and 4. For studies at the tunnel sidewalls the shock
waves were produced by conical shock generators mounted on the centerline
of the wind tunnel at zero angle of attack. An annular ring generator was
used to produce the shock wave at the centerbody of the annular flow chan-
nel. The effects of boundary layer bleed were examined in the investigation.
Both bleed rate and bleed locations were studied. Most of the bleed stu-
dies were conducted with bleed holes drilled normal to the wall surface
but the effects of slot suction were also examined. This report is primarily
a data summary report. However, a summary of the principal results and.
conclusions is given.
INTRODUCTION
For the past several years the interaction of oblique shock waves with
turbulent boundary layers in axially-symmetric flow configurations has been
the subject of extensive analytical and experimental investigations in the
Department of Mechanical Engineering at the University of Washington. The
interactions under study simulated those encountered in axially symmetric
engine inlets of supersonic aircraft. The results and conclusions of these
studies are presented in the various separate MS and PhD theses and reports
listed as References 1 - 7 . However, tabulations of the experimental data
have not been included in these references. This report presents a compila-
tion of the detailed boundary layer profile data and wall static pressure
data obtained in these studies. The main purpose of the report is to make
the tabulated data available in an easily useable form.
Two basic aerodynamic configurations were used in the studies. In the
first, in simulation of a shock wave-boundary layer interaction on the cowl
of a supersonic inlet, the boundary layer on the wall of a circular wind
tunnel wall was impinged upon by a shock wave or waves generated by a coni-
cal centerbody placed at zero angle of attack on the tunnel centerline.
The centerbodies were simple cones which generated one incident shock wave,
or double cones which generated two consecutive incident shock waves. The
double-cone shock wave generators had conical tips which broke to larger
angles at selected distances downstream of the tips. In the second confi-
guration .which was intended to simulate the shock wave-boundary layer inter-
action on the centerbody of a supersonic inlet, the boundary layer which
developed on a constant radius centerbody was impinged upon by a shock wave
from a co-annular shock generator. For both configurations, the effects of
boundary layer suction were investigated. In one study, slot suction was
used; in the others, the bleed air was removed through holes drilled normal
to the test section surface.
SYMBOLS
A = {[(y-l)/2]Me2/(Tw/Te)}1/2
a = a constant in the wall-wake profile
B = {(l+[(Y-l)/2]Me2)/(Tw/Te)}-l
C = a constant in the law of the wall (usually equals 5.1)
r\
Co = skin friction coefficient,Tw/(l/2)p u
K = constant in mixing length (usually 0.4)
M = Mach number
r = radial coordinate
R = radial coordinate from tunnel centerline
R = Reynolds number
T = temperature
u = velocity in streamwise direction
u* = (ue/A) arc sin {[(2A2u/ue)-B]/(B2+4A2) }
UT = friction velocity, (tw/Pw)1/2
x = axial coordinate, measured from shock generator tip
y = coordinate normal to the wall
r = ratio of specific heat
6 = boundary layer thickness
6* = displacement thickness
n = y/6
o = momentum thickness of the boundary 1 yer
v = kinematic viscosity
n = coefficient of wake function
p = mass density
6 = [(Y-D/2]Me2/{l+(Y-l)/2]Me2}
Subscripts
e = conditions at the edge of the boundary layer
w = conditions at the wall
« = freestream conditions
DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The experimental apparatus used in the studies was designed specifically
for the study of shock wave-boundary layer interactions in axially-symmetric
flow. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental configuration
used in the study of interactions on the wind tunnel side wall. The con-
tours of the axi-symmetric nozzles were designed by the method of charac-
teristics. Nozzles with nominal exit Mach numbers of 2, 3 and 4 were used.
The exit-plane diameters of the nozzles were approximately two inches
(5.08 cm). For each nozzle a row of boundary layer trips was placed in the
converging section ahead of the nozzle throat to insure a turbulent boundary
layer. The trips consisted of triangles of 0.013-inch thick sandpaper ce-
mented to the nozzle wall. The nozzles and the constant-diameter test
sections downstream of the nozzle exit were constructed from transparent
plastic material so that visual observation of the interaction sites was
possible in studies which did not involve bleed. The centerbody consisted of
a rear support section to which could be attached interchangeable conical
tips. The centerbody served as the shock wave generator. The axial
position of the tip of the centerbody could be changed to allow a continuous
variation of the shock-impingement location on the wall.
The test sections for the boundary layer bleed studies were more compli-
cated. Figures 2 shows a sketch of a test section with bleed holes. The
depression around the outside of the section provided the volume required
for the bleed plenum chamber. For the slot suction, the bleed holes were
replaced by a continuous bleed slot which was machined in the wall at an
angle of 30 degrees with respect to the freestream flow direction. The two-
piece test section was then mounted inside a tight-fitting cylindrical
sleeve. The bleed slot width could be varied but for the results reported
here was maintained at 0.027-inch (0.069 cm), as measured in a direction
normal to the slot.
A schematic diagram of the facility used in the study of interactions
on a centerbody is shown in Figure 3. It consisted of an annular nozzle de-
signed by the method of characteristics and a test section. A hollow 0.93-
inch (2.36 cm) outside diameter cylindrical centerbody, which was placed
on the centerline of the plenum chamber, nozzle and test section, extended
from outside the plenum at the upstream end completely through the apparatus
and into the vacuum chamber into which the system exhausted. Sandpaper
boundary layer trips were located on the centerbody just upstream of the
nozzle throat to help insure a fullv turbulent boundary layer.
The co-annular shock wave generators were constructed of aluminum and
held in place by bolts inserted through the outer test section walls. The
shock generator was designed so that the leading edge was 0.20-inch (0.508
cm) from the outer wall. This placed the leading edge well inside the
uniform freestream flow since the measured outer wall boundary layer
thickness was about 0.13-inch (0.33 cm). The test section outer wall was
scooped out in the region behind the shock generator to avoid choking.
In suction studies on the centerbody the bleed flow was removed through
the upstream end of the hollow centerbody.
INSTRUMENTATION
Standard instrumentation was used to determine tunnel flow conditions.
The tunnel total pressure was measured by means of a static pressure ori-
fice located in the plenum chamber wall. Total pressures below 40 psi
(27.6 N/cm2) (atmospheric reference) were read on a mercury manometer,
and higher values were read on a pressure gage. The maximum error in the
tunnel total pressure was estimated to be about 0.7% of the reading.
The tunnel plenum temperature was measured with an iron-constantan
thermocouple. The estimated maximum error in the total temperature measure-
ment was 1% of the absolute temperature.
The surface static pressures were sensed at 0.013-inch (0.033 cm) dia-
meter pressure taps installed axially along the test section wall. Taps
were also installed at intervals around the periphery of the test section
to permit checking of symmetry. The pressure ports were connected to.an
absolute strain-gage pressure transducer with a range of 0 - 10 psia
(0 - 6.89 N/cm2). A typical installation is illustrated in Figure 4a.
The maximum error for the static pressures, including potentiometer error,
was about 2% of the reading.
Pitot pressure measurements were obtained using long curved probes
(Figure 4b) with tips flattened to dimensions of approximately 0.009-inch
(0.0228 cm) high x 0.026-inch (0.066 cm) wide. A differential strain gage
pressure transducer with a range of j^ 25 psi (+_ 17.2 N/cm2) (atmospheric
reference) was used as the sensing element. The transducer output was read
on a potentiometer. The maximum error after conversion to absolute pressure
was about 3% of the absolute reading.
The boundary layer suction mass-flow rate was measured using long-
radius flow nozzles that were constructed according to ASME Standards (Ref.
8). The nozzles were calibrated in place by metering the flow with a pre-
viously calibrated square-edged orifice. The results obtained from the
calibration of one of the flow nozzles are shown in Figure 5. The total
temperature of the suction flow was measured with an iron-constantan thermo-
couple. The metering nozzles had a lower resolution limit of approximately
0.002 Ibm/sec (0.0009 kg/sec) and an estimated maximum error of + 5% of the
measured flow rate.
DATA REDUCTION
Since the data reported in References 1 - 7 were obtained over a con-
siderable period of time, changes occurred from reference to reference, in
the format of data presentation. These data have all been reprocessed and
in this report are presented in a uniform format. The x-coordinate is
parallel to the tunnel centerline with the shock generator tip taken as the
x = 0 reference point. The y-coordinate is perpendicular to.the tunnel
centerline with the solid wall at which boundary layer profiles were ob-
tained, taken as the y = 0 reference point (see Figures 1 and 3).
Mach numbers across the boundary layer were calculated from the ratio
of pitot pressure to surface static pressure for all points on the profiles.
It should be noted that upstream and downstream of the interactions the""
static pressure was relatively constant across the boundary layer so that
the use of the wall static pressure in calculating the Mach number profiles
should lead to reasonably accurate.results. In an interaction region, how-
ever, the static pressure variation across the boundary layer could be quite
large so that the tabulated values of Mach number may differ considerably
from the true'values. -In all the. experiments summarized here the heat trans-
fer between the solid walls and the air stream was very small. Thus, an
adiabatic wall condition has been •assumed, and the boundary layer flows have
been assumed to be isoenergetic. The velocities, then, for all points were
calculated from the local Mach numbers assuming the total temperature to be
equal to the freestream total temperature. (NOTE - In connection with the
tabulated velocities, see the comment above regarding the assumption of
constant static pressure across the boundary layer in the calculation of Mach
number profiles. The tabulated velocities as listed do not take into"
account the static pressure variation across the boundary layer.)
The boundary layer thickness and skin friction coefficient for each
profile were determined from a least-squares fit of a wall-wake velocity
profile to the experimental profiles. The wall-wake velocity profile re-
presentation of isoenergetic turbulent boundary layer flow developed by
Mathews et al., [9] and subsequently modified by Sun and Childs [10] may be
written as, •
- fin (1 + (1 - na)1/2) - | -£ (1 + cos mr)]} (1)
e
where
In this report a value of a = 1 which corresponds to an assumption of a
linear shear stress distribution in the derivation of the law-of-the-wall
has been assumed. K has been taken as K = 0.4. Equations (1) and (2) re-
present special cases (for isoenergetic flow) of a more recent version of
the wall-wake profile which is applicable to non-adiabatic flows [11].
The values of 6 and Cf determined by the fit of a wall-wake profile to
experimental data have been found to agree well with 6 based on u/ue = 0.995
and Cf determined by the floating element technique for a wide range of
flow conditions. For the studies summarized here the values of 6 and Cf
listed for the upstream and downstream profiles should be reasonably good.
However, even though 5 and Cf values have been listed for profiles in the
interaction region, they may not be realistic because of possible inaccura-
cies in the velocity profiles.
For the axisymmetric flow configurations under consideration in this
report, the displacement thickness 6* and momentum thickness e are defined
by:
D p
f (1 - ^ V) r dr = f r dr (3)
JR-& pe e JR-6*
(4)
for the boundary layer flow on the tunnel wall, where R is radius of the
tunnel, and,
fR+6 „ rR+<5*
(1 - J~) r dr = r dr (5)
JR peue JR
R+6
 fR+<5*(1 - &L-) r dr = r dr (5)
R pe e JR
and
r f
JV (1 - £-) r dr = r dr (6)
JR PPup UP JR
for the boundary layer flow on the centerbody, R being the radius of the
centerbody.
The code used to describe the geometrical configuration and freestream
Mach number for the various tabulated profiles is given on page 15.
SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
1) Separation occurs at considerably lower equivalent shock strengths
as measured in terms of flow deflection angle in the internal
axially symmetric flow configurations examined in this study than
have been reported in most earlier studies of flow separation.
This apparently is due to the use of more sensitive techniques
of detecting separation than were used in earlier studies. A
separation of substantial extent apparently may occur low in the
boundary layer without producing very pronounced effects on the
overall flow. For shock strengths beyond a certain level rather
abrupt changes in the overall flow field do occur.
2) Relatively small amounts of mass bleed near the center of the
interaction region can prevent boundary layer separation in a
flow for which a sizeable separated region would exist without
suction. For example, for flow at M = 3.78 without suction and
with 6 = 0.13 inches (0.330 cm) ahead of the interaction, the
shock produced by a 15° half-angle cone causes a separated region
about 0.30 inches (0.762 cm) in length. By removing 3% of the
boundary layer mass flow (as measured just ahead of the inter-
action) the separation can be eliminated and the extent of the
interaction greatly reduced. Comparable results have been ob-
tained for flow at M = 2.82 and M = 1.99, as well as for center-
body interactions.
3) Mass removal near the center of the interaction appears to be a
more effective means of eliminating separation than mass removal
upstream of the interaction. For example, in the study at
M = 3.78 cited under (2) above, separation could be prevented
by removing 3% of the initial boundary layer mass flow at a
cross-section in the interaction region. This was accomplished
by removing mass through a single row of 0.064 inch (0.163 cm)
diameter holes placed 0.10 inches (0.254 cm) on center around
the' periphery of the tunnel. 'To accomplish the same effect with
upstream bleed, four rows of bleed holes were required, these
located just upstream of the beginning of the wall static pressure
rise. Bleed in the interaction region can be accomplished more
readily because pressures are higher and velocities are lower in
the stream. With bleed upstream, bleed plenum pressures must
be maintained at a considerably lower level than is necessary with
bleed in the interaction region-. This, of course, means that
higher capacity pumping equipment is required if upstream bleed
i s to be employed.
 ; • • •
4) For simple interactions of the type studied here, i.e., where such
effects as change in angle of attack, non-steady flow, etc., are
not a factor, slot bleed, properly positioned, appears to be a
more effective method of mass removal than hole bleed, particular-
ly with strong interactions. For best effectiveness, the slot
apparently should be from 0.5 to V.Q boundary layer thicknesses
forward of the theoretical.inviscid shock impingement point.
5) The boundary layer velocity profiles which arise downstream of
shock wave-boundary layer interactions may be represented con-
siderably better by.a compressible form of the "law of the wall-
law of the wake" (developed during the course of this study) than
by the 1/m-power law. A least squares fit of the wall-wake pro-
file to experimental profiles determines values of 6 which agree
well with those corresponding to u/ue =0.995.
6) Bleeding alcohol into the tunnel sidewalls appears to
be an easy and reliable way to determine whether separation occurs
in the interaction region. Although the alcohol itself may affect
the extent of separation to some degree, the effect seems to be
slight if the bleed rate is low and if the alcohol is introduced
properly. As noted under (1) above, separation bubbles of sub-
stantial length may develop before large overall flowfield
effects of the separation manifest themselves.
7) A shock wave-boundary layer interaction results in sharply higher
turbulent mixing rates in the boundary downstream of the inter-
action, as evidenced by a substantially higher mass entrainment
rate into the boundary .layer. This may account in part for the
fact that when .multiple shock interactions with a boundary layer
occur,
 ;as.in the double-cone generated studies reported here, the
flow at the downstream .interactions is less susceptible to separa-
tion. . . .
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(a) Static Pressure Tap.





























CODE FOR FREESTREAM MACH NUMBER AND FLOW CONFIGURATION
Code numbers for the various profiles have the form ABCDE-abc, where
A = 1 = Single Cone
= 2 = Double Cone
= 3 = Center body
B = 1 = Solid Wall
= 2 = Hole Bleed
= 3 = Slot Bleed
C = Nominal Freestream Mach Number
DE = Shock Generator Tip Angle in Degrees
abc = New Identification Number
Mathews [2] Run Number 2040 = Code Number 11210-001 in this
report.
NOTE: See comments on page 5 regarding accuracy of Mach number and
velocity profiles in the interaction regions.
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= skin friction coefficient Cf
= centimeter cm
= boundary layer thickness <S
= displacement thickness 6*







= coefficient of wake function n
= Pi tot probe pressure
= total pressure
= radius
= boundary layer edge Reynolds number
= density ratio p/p
e




= boundary layer edge velocity
= streamwise coordinate measured from
generator X.
16
TABLE I Summary of Data Compiled for Sidewall Interactions -












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE II Summary of Data Compiled for _Sidewall Interactions -





































































































































































































TABLE III Summary of Data Compiled for Centerbody
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STATION K= <*.Q3 CM PTO= Itt . 063 . N/SQ .CM
R= 2.576 CM PHAU.= 1.3491 N/SQ CM CF=
UE* 512.4 M/SEC RHOE=. 00877 KG/CUB M
TTO=297.33K
002** pj = o 794
76E6 *OELTA= .313 CM QELTA*= .0779 CM THETA= .023*0 CM
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STATION X= . i f . .26-CH PTO= 10.063 N/SQ CM TTO=297.33K
R= 2.576 CM PWALL= 1.5833 N/SCl CM CF= .2023 PI = 1.054
U£= 483.1 M/SEC RHO£=.00946 KG/CUB M RE = 12.07E6 /M
DELTA* .269 CM O E L T A * = . . 0 7 0 2 CM TH£TA= .02Z4 CM
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STA1ION X= *.53 CM PTO= 10.063 N/SQ CM i r Q = 2 9 7 . 3 3 K
R= 2.576 UM PWALL= 1.7U30 N/SQ CM CF= .0022 PI = 1.247
U£= 1*77.3 M/SEC RHQ£=.01003 K5/CUB M RE = 12.46E6 /M
OELIA= .273 CM OELTA*= . 07 44 CM T H £ T A = .0240 CM
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S T A T I O N X= 4.79 CM P T O = 10.063
R= 2.576 CM P W A L L = 1.8179 N/SQ CM v,r- . U u « . « PT , ,9n
UE= 470.4 M / S E C R H O E = . 0 1 0 5 2 K & / C U B M RE = 12.693E6~/M
DELTA= .273 CM DELTA*= .0767 CM T H E T A = .0250 CM
CM TTO=297 .33K
CF= 0030
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S T A T I O N X= 5 .04 CM PTO= 10.063 N/Sd CM T T O = 2 9 7 . 3 3 K
R= 2.576 CM P W A L L = 1.9177 N/SU CM CF= .0019 PI = 1.576
UE= 466.2 M / S E C * H O E = . u i 0 9 8 K G / C U B M RE = 13.02E6 /M
U E L T A = .283 CM O E L T A * = .3807 CM F H £ T A = .0264 CM
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STATION X= 5.30 CM PTO= 10.063 M/SQ CH TTO=297.33K
R= 2.576 CM HWALL= 2.0123 N/Svi CM CF= .0019 PI = 1.672
UE= 461,1 M/licC RHOE=.ull38 KG/CU8 M RE = 13.18E6 /M
0£l_TA = .264 CM D£LTA*= .0827 CM THETA= .0274 CM
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STATION X=. ' 5~. 80 CM PTO= 10.063 N/SQ CM JTO=297 .33K
R= 2.576 Oil P W A L L = 2.1876 N/SU CM CF= .0016 PI = 1,864
UE= 450.7 M / S E C RHOE=. 01207 K G / C U B M RE = 13.38E6 /M
DELTA* '. ,;>9.3. CM OELTA»= .0867 CM THETA= .0293 CM
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S T A T I O N X= &.31 CM PFO~ 10.063 H/SGi CM T T O = 2 9 7 < , 3 3 K
R= 205?6 CN P W A U L = 2.3031 N/SQ CK CF= .0017 PI = 1.904
U£* 445.8 M / S E C RHO£=.01257 KG/CUB M RE = 13.645E6 /M
DEi.TA = .309 CM D £ L T A * = .3906 CH T H E T A = . . 0 3 1 2 CM
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•>TO = 10.0061 N / S v
T T H * 3 0 0 . 7 V 7 o K
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STATION X= 2.87 CM PTO= 10.066 N/SQ CM TTO=303.72K
R= 2.576 CM PWALL= 1.3244 N/SQ CM CF= .0026 PI = Q.684
UE= 513.9 M/StC RHOE=. 00833 KG/CUB M RE F 11.81E6 /M
UELTA= .291 CM 0£LTA*= .0687 CM THETA= .0206 CM
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STATION X= 3.12 CM PTO= 10.086 N/SQ CM TTO=303.72K
R= 2.576 CM PHALL= 1.3261 N/SQ CM CF= .0025
 PI = 0.683
U£= 515.1 M/SEC HHOE=.00837 KG/CUB M RE = 11.94E6/M
DECTA= .300 CM OELTA*= .0707 CM THETA= .0211 CM
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STATION X= 3.38 CM PTO= 10.086 N/SQ CM T T O = 3 0 3 . 7 2 K
R= 2.5/6 CM P W A L L = 1.3189 N/SQ CM CF= .0025 PI = 0.679
UE= 516.0 M/SEC RHO£=.00834 K G / C U B N RE = 11.94E6 /M
OELTA= .303 CM QELTA*= .0723 CM TH£fA= .0216 CM
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STATION X- 3.63 CM PTO= 10.086 N/SQ CM TTO>303.72K
R= 2.576 CH iPHALL- 1.3086 N/SQ CM CF= .0023 PI = 0.708
UE= 529.3 H/SEC RHO€=.00863 KG/CUB H RE = 13.15E6 /M
OELTA= .358 CH QELTA»= .0857 CM THETA = .0246 CN
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STATION X= 3.89 CM PTO= 10.086 N/SQ CM TTO=303 .72K
R= 2.576 CM PWALL= 1.4907 N/SQ CH CF= .0023 PI = 1.018
UE= 504.2 M/SEC «:;OE=.00911 KG/CUB M RE = 12.36E6 /M
OELTA= .285 CM OELTA»= .0750 CM TH£TA= .0228 CM
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S T A T I O N X= 4.14 CM PTO= 10.086 N/SQ CM T T O = 3 Q 3 . 7 2 K
f?= 2Y576" CM" PWALL= f.8796 tf/S'CTCM" C'F= .FQI9 PI = 1.690
UE= 473.4 M / $ £ C RHO£=.C1Q59 KG/CUQ M RE = 12.56E6 /M
"OELTA= - .263 CM OELTA*= . 0768 CM TH£TA= .0253 CH
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STATION X= 4.39 CM PTO= 10.086 N/SQ Cfl tTO=303;72K
Rs 2.576 CM PHALL- 2.01*9,0 N/SQ CM CF= .0017 Hi = <
U£= 462.4 M/SEC RHOE=.Ol'l25 KG/CUB M RE « 12.76E6 /M
DELTA= T261 CM OELIA*=7 .0828 CM—THETA= .0268 CM
YCCM1 PT/PTO UTUfc TT7TTO KHO/RHOE
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STAT ION X= 4.65 CM PTO= 10.086 N/SQ CM 1TO=J03.72K
R= 2.576 CM PWALL= 2.1869 N/SQ CM CF= .0015 PI = 2.344
UE= 456.0 M/SEC RHO£=.G1163 KG/CUB M RE = 13.Q5E6 /M
OELTA= .269 CM OEl_TA* = .0877 CM THETA= .0285 CM
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S T A T I O N X= 4.90 CM PTO= 10.086 N/SQ CM '
R= 2.576 CM PHALL= 2.3079 N/SCT CM CF= .01
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T I O N X= 5.16 CM PTO= 10.086 N / 3 Q CM T
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S T A T I O N X= 5.66 CM PTO= 10.086 N/SQ CM T T O = 3 0 3 . 7 2 K
"R=- 2V576 CM P'WALL= 2.4965 N/SQ CM CF= .0015
 PI = 2.408
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PWflLL= 2.2421 N/53 UN CF = . U U Z O pj = 1.4Q3
RHO£=. 01211 KG/CUB M RE = 15.31E6 /M
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STATION X= 2.57 CM PTO= 10.020 N/SQ CM T T O = 3 Q 7 . 7 8 <
R= 2.576 CH P W A L L = 1.3279 N/SQ CM CF= . O C 2 5 PI = 0 . 7 8 5
UE= 514.8 M/SEC RHOE=,00818 K G / C U 3 M RE 3 11.44E6 /M
O E L T A = .285 CM O E L T A * = .0704 CM T H E T A = .0211 CM
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l . C O O C C O
l . O O O C C O
i . o o o o c a
l . O C O O Q O
1 . 0 0 3 C Q O
l . G O O C C O
l . O O O G O O
l . O C O C C C
l . O O G O C C
l . Q O O C G O
l . G O O O O O
l . G G O G C O
l . C O G C O O
i . o a o c o o
1 .300000
l . O O O C C C
l . C C O C O O


























































































STATION X= 2.82 GM PTO= 10.020 N/SQ CM TTO=307 .78<
R- 2.576 CM PWALL= 1.3173 N/SQ CM CF= .0025 pj = Q.772
UE= 51&.4 M/SEC RHOE=. 00815 KG/CU3 M RE S.11.44E6 /M
OELTA= .292 CM D£LTA»= .0716 CM THETA= .021'* CM












































































































































































l . O O O G O O
l . O O O G C O
1.000000
l . O O O G G O
l . O Q O G C O
l . O O O C O O
l . O O O C O O
l . C O O C O O
l . O O O G G O
l . O O O G O O
l . O O O C O O
1. O O O O C O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . C O O C O O
l . O O O C O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O O G O O
l . O O O G O O
l . C C O C C O
l . C O O C O O
1 .900000
1. O O O O C O
l . O O O G G O
l . C O O C O O
l . O O O G O O
1.000000
1.000000
l . O O O C O O
1. O O O O C O
1. O O O O C O
l . O O O Q G O
l . G O O G C Q
l . O O O C O O
l . O O O G C O
l . C O O C O O
l . O O O C O O
l . C O O C O O
l . O Q O O C O
1.000000
l . C O O C C O
l . G O O C G O













































0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
.903126











































S T A T I O N X= 3 .07 CM PTO= 10.020 N/SQ CM T T O = 3 0 7 . 7 8 <
R= 2.576 CM PHALL= 1.31C8 N/SQ CM CF= .0025
 PI = 0,736
UE= 518.0 M/SEC RHOE=.OC815 KG/CUQ M RE = 11 51E6 /M
O E L T A = .302 CM OELTA*= .0729 CM THETA= .0218 CM

















































































































. 7 2 0 0 4 5




























































l . O O O G O O
1 .000000
l . C Q O G O O
l . G O O C O G
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O O C C O
l . O O O C G O
l . O O O G G O
1 . 0 3 0 C G G
l . O Q Q G O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O O O G O
l . Q O O C O O
l . G Q O C O O
l . O O O u C O
l . O O O O C O




l . O O O O G O
l . O O O G O Q
l . O O O C G O
l . O C O O O O
i . u O O C C O
1.000300
1 .000000
l . O O O G O O
l . G O G O O O
l . O G Q i i ' G O
i . G Q O O G Q
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . G O O G G O
1 .003000
l . O O O C G O
l . Q O Q O G O
l . O Q O C Q O
i . u G O C C O
l . O O O O C O
l . O O O C G O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0

























































































STATION X= 3.33 CM PTO= 10.020 N/SQ CM TTO=307.78<
R= 2.576 CM PWALL= 1.3670 N/SCi CM CF= .0023 Pi = Q.844
UE= 524.6 H/SEC RH3E=.00867 KG/CU3 M RE 5 12.63E6 /M
OELTA= .358 CM OELTA*= .0895 CM THETA= .0262 CM
















































































































































































l . O O O G O O
l . O O O G O O
l . O O C C Q O
1.000000
1.000000
l . O O O C O O
1.000000
l . C O O Q O O
1.000000
l . O O O G O O
1.000000
l . C O O O O O
l . O O O C O O
l . O O O C O O
l . O O O G C O
1.000000
1.000000
l . C O O O C O
l . O O O O C O
l . C C O C C C
1. O C O C O O
l . G O O C C O
l . G O O G O O
l . C C O O O G




i. 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . O C O O O O
l . O O C O G O
l . O O O G C O
l . O O O G O O
1.000000
l . C O O O O O
l . O O O C O O
l . G O O G O Q
l . G O O O O O


























































































S T A T I O N X= 3.58 CM P T O = 10 .02D
R= 2 .576 CM
N / S Q CM
P W A L L = 1.8146 N/SU CM CF= ,0














































Y ( C M )
N •' '



























































































O C 9 8 0 K G / C U 3 M RE
= .0749 CM
U/UE











































T H E T A =
T T / T T O
l . O O O C C O
l . O O O C C O
l . C O O G G Q
l . G O O C C O
l . O O O O C O
l . O O O G O O
l . C O O C O O
l . O O O C O O
l . O O O C O C
l . O O C C D Q
l . O O O G O O
l . C O O C G O
l . O C O O O C
l . G O O O O O
i . e o o o o o
l . G O O C O O
l . O O O C O O
1. O O O C O O
l . O O O G O O
l . O O C O G O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . Q Q O O O O
l . O O O C C O
l . O O O O G O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . C O O C O O
1 . C 0 0 C C 0
l . G O O O C O
l . O O O G G O
l . G O O O G O
l . O O O O O G
l . O O O C O O
l . O O O C O O
l . O O O C O O
l . C O C C C O
l . O O O O C O
l . G O O C O O
l . O O O C O O
l . O O O C O O
l . O O O G O O
i . e o o o o o
l . O O O G G O .
i . eooooo
T T O = 3 0 7 . 7 8 < y '
01» PI = 2,024''
= 11.QOE6 /M
. 0 2 4 0 CM


























































































S T A T I O N X= 3.84 CM PTO= 10.020 N / S Q CM T T O = 3 0 7 . 7 8 K
R= 2.576 CM P W A L L = 2.1424 N/SQ CM; CF= .OG12 PI = 3.439
UE= 442.2 li/SEC RHOE=.01102 K G / C U B M RE = 11.31E6 /M
O E L T A = .234 CM. OELTA*= .0868 CM . T H E T A = .0272 CM















































































































































































l . O O O O G O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O O C C O
l . O C O G O O
l . G O O C O O
l . G O O O O O
l . O O O C O O
1. O O O O C O
l . O O O C C O
1.000000
l . C O O G C O
l . G O O G O O
l . G O O C C G
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O O O G O
l . O O O C O O
l . O O O C O O
l . Q O O f 0 0
l . C O O C O O
l . C O O C O O
1 .000000
l . G O O C O O
l . O O O C G O
l . G O O C C O
l . D Q C C O O
i . o a a c o o
1. O O O O C O
l . G O O G G O
l . O O O G G O
l . O O O C O O
l . O O O C O O
l . O O O G G O
1 . G G 0 C G 0
l . O O O u G O
l . G O O C O O
l . G O O O G O
l . O O O C C O
l . G C O G G O
1 . G 0 0 C C C
l . G O O G Q O
1. C & O C C O
l . Q O O O C O
























































































' J • • • ; : . •
ID NO. 11213-008 :/
. • •' ' ', : -
STATI.ON X= 4.09 CM PTO= 10.020 N/SQ CM , TTO=3Q7.78<
R= 2.576 CM P H A L L = 2.3022 N/SQ CM CF= .0011 PI =3.818
UE = 442.9 M/SEC RHOE=.01186 K G / C U B M RE-= 12.2E6 /M .


















































































































































































T T / T T O
1.000000
1. O O O C O O
l . O O Q C O O
1-. O O O C O O




1. O O O C O O
1.000000
1. O O O C O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.000000
1. O O O C O O
1. O O O C O O
l . O O O G O O
1. O O O C O O
1. O O O C O O
1. O O O C O O
1.000000
1. O O O C O O
l . O O O C C O
i . o o o o o d
1. O O O C O O
i. ooocoo
1. O O O C O O
l . O O O G O O
1 .000000
1 .000000
' l . O O G G O O
j 1. O O O C O O
; 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
, 1. O O O C O O
l . O O O O Q O
/ l . O O O O C O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.000000
1.000000
l . C Q O O O O
l . O O O G O O
1.000000
1.000000



























































































S T A T I O N X= 4.34 CM PTO = 10.020 N/SQ CM T T O = 3 0 7 . 7 8 i <
R= 2.576 CM P W A L L = 2.4168 N/SQ CH CF= .0010 PI = 4.152
U£= 439.8 M/SEC RHOE=.01237 K G / C U B M RE = 12.56E6 /M
O E L T A = .274 CM OEL,TA* = .1044 CM T H E T A = .0321 CM













































































































































































l . O C C O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
I O C I G O C C O
l . G O O C O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . C O O O O O
l . G O O C C O
l . O O Q O O O
l . C O O C O O
i . O O O G C Q
l . G O O C Q O
l . G O O O Q O
l . O C O C C O
l . O O O C O O
l . Q C O O C O
i . o o a & o o
l . O O O G O O
l . O O O C O O
l . Q O O O C O
1 .000000
l . G O O C C O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . C O O C O O
l . O O O C O O
l . O O O C O O
l . Q Q O C Q O
l . C O O C O O
i . - o o o c c o
l . O O O C O O
l . G Q O C O O
l . C O O O O O
l . C O O O O O
l . C O O O O O
l . G O O O C O
l . O O O C G O
l . O O O G G O
l . C O O O O O
l . O O O C O O
l . C O O C O O
i . a o o o G o
l . O O O C O C
l . O O O G G O

























































































STATION X= 4.60 CM PTO= 10.020 N/SQ CM 110=307.78*
R= 3.576 CM PHALL= 2.5323 N/SQ CM CF= .0010 PI = 4 204
UE= 437.7 M/SEC RHOE=.01291 KG/CU8 M RE * 12 98E6/M*
OELTA= .289 CH Q£lTA"= .1094 CM THETA= ,03^9 XJH













































































































































































l . O O O O C O
1 .000000
l . Q O Q C O O
l . O O O O O G
l . O O O C O O
l . Q O O C O O
1.000000
1.000000
l . O O O C O O
l . O O Q C O O
1.000000
l . O O O C O O
1 .000000




l . C Q Q G O O
1.000000
l . Q O O G O O
l . Q O O C C O
l . O C O O O O
l . C O O O C O
1.000000
l . O O O O C O
i . c o a o o o
l . C O O C O O
l . O O O C O O
i . O O Q C G O
l . Q O O C O O
1.000000
1.000000
l . C O O C O O
l . O O O G G O
l . O O O O C O
1 .000000
l . O O Q O C O
1.000000
l . O O C O O O
l . O O O O C O
l . Q O O O C O
1 .000000


























































































S T A T I O N X= 4.35 CM PTO = 10.020 N/SQ CM T T O = 3 0 7 . 7 8 K
R= 2.576 CM P W A L L = 2.5954 N/SQ CM CF= .0027 pi = -0.079
UE = 426.0 M/SEC RH3t"=. 01292 K G / C U B M HE - 12,43E6 /M












































Y t C M >























































































U / U E











































T T / T T O
l . G G O O C O
l . G O O G G O
l . G O O C O O
1. € 0 0 0 0 0
l . C O O G G G
l . O O O G G O
l . O O O O C O
1 . 0 G 3 0 C O
l . C O O O C f l
i . G O O G Q Q
l . O O O G G O
l . O O O G G G
l . O O G G G O
l . C O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . G O O C C G
l . G O G C G O
l . O O O G O O
l . C O C C O O
l . G O O C C O
l . O O O O C O
l . O O O G C O
l . G O C G O O
l . G O O C G C
l . G O O C C O
l . O O O G C O
l . C O O C O O
• l . C O O G G O
l . C O O C O O
l . O O O C G O
l . O O O G O O
l . O O O O C O
l . O O O C O O
1. COO CCO
l . G O O G O O
l . O O O G C O
l . G O O C O O
l . G O O O O O
1.000000
i . G O O C C Q
l . O O O G O O
l . O O a O G O
l . G O O C O O




























































































STATION X= 5.36 CM PTO= 10.020 N/SQ CM T T O = 3 0 7 . 7 8 <
R= 2.576 CM PHALL= 2.6201 N/SQ CM CF= .0013 PI = 3.079
UE= 437.3 M/SEC *H3E=.01334 KG/CUB H RE = 13.41E6 /M
OELTA= .311 CM OELTA*= .1055 CM THETA= .0351 CM














































































































































































1. C Q O C C C
l . C O O G O O
l . O O O C C O
l . C O O C G G
l . O O O G O O
l . O O O C G . O
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O C O G O
l . Q O O O O O
l . C O O C C O
l . G O O O C G
l . G O O C C Q
l . j O O O O O
l . G O O C O O
l . O O Q C C O
l . C O O O O G
l . Q O O O C G
l . G O O C G O
i . O O O C O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 U 0 0 C G
1. G O O C G O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
I . O O O C O O
l . C O O O O O
i . a o o G G o
l . O O O G O O
l . Q O O O O O
l . G G O G G O
I . O O O C O O
I . O O O C O O
l . G O O G O O
l . O G G C G O
I . O O O C O O
l . O O Q C C O
I . O O O C O O '
I . O O O C O O
l . O O O C C O
. 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000






























. 1 . 0 0 8 7 3 0
1.009169
1.009169
























































STATION X= 5.87 CM PTO= 10.020 N/SQ CM TTO=307.78;<
R= 2.576 CM PirfALL= 2.2419 N/SQ CM CF= .0020 PI = 1.476
UE= 455.3 M/SEC RHD£=.01187 KG/CU3 M RE..= 12.82E6/ M
OELTA= .325 CM 0£LTA*= .0867 CM THETA= .0306 CM













































































































































































l . G O O C O O
l . O O O O Q O
l . G O O G O O
l . O O O G C O
1..0000CO
1 .000000




l . O O C Q O O
1.000000
l . O O O O G O
1.300000
l . G O O C O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 3 0
l . G O O G O O
l . C C O O O O
1. O O O C O O
l . G O C O O O
l . Q O O C O O
1. O O O C O O
l . O O O O G O
l . Q O Q G O O
l . O O O G G O
1. Q O O O Q O
1. € 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O O G O O
l . Q O O C O G
i . e o o o o o
1.000000
1.000000
l . G O O G O O
1.000000
l . G O O C O O
l . C O O O G O
1.000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. O O O C O O
i . e o G o c o
l . G O O C G C



























































































T T O « 303.7222 K
P B A R » 76b.4000 MMHG














































© © © CD © © © © © © © © C9BE0"^
Z.OO 0.00 2.00 4.00 6
X ( C M )
ID NO. 11214
X ( C r t )
















































1 . 4 U 4 3
1.5895
1.6806
2 . 0 9 0 5
2 . 2 2 0 6
/ 2 . 3 0 5 2
<: . 3 7 5 2
2 .43^5
2 .4897
2 . 5 2 9 5
2 . 5 7 4 4











S T A T I O N X= 2.52 CM PTD = 10.167 N/S3 CM T T O = 3 0 3 . 7 2 K
R= 2.576 C4 ? * U _ L = 1.336* M / S G l CM 3F= . 3 0 8 5 PI = 0.724
U£= 3 1 4 . G . 1 / S E 3 * r t O £ = . 0 0 3 4 1 K G / C J B M RE = 11.94E6./M
0 £ L T A = .236 C* D E L T H » = .3559 2M H E T A = .0206 C1












































u . O J C Q O O
.012700


















. 2 5 4 0 J O
.266700










. 4 0 6 4 i J O
.4191uQ




























































































1. O O a 5 3 i J
1. 0 0 6 5 3 0
1. 006580
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 3
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1 . 3 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1 . 3 3 0 0 0 3
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 3
i . o o a o o o
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . L i O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . u J O O O O
1.000000
l . Q O O O O O
1.000000
l . Q O u O O O
l . O O O O G O
i . a o j o o o
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . C O O O C O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 3 3 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 3 0 0 0
i . o a o o o o
i . o a a o o o
l . Q O u O O O
l . O O O O Q Q
i . o o a o o o
1 . G O U 0 0 3
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
























































































ID NO. 11214-303 -
S T A T I O N X= £ .97 CM f»T3 = 10.167 N/SQ CM T T O = 3 0 3 . 7 2 K
R= 2 .576 CM PHAs-L = 1.3395 M/Si CM OF= . 0025 pi = 0.745
UE= 513.2 1/SEC R H O E = . 3 J 8 4 0 KG/CJ3 M RE = 11.87E6 /M
DELTA= .29G GM 0 £ L T A * = . 0 7 0 3 CM T H E T A = .0210 CM

















































. 06 3 5u Ci-
' , 0 7 6 2 U i i









. 2 0 3 2 u C
.215930
. 2 Z 8 6 U C
.2^1330







































































. 7 8 0 4 0 7
.306296
.825658



































i . u O J O C Q
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 i3 0 0 G 3
i . o o a o o o
l . G G O O C O
l . G O O U O O
i . i / o a o o o
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 3 0 3 0 0 0
i . u o a o o o
i . c o a o o o
1 . G 0 3 0 0 G
1 . 0 3 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 9
l . O O G O O O
1 . 0 0 3 0 0 0
l . G O O O O O
l . G O O O O O
i . u o a o o o
i . L Q J O U O
1 . 3 0 0 0 U 3
l . U O O O O O
l . L J J G u O
l . O O J O O O
l . Q 0 0 0 0 0
i . o a o u o o
l . D U O O O O
i . o u o c j a
1 . Q 0 0 0 0 3
l . D ' 3 0 0 0 0
i . u o a o o o
1 . D 3 Q 0 0 3
1 . 0 0 J 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 3 0 0 0 0 3
l . G O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . G Q u O O O
1 . 0 0 3 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 3 0 G 0
l . G O O O O O
i . a o o o o a




. 7 3 4 0 0 4
.752375



















































































S T A T I O N X= 3.12
R= 2.576 CM P W A l
UE= 512.3 1/StC
O E L T A = .295 C.I
CM PT3= U.167 N/SQ CM TTO=303 .72K
L= 1.3395 N/S3 CM CF= .0025 PI = 0.754
R H O E = . 3 Q 9 3 9 K G / C U 3 M RE ». 11.84E6 /M
D E L T A * * .0716. CM T H £ T A = .0215 CM












































O . O Q G C O O
.0127110
,025 i*QC
. u ^ S l O U
. 0 5 J 8 U U
. 0 6 5 5 U C
. C 7 6 2 U C























. 3 6 1 U O O
.393700






. < i 3 2 6 u O
.'495330


























































































l . C O O O G O
1.3000C9
1.000000
l . i i O O O C O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.000000
1 .000000
l . J U O O O O
1 .000000
1 . 1 0 J O O O
1.000000
l . C Q O O O O
l . j Q O O G J
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . D u O O u O
l . G O O O O O
1.000000
l . u O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O v j O O J
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0




l . O J O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . G O O O O O
l . O O J O C O
i . o o a o o o
1 . 3 0 d u O O
l . O u u b C O
l . G J O O O O
l . O O O U O O
i . t o o o o o
l . u O O O O O
i . O J O O O O
l . u O O O O O
l . M O O O O
l . u O J O O O
1 .000000

























































































S T A T I O N X= 3.38 CM PT3= 10.167 N/SQ CM T T O = 3 0 3 . 7 2 K
R= 2.576 Cr P H A L L * 1.5393 N/SQ G^ 3F* . 0 0 2 4 PI = 1.095
U E s . 4 7 7 . 3 1/SES * H O E = . 0 0 9 0 4 K G / C J 8 M RE = 10.92E6 /M













































y < C M >























































































J / U E











































T T / T T O
l . O O Q O O O
l . C O O O O O
l . O a a O O O
l . U - 0 3 0 0 0
1 .000000
l . b O t i O O O -
1 .000003
l . O O Q O O O
l . O O Q O O O
i . d o o o c o
1. 0 0 0 0 0 3
l . u O O O O O
l . u O O O O O
1 . L U 0 0 0 0
l . C O O O C O
1 .000000
i . u Q o o o o
1 . & O O O G 3
1 .000000
l . u O O O C O
l . L O O O O O
i.S fliJUQO
i . L 2 3 C & 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O O o O O
i . o g a o o o
i . u u u u o u
l . u O O O O O
1 . U 0 0 0 0 3
. l . C O O O O O
l . J O O O O O
l . O O Q O O O
l . C O O O O O
1 . u 0 0 0 0 3
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l . u J O O o O
1 .000000
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1 . C 3 0 0 0 3
1 . 3 Q G O U O
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1 . 0 0 3 Q O O
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I D > < D . 11214-006
STATION X= 3.63 CM PTD = 10.167 M/SQ CM T T O = 3 0 3 . 7 2 K
R= 2.576 C1 PWALL= 2 . 0 3 0 9 N/Sd CM CF= .0011 PI = 3.703
UE= 457.5 H/SEG RHOE=. 31135 KG/CUB M PI = 12,59E6 /M
OILTAs .250 3M l )£LTA*= .0956 CM THETA= .0283 CM
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. .063500


























, < * 0 6 < » 0 0
.%19130
. 431800
. < » < + < + 5 0 0
, t » 5 7 2 D O
.469900
















































Q . 0 0 0 0 0 0
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.371776








































1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1.1,00000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
i . u O Q O O O
l . G O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . G O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . C J O O O i i
l . G J Q O O O
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . u O Q O & O
1 .000000
1.000000
1 . 0 3 0 0 0 0
1 / 4 0 0 0 0 3
l . G O J O O O
1 .000000
l . C O Q O O O
1.330000
1 .000000
i . o a a o o o
1 .000003
l . u O O O O O
i . o a o u o o
1.000000
i . Q o a o o a
i . u o o o o a
1. 3 0 0 0 0 0
i . o a o o o o
1.000 000
l . G O O O O O
1 .000000
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S T A T
R= 2
U£ =













































ION X= 3.39 CM P T O = 13.167 N/S3 3H T T O = 3 0 3 . 7 2 K
.576 C1 P H f t l _ L = 2 .3355 N / S Q CM 3F= . 0 0 0 9 pi = 4.571
435.4 1/SE
a = .252 £












































~.Z ^H0£ = .
;1 0 £ L T < \ «












































i 3 H 9 2 K 5 / C J
l
= . 3999 CM
J / J E











































B M RET . H E T A =
T T / T T O
1 .000003
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 3
l . G O O O G O
1 .000000
1 . C 0 3 0 G O
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 3 0 0 0 0 0
l . o O O O O O
l . G O O O O O
l . & O J O O O
1 . 3 3 0 0 0 3
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . G O O O O O
l . G O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.000000
1 . 0 0 3 0 0 3
l . C O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . G O O G O O
l . G O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . G O O O O O
l . G O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . G O O O O O
l . G O O O O O
1 .000003
l . G O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . G O O O O O
l . G O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . C O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . G O O O O O
1 .030000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 3
l . G O O O O O
l . G O O O O O
= 12.1QE6 /m
.0300 CM


























































































13 NO. 112 l4 -GOd
S r i \ T I D N X = 4.H+ C:1 3 f D = 10.167 N/S1 CM T T O = 3 0 3 . 7 2 K
R= 2.576 C1 P W f t L L = 2.4359 vj /SQ C1 3F= .0008 PI = 4.813
UE= 437.3 .1/SEG R H O E = . 31265 K3/CJ3 M RE = 12.92E6/ M
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r r / T T o
l . O O G O O O
i . o a a o o o
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . G 0 3 0 0 0
1 . 0 4 3 0 0 3
1.000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O G O O O
1.000000
l . u O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O G O O O
i . o o o o o o
i . o o o u o a .
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 3
l . u O O O O O
1.000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . G O O O O O
i . O O O u O u
1.000000
l . u O O O O O
l . O O u O O O
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O i i O O Q
l . C O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . L O J O O O
l . C O O O O O
i . o o o o o o
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S T 4 T I 3 M X= <+.39 CM ? F D = 10.167 N/SQ CM T T O = 3 0 3 . 7 2 K
fc= 2.576 C1 P r f f t _ L = 2 .5293 M/SCl 31 3F= . 0 0 0 9 PI =. 4.376
U£= 439.2 */5EC K H O E - . 31319 K G / C U B H R£ ?. 13.57J9E6 /M
D E L T A = .292 CM Q E L T A » = .1123 CM T H E T A = .0342 CM
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l . L O O O O O
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1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.0 J 0001)
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . G Q O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . D O O O G 3
l . D O O O O Q
l . O O U O O O
i . u O J O O O
1 . U O O O G O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 3
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
, 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
' l . u O O O O Q
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O U O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
i . C O J u l i J
l . G O O O O O
1.00 J O J 3
l . O O O O Q O
l . u O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O O O U O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
i . c o a o o o
1 . 0 0 3 0 0 0
1 .000 0 0 0
i . i J O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O O O ' O O


























































































S T A T I O N X= 4.65 CM r»TD= 10.167 N/SCl CM TTO=303 .72K
R= 2 .576 C1! Pr f4LL= 2 . 5 7 4 3 VS3 C1 3F= . 0 Oil PI = 3.753
U£= 439.4 <</3Ea RHOE=.J1343 K3/CU3 M RE = 13.84E6/ M
OE.Tf t= .300 -1 OELTf t *= .1095 CM T H £ T A = .0345 CM
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1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
l . G U O U O O
1 .000000
' 1 . 3 0 0 0 0 3
l . L O O O C O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . C O O O O O
' 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 3
1 . 0 0 G C U O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 3 3 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O O U O O
1 .000003
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . C O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 3
1 . G 0 0 0 0 3
l . O J O O u O
1 .000000
1 . 3 0 0 0 0 0
l . G O O O O O
1 .000000
1 .000003
1 . 0 0 3 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . C O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 1 0 3 0 0 0
1 .000000
1 . 3 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0

























































































S T A T I O N X= 4.93 CM f » T D = 10.167 N/SQ CM T T O = 3 0 3 . 7 2 K
R= 2.576 C1 P W A L L = 2.5354 N/SGl CM CF= .0013 pj = 2 842
UE = 440 .3 1/SES *HOE=.31325 K G / C U B H RE = 13.71E6/M
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. 3 0 4 8 U U
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1 . G 3 3 0 G O
l . D O O O O O
1 .00u*)G3
1 .000000
i . o o p o o o
i . o o a u o o
l . Q O O O O O
1.000000
i . o a o o o o
1.300000
l . C O O O O O
1 . 3 0 0 0 0 0
1.000000
l . u O O O O O
1.000000
i . G O O O O O
1 .000000
0333 CM

























































































I D . 112ii*-0l2
S T A T I O N X= 5.1+1 CM 3T3- 10.167 N/SQ CM T T O = 3 Q 3 . 7 2 K
R= 2.576 C1 P W A L L = 2.1339 */SQ CM 3F= .0021 PI = 1.323
UE = f*59.5 1/3E3 *HO£=. 31166 ,<G/CJ3 M RE = 13.05E6/ M
D £ L T f t = .316 3M O E L T A * = .0823 CM T H E T A = .0287 CM
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, 0 3 S l u O
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1 .• S 0 0 i 5 ?

















1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . G O O O O O
1.003000
l . U O O & O O
l . j J O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O O O O Q
l . O Q O O u O
l . G O O O O O
1 .000000
l . G Q O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . G 3 0 0 0 3
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
i . o a o o o O
l . O O O O u O
j . Q Q 0 0 0 3
i . o o a o c n
l . C O O O C O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 » 9 '3 Q 3 C D
1 . 0 0 0 0 U 0
l . O O O O U O
l . G Q O O O O
1 . 3 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 3
l . O Q O Q Q O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
i . G O O O O Q
l . G O O O O O
l . U O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 3 0 0 0 0 3
i . o o o o o a
1.100000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0

























































































S T A T I O N X= 5 .92 CH P T C = 10.167 N / S Q CM 1 T0 = >>0 3 . 72K
R- a .576 CM P W A L L = 1.7061 N / S Q CM CF= . 0 0 2 5 PI = 0.672














































T A = .373
Y ( C M ) /
0 . 0 C O O 0 0
. 0 1 2 7 0 G
. 0 2 5 4 0 3
. 0331 00
. 0 5 0 8 0 0
. 0 6 3 5 0 0
• V 7 6 2 C -
.083900
. 10 16 00
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.292103
. 3 0 4 8 0 0
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. 4 5 7 2 0 3
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• 4 9 5 3 C Q
. 5 C 3 0 0 3
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= . 0 7 9 5 CM
U / U E
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T H E T A = .
T T / I T O
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1. 00 00 00
1 . O Q O O G O
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i . 00 00 CO
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l . O O J O O O
1 .000000
i . a o o a o o
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1 .000000
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1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. O O O O C O
1. G O G C P O
1. 00 00 00
1 . O O O C C O
l . O O O O G O
1 .300000
1 . 3 0 G O O O
, 0267 CM
R H O / R H O E
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' : . • • . . - ; PTO" 10.1067 N / S u CM' j ,
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:, 24
Pl= 1.237 (N/SQ CM) z's
•: -- ' - ' 26
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• . -. -
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 28
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• , ' ' : ' . ' . ' . '. ' 0^
O 'O © © © © .OOOO©©
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P 9 A R - 762.0000
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£ . 7 3 7 4
£ . 7 b 3 3





X ( C M )
I D - N O . 11215 -001
76
10 '. 11215-002
S T A T I O N X= 2.57 ZH PT3* 10.107 N/SU CM TTp=303 .56K
R= 2i57b C* P W A L L = 1.4132' N/SQ CM CF= .0025 PI = 0.861
UE = 501.3 1/SE3 RHD£=. 008.58 KG/CJS M RE * 11.48E6 /M :
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1 .000000
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. . . .
[0 MO. 11215-003
STATION X= 2 .32 3« PT3= 10.107 N/SQ CM T T O = 3 0 3 . 5 6 K
R= 2.576 C.1 PWALL* 1.6333 N/SQ CM :F= .0021 PI = 1 729
UE= 438.5 1/SE2 *HOE=. 00955 KG/CJB M RE = 9.80E6 /M
D £ L T 4 = .193 2* DtLTA*= .0599 CM 1HETA= .0206 CM
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S T A T I O N X = 3.37 C M P T D = 1Q.1Q7 M/S3 C M " TTO=303. 5feK
U E =
2.576 C1 P H A L L = 2 .17Q8 N /53 CM CF= .0010 PI = 4.457
426.0 I /SEC *HDE*. 01102 K G / C J B 1 RE = lQ.76F.fi /M
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T H E T A = .0284 CM
TT/TTO RHO/RHOE
l . b O O O O O
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I D . 11215-005
STATION X= 3.33 01 *TD = 10.107 N/SQ CM TTO=303.56K
R= 2.576 C.H PHALL= 2 .3335 M/SQ1 CM 3F« . 0 0 0 4 PI = 8.118
UE = 451.8 1/SEC *HOE=. 31249 KG'CJB M RE = 13.54E6 /M
DELTAs .339 SM O E L T A * = .1537 CM HETA= .0390 CM
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Sr.ATIQ.N X= 3*5.4 _CJi . .PIO = 10.10-7. Ji/SO. . CM— J.IO«lB.3«£fiK ._ ...
R= 2.576 C1 PHALL* 2.4540 N/SQ CM CF* .0003 PI = 11,633
UE= 439.8 M/SEi RHO£=. 01282 KG/CUB M RE_«= 13_25E6 /M
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13 < J O . 11215-007
STATION X= 3.34 CH PT3= 10.107 N/SQ CM TTO=303.56K
R= 2.576 C* f > W A L L = 2.5503 N/SQ CM CF= .0003 PI = 11.401
U£= 433.9 ^/SE3 RHOE=.D1321 K G / C U B M Re „ 13.33E6 /M
OELTf t* .352 CM OELTA*s .1698 CM T H E T A = .0413 CM
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4 . 3 9 3* PT3 =
PWALL= 2.651
10.107 N/SQ CM TTO=303.56K
6 N/SQ CM CF= .0003 pi = 1Q.581
361 KG/CJB M RE = .13.S8E6/M
83
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.012700
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T H E T A =
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S T A T I O N . X* 4.34 CM PT3* 10.107 N/SQ CM TTQ=303.56K
R = 2.576. C1. . P t f A _ L = 2.7215 N/sa CM CF= .000'* PI = 8.388
UZs 430.1 i/SEi *HOE=. 01394 K G / C J B 1 RE = 13.85E6 /M
0 £ . T A = .352 CM 0 £ L T A * = .1593 CM HETA = .0424 CM
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S T A T I O N X= 4.60 CM PT3 = ID.107 N /SU CM TTO=303 .56K
Ra 2.576 C1 *HALL= 2.7702 N/SQ CM 3F= .0006 Pi = 6 612
UE = 428. k */S£: RHOE=.31*13 K G / C J 3 M RE = 13 94E6 /M
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S T A T I O N X= !».85 C« PTD = 10.107 N/S2 3N TTO=303.56K
R= 2.576 C4 PlrULL= 2.7527 N/S3 CM CFs . 0 0 0 8 PI = 4.761
U£= 428.9 */SEC R:10E=. 01411 K3/CU8 M RE-= 13.94E6 /M
D E L T A * .339 CM D E L T A * * .1293 CM T H E T A s .0399 CM
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SMTION X= 5.36 SM P(J= 10. 1C 7 N /SU CM 170 = 303.5b,< .
R= 2.576 UM Pr tALL= 2.4211 N/Su CM i-= . G G 1 7 PI = 2.018
U£= *43.3 M/SEG *HJ:l = . C i 2 7 4 Ko/liU3 M RE = 13.35E6 /M
D £ i _ T A = .330 CM '3£L1A*= . G 9 6 7 CM T H £ T A = . 0 3 3 6 CM
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.292103
. 3 048 u j
. 3 1 7 5 U U
.330200




. 3 9 3 7 G O








. 5 0 6 0 0 0
.239453
.3234-34
















. 7 2 9 7 4 6
.759464
. 783136
. 8 G 5 G 4 6






. 6 6 4 D G 3
. 86*673
.866264




































































Zj 1 -* O I* C*j X w ? L- D








J G O G 5 G
O G i O i ?
0 0 2 2 4 4
G G 2 6 * 8
3D 3 29 5
G J £ 7 ^ 9
0 02 46 6






























































































t - a C C ;
C ''j Ii G
G Q D C
G O O G
G G' G L,
- 0 0 0
G O O D
G C QC
• r. ,n r
u u U u
G G G C
,
7>
 ** ", /'.
J U U u
u 0 0 0
G GG 0
t G G O
G G G G
G O G C
G 0 0 G
C J JG
G G G G
0 0 G o
C G C G
G O G i j
I . G G L
i" r: H /
C J G C
0 0 O C
G i K i
G G C L
G G G G
G G C u
c C C L
u U Q C
C- 0 0 i
G 0 G i.
c o o t
C O G ^
G 0 3 c
G G O ^
G O U G















































. 7 7 3 3 7 6
. 7 3 C 3 6 6
.789991















. 9 9 U G 5 1
.992b j4
. 9 9 7 4 J 9
i . G 0 0 G * 6
1 . C ii C 9 / 9
1 . u 0 2 1 -» 3
l . C J2531
1.003152
i .C 0 2 6 J 6
1 .102376
1.001968
I . G O G 126
.9 J9117














































G u j uG G
669897





















































































2 . 5 7 6 ^ C tf
 ?.
476; 5.. M/
T A = .365
' Y ( G M )
• a. ' j ooc GO
' . 012700
' •• • -0 2 5 4 0 0
i i; 3 b l C Q
,« o 5 U 6 0 J
• , ,. 0635. Ou
•
 U
 •> 5 762 CO
\ ;;.ud.8900
' . I p i b G Q























' V J 4 2 9 0 0
.355600
• j O O *j u u
• 4 O A. U U U
'. 393700
. 4 2 6 4 C G
• ^ O A O w" W
. 444p GO
• i f 5 7 2 C O
•\ . .46990J
« 4 8 L 6 0 J
; * 49 530 a
< ? C CJ Lf t: **'
. '.
• .=. .-: : : : < '
5.4.7- GM- P
.'PWALu-;' i.
SEC, " RHJt =
. ,C>f ; J t L T A







.. 4 32.L 1 4
., 4.4 99<^b
•. t, 6.92 30
. 4 3 f a u 9 9
. 5 0 8 3 1 0
.531837
. 5,8 i 7 4 9
' - . o 0 4 C u 9
.632357
• '. 6 52 3 56
. 6 760 j 8







« 7.97 2 '2 2
..''6 J? 3C 9
.,'a'jli483
.'6'lo7U
. . o 10 4 ^9
' '•:"." 620 5 2b




. 6 s!7 4 32
. • -.ib^J^l
• • . 6 E 7 > , , t J
.826178
.624173
ib ' NJ. 112:l5r :jl3
ro= ic . i- j? N / s a - CM
9GS4 N / S U CH : CF= . u
.£i,U65 K J / U U 3 M RE
*;= ,. c s e o CM • T H E I A =
U / U E T T / T T u
. . o t o u i] 3 i . o o G i : o
.613323 i -. 'j D u t ' G
• • • . o o i t ^ 5 8 l . u ^ O L u u
.' i .69755C l . C O Q ; . CO
.7116^6 l . G O O C o J
.725461 l . C C G C C ' J
. 736660 i . L O O . GO
.751420 1 . GO 00 CO
.768572 1 . 00 GO CO
.785740 l . G C O C G C
. 6GC 4i*3 1. C C O . Q t" 0
.8-18404 l . u O O C C O
tl ~i' •" ' 7 r T i ' r* *~ r r • r-
. O O O l U c l 1 . O J U 'J U U
.853807 i . G O Q C G D
.871761 1 . G C - - C J O
.6865^7 I . G - C O G G G
.9C4130 l . C D D v C O
.915934 i . L - O O O G u
.9293ji8 1 . u O G C G O
. 9 ^  i 1 b 4 1 . C u 0 0 C S
.952281 l . G C O C w O
.963176 1 < C : O C C J
. 9 7 2 9 2 7 ' 1 . C O Q G O C
• . 9 7 ;> 1 5 4 i . C t G w C 0
.932633 1 . C O O C O O
. 967 6^6 1 . GOO L GG
. 9.9 C 33 9 l . G D O c - C O
. 9 9 ^ 8 7 4 l.o J i £ C G
, 991-73 1' l . G O O C I G
' .999035 i . C i i O C O G
' .999799 ' l - i c S O Q C i
l.Ott',7,13' ' l . C u C C O G
x . J 3 2 4 5 7 l . C ' G G O G G
' '^. 002759 1. p GCl ^0
i . O G 2 9 S 5 'i-. G - G C L Q i
1 . V G J 2 8 7 1 . C G 0 I ^ 0
• ' l i CC3 739 i . c D Q L C O
' J . .CC44.91 -. i * v 0 u <. u 0
.1 * Q G 4 p 4 0 ' " 1 « u G u C ^  j
; ' . J • il G 4 u 4 G 1 . j C G 1 i. C
^ » " B '
: ; : • •
i
T T O = 3 0 3 . 5 b <
C'25 PI = 0.
= 13.05E6 /M
. 0 3 0 ^ ;C H




'. 7 6 6 3 u 8
. 773363
. 7 8 0 4 7 4
. 78645t;
.794591






. 8 8 7 2 ^ 4




. 9 4 7 5 4 3
. 9588-»2
. 9 6 7 0 9 6





. -3 3fcl 39
,9988-jb
.9 r J97ol
i . C G c 8 ^  6
• ' 1. G 629 iG
1 . C Q 3 2 9 2
1 . C - Q 3 5 6 3
! . G - j 3 y 2 5
' 1 i? o 44oO
1 . u u 53 7 4
1 . 0 0 4 3 7 6
l .C '3 48'J1
. i . i: j 46 J 1
906 .
M
J . u O D O G O
' i 911 3C 7
















i . 54C 161





1 . 6 7 b C 6 7
1 . 66-9461
1. 69673?





1. 7 2 9 7 9 9
i . 7 3C 63 3
1.731253







If) rtO. 11215-01* ;
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i » t to 5 fc































































SMT13N X= 2.57 CM P T 3 = 10 .38Z VSQ CM T T O = 3 0 0 . 7 8 K
R= 2.576 C1 PWALL= 1.3192 N/SQ CM GF= .0025 PI = o 754
U£= 510.9 "1/SE; <HOE=.33335 KG/CJ3 M RE = 11 88E6 /M
UE.TA= .287 CM DELTA** . 0 7 0 0 CM THETA= .0209 CM
















































. 0 5 0 8 0 0
.063500
• Q 7 5 2 i i u
. oaa9oo
. I u l60» i






. 1 9 D 5 0 u
. 20320 U
.215900




















. 4 3 2 6 U C
.495300

















































. 7 2 0 6 0 4
. 753756











































i . o o o o a o
1.003000
i . G o a o o o
1.000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 3
1.000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.009000




l . O O Q O O O
1 .000000
1.000000










































































































STATION X= 2.82 CH PT3= 10.032 M/SQ CM TTO=300.78K
R= 2.576 C1 PWALL= 1.3254 N/SQ CM CF= .0025 PI = 0.759
UE= 511.1 1/SES RH3E=.00341 KG/CJB M RE = 11.95E6 /M
OELTA= .236 CM OELTA*= . 0720 CM THETA= .0215 CM
































































• 2 5 < t G O O
.266730







































































































1 . D 0 5 0 3 0





1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1.000000






1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.000000
i . o o a o o o
1 .000000
i . o o a o o o
1 .300000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
i . o o a o o o
i . O d a o o o
i . o o a o o o
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0





1 . 3 0 0 0 0 0
l . u O O O O O
























































































' ID NO. 11215-017
' I
STATION X* 3.J7 CM PT3 = 10.092 N/SQ CH TTO=300.78K
*= 2.576 Ct »*ALL= 1.4395 N/S3 CH CF= .002'* PI = 0.886
Ui= 495.4' .lASE; *HO£=.00873 KS/CJ8 1 RE « 11,56E6 /M
OEi-TA = l .(283 CH JELTA's .0708 CM THETA= .0221 CM

























































































































































































































































































































































STATIDN X= 3.33 CM PT3 = 10.082 M/SQ CM TTO=300 .78K
R- 2.576 CH P W A L L = 1.91*27 N/SQ CM CF= .0017 pi = 2 377
U£= '+25.3 1/SEC ^HOE=. 0 0 9 9 8 KG/CJB M RE = .9 84E6 /M
D E L T A * .199 CM DELTA»= . 3 5 5 9 CM HETA = .0223 CM


















































































































































































1 . 9 0 0 0 0 0
1.000000
1 .000000





1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0




1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
i . j o o o o a
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.000000
l . C O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
i. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0




1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0


























































































STATION X= 3.58 CM PT3=.10.Qi2
Ra
UE=,
2.576 C1 P W A L L = 2.2
454.6 1/5E3 *HOE=,












































f ( C M )
\
\











































M/SQ CM T T O = 3 n o i . 7 a K
225 N/SQ M 2F= . 0 0 0 7 p i = 5.703
01216 KG/CJB H DP =_n siFfi / .M.













































U / U E













































































1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0




1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0






























































































10 NO. 11315-030-. .
S T 4 T I D N X= 3.8i» CM iTD= 10.032 N/SQ CM T T O = 3 0 0 . 7 8 K
R= 2 .376 C1 PdALL* 2 . 3 3 2 7 N/SQ, C1 SF = .0006 PI = 6.698
UE = i*3<*.i* 1/3ES RHOE = .J12!»7 KG/CU9 M RE = 12.75E6 /M
D £ - T H = .293 (H OELFA*= .1261 CH T H E T A = .031*8 CM


















































. 0 7 6 3 U O
.088900
























. i » 0 & < » 0 0

































































































1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.000000
1.000000
i . c a o o o o
i . coaooo





1 . 0 0 4 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
l . O O O O O J
1 . 0 0 3 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0




1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
i . o a o o o o
1 .000000
1.300000
l . O O O C O O
1 .000000
i. 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . G O O O O O







1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0


























































































S/TATI3N X= 4.Q9 CM P T O = 10.082 N/SQ CM 110=300. 78K
R= 3. 576 CM P W f t L L = 2.4904 N/SQ CM GF = .0006 PI = 6.564
GE = 431. 2 1/SES RHOE=. 31295 K G / C U B M RE? 13.a7.E6 /M
, O E L T 4 = .298 3* D E L T H * = .1267 CM T H E T A = .0355 CM





























































. 2 0 3 23 0





















. 4 8 2 6 U O
.495330





























































































1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.000000




1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0




1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . C O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . C O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.000000
1.000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.000000
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 3 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O O O C O



























































































S T A T I O N X= 4.34 CM f » T D = 10.082 N/SQ CM T T O = 3 0 0 . 7 8 K
Rs 2.576 C1 P W A _ L = 2.5613 NI/SQ CM CF= , 0 0 0 7 P I = 5 331
UE= 434.5 ,1/ScC RHOE=. 31341 K G / C U B M RE « 13 72E6 /M
O E L T A = .307 C^ O E L T A * = .1236 CM T H E T A = .0362 CM




















































































































































































1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000


























































































































STATION X= 4.50 Cri PTD= 10.082 N/SQ CM TTO=300.78K
R= 2.576 C1 =»WALL = 2.5538 N/SQ CM CF= .0010 PI = 3.941
U£= +38.9 1/SE3 *HO£=.31355 KG/CJ8 .1 RE = 14.1E6 /M
O E L T A = . 3J8 OH 0 £ L T A * = .111*0 CM TH£TA= .0355 CM



















































































































































































l . D O O O O O



























































































































S T A T I O N X= 4.85 CM PT3 = 10.033 N/SQ CM TTO=300.76K
R= 2.576 CH PWALL* 2.4403 N/SQ CM £F= .'0014 PI = 2.805
UE= *37.2 1/SEC RHOE*.01295 K G / C U B M RE =. 13.28E6 /M
D E L T A * .292 CM D E L T A * 5 .0973 CM T H E T A = .0324 CM







































































































































































































1 , 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.000000







































.1,0 070 08 ....
1.008328





























































S T A T I O N X= 5.35
R= 2.576 C1 PWA
UE= 46<*.3 1/SEC
DEi.FA= .325 CM
CM PTD = 10 .032 N/S£l CM T T O = 3 0 0 . 7 8 K
Ls 2.0348 M / S Q CM CF= .0021 PI = 1.277
R H O E = . 01122 K S / C J B M RE = 12.99E6 /M
D £ U T 4 * = .381+1 CM HETA = .0289 CM


















































. 0 7 6 2 0 0
. 0 8 8 90 0














































































0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0














































i . G J J O O O
1.000000
l . i - 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0






l . D O O O O O
1 .000000





l . u O O O O O
1.000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . C O O O O O
1.000000









































































































STATION X= 5.37 3H i>TD= 10.032 */Si CM T T O = 3 0 0 . 7 8 K
R= 2.576 C1 PHALL= 1.6055 N/SQ CM 2F= .0024 PI = 0.714
UE= 49U.6 1/3EC *HOt=. 00951 K3/CUB M RE «= 12 46E6 /M
OELTA= .372 CM O E L f A * = .0818 CM THETA= .0269 CM

















































. G 6 3 5 G O
.076200

















. 3 0 4 8 0 0
.317500






. 4 0 6 4 0 U
.4191 JO
.431800































































































1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0




1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
i . o o a o o o
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000003
1.000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
i . o o a o o o
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
i . o o a o o o
i . o o a o o o
l . D O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 3 0 0 0 0 0
i . o o a o o o
1 .000000
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
' 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000

























































































P T O = 10.0497 N / S C
T T O = 302.1111 K
P B A R = 7 5 7 . 2 0 0 0
T M A M = 2 9 / . 2 7 7 o K
CM
X ( C rl > P ( N / } u CM)
' . ' - 1
: : . • • .• • • 2
\ • > ' ' " 3i . . . . . . .
, '• - 5
| ' • • • ' 6
i -' ' 7
f " -8
























• • • • • • ' 2 2
23
" 2 4
Pl= 1.231 (N/SQ CM) . 2.5
. 26
. ' '- . 27





© 0 0 0 . 0 0 000000CT
i i i
-2.00 0.00 2.00 4.00
x
ID NO.
- 1 . d 6 4 4
-1. 35fc 4















































































, 3 4 o l
. ^ 2 3 2
. 4 / 7 7
.521^.
.5b3c










ID N3. 1121 i>-BQ2
X= 2.46 CM ?I3 = 10 .050 N / 3 4 CM T T O = 3 Q 2 i l l . < '. •
R= 2 .576 '•£*' . P W A L L = 1.32ol */Si CM CF= .0025 PI = 0.724
U£= 513.2 M/SEC 3 H 3 L = . O U 8 3 2 K 3 / C J 3 MV RE = 11,7E6 /M .












































Y ( C M )
. Q o a o o u
. Q 1 2 7 0 U
. 0 2 i 7 4 0 U
. j i a i a u
. 0 5 0 3 0 0
.153500
. 0 7 b 2 0 0
. i ] a«90o







. 1 9 U 5 0 0
. 2 0 3 2 0 0
.215900
. 2 2 t t b O O
.241300
.254000
. 2 6 b 7 0 0






. 3 5 5 b O O
.368300
. 3 d l O O O
.393700
. 4 0 b 4 0 0
.'419100
.431800


















. 4 7 0 0 6 5












. 7 0 0 9 2 8




















• U / Jc . '












































r r / r r o
l . O O O O O Q
1. O t J O U o O
1. 0 0 0 0 0 3
1 . O O O G O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1. O O O u u O
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . Q O O O O O
1. O O O G O O
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 3 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 3
l . Q O Q u O O
1. i i O O G O O
1. 0 0 0 0 0 3
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. i t O O O O U
1 . U Q O G O O
i . o u o o o a
l . O O O Q O G
i . o a o o o a
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.00000.0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . O O O O U O
l . O Q O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O O O O Q
i . o a o o o o
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . O O O O O U
1. 1 ) 0 0 0 0 0
i . G O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. O u O O O O


























































































S M T I O M X= 2.72 Z* P F 3 = .10. 050. N / 5 Q C1 TTO = 302.11<
R= 2 .^76 £M P W A L L = 1.3896 ></S.i CM GF= . 0 0 2 5 Pi = o.VgT
U£= 503.4 M/SEC *rUE=.00855 KS/CU3 N RE = 11.66E6 /M













































n e w )













. L 6 5 1 0 0 -
,.177800
.190500
















. + 0 6 4 0 0
.'+19100
.+31800 -
. + 4 4 5 0 0
. + 5 7 2 0 0
.+69900

















































U / J E











































r r / r r o
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 3 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .00000 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 3 3 0 0 0 0
1. O O O O O l i
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 3
i . o a o o o o
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O O O G O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0









































































































































UUri X= 2 .97 G'd : I»IJ = 10.050 '
2.576 i iM. P r f A L L = 1.830.6 N/.S3 Ul
= 455.6 M/SEU <rl3c = . U l O G 4 K i / C I
.14= .292 £ ' '
Y i C M J











































M O E . T A * = .0765 CM












































U / U E












































 PI = i<450 .
J3 M RE = 11.287E6 /M
F - t L T ; A = .0252 . C M
I T / P F O . i
1 . U O O O O O
i. u o o . o u j
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. O O O Q O O
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
i . a o o u o 3
l . U U O O U O
i. Qoooo-r"
1 . 0 0-flU 0 0
1. O ' O O O O J
1. U O O O O O .
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
i . o o o G o a
l . O O O O U O
1 .000000
i . a o o u o o
1 . U O O O O O
i. a o o G o a
l . O O O O U O
i . a Q o o o a
i . o o u o d o
i . o a o o u o
i . a o o o o o
1. U O O O O O
i . o a o o o o
i . o o a u o o
1.000000
i . a o o u o o
1. U O O O O O
i . a o o o o o
l . O O O O U O





i . o o o o o r o
i . a o o o o o
1.000000
1.000000







. 7 6 9 2 U O
.7,90596






































. U O O & 3 3
.568387











































S T A T I O N X« 3.23 CM P T O = 10.050 N / S Q CM TTO=302 .11K
R* 2.576 CM P W A L L « 2.1979 N / S Q CM
U£« 429.8 M / S E C RHOE«.01132 KG/CUB
CF» .0009 pi = 4.714
/M
D E L T A - 7 2 5 6 CM DELTA*- .1030 CM THETA« ..0310 CM









































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 3.48 CM PTO 10.050 N / S Q CM 110-302.UK
R* 2.57b C M P W A L L - 2 .3659 N / S Q CM (T





DELTA* - .1467 CM THETA- .0377 CM

















































































































































































































































































































S T A T I O N X « : 3 . 7 3 C M PTD- 10.050 N / S Q C H TTO»302.11K
R » 00042.576 CTi P V A L L » 2.4918 N / S Q CM CT
U E « 429,7 M / S E C R H O E » . 0 1 2 8 3 K G / C U B M
D E L t A « . 3 1 5 C M D E L T A * ' . 1 4 0 6 C M T H E T A * . 0 3 7 2 C M
* 8.391
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ID NO. 11216-003 :•
S T A T I O N X«" 3.99 CM PTQ«" 10.050 N / S Q CM • T1 0=302 .11K
TT= 2 .576 CM P W A L L = 2 . 5 8 9 2 N / S Q CM CF= ' .0005 PI = 7.117
U E* *29.0 M / S E C RHOE=.01332 KG/CUB M REV1V&2SE67M;
IT E L T A ~~
i
.31 " / C M DTLTA*« .1361 CM T H E T A « .0377 CM
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S T A T I O N X= 4 .50 CM P T O = 10.050 N / S Q CM T10=302.11K
K« 2 » 5 r 6 CM Pr fALL* 2.52T3 N / 5 Q CM CF=
UE« 433.1 M / S t C RHOE».01308 K G / C U B M
.0012 PI = 3.377
:
'RE;« 15.25E6 /M
DELTA- .296 CM D£LTA*« .1043 CM THETA» .0340 CM
















































































































































































































































































































S T A T I O N X= 4 .75 CM P T Q = 10.050 N / S O CM TTO302.11K
R» 2V576 CM H W A L L « 2 .334<t NTSG C f l C F '
UP* 4 4 3 . 8 M / S t C RHQ£» .01239 K G / C U B M
,0016 PI = 2.170
RE a 15vtt8E6 /M
D t L T A = .306 CM D E L T A * * .0931 CM T H E T A « .0319 CM















































































































































































































































































































STATION X= 5.26 CM PT 0= 10.050 N/SQ CM 'TTO-302.11K
R» 2.5/6 CM PWALL= 1.8896 N/SQ CM CF» .0022 PI a 1.
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*"' • • \\ 27 4.6609
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\ \\ 29 5.6769
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,32 CM PTO= 23.669
»5oo on H H A L L = .8
b u 7 . 5 M/SEC RHO£=.
N/SQ CM TTO=299.44K
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STATION X= 7.19 CM PTO= 23.669 N/SQ CM TTO=299.44K
R= -2. 5'3~B~C'fr~-pi3Srr=-" TSZ^Z TT7STT'CH ~ CF^"TITCl"^ ~pi"="o"
UE= 606.8 M/SEC RHOE=.U0783 KG/CUB M RE s, 19.QQE6 /M
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ION X= 4 .85. CM PFO= 23.669 N/SQ CM TTO=299. i*4K
.^88 CM P W A L L = .84
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S T A T I O N X= 5. 16 CM PTO= 23.669 N/SQ CM TTO=299.44K ;, , '.: .
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S T A T I O N X= 6. 15 CH PTO= 23.669 N/SQ CM TTO=299 .44K '
R= 2.586 CM P W A L L = 1.2361 N/SQ CM CF= .0018 pi = 1.366
UE= 565. U M/SEC RHOE=.OG953 KG/CUB M RE = I7.9E6;/M
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STATION X= 6 . < « 0 CM PTO= 23.669 N/SQ CM T T O = 2 9 9 . 4 4 K
R= 2.538 CM P W A L L = 1.3666 N/SQ CM CF= .0016 n = I.S80
UE = 568.** M/SEC RHO£=.Oi068 K G / C U B M RE a 2Q.46E6 /M
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Z. 4 11 380
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ID NO. 11310-012
S T A T I O N X= 6 .65 CM PTO= 23.669 N/SQ CM TTO=299. '*4K .
R= 2.588 CM P W A L L = l.<*530 N/SQ CM CF= .001,5 PI =
Ut= 571.7 rt/SEC RHGE=. 01151 KG/CUB M RE * .22,46E6
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S T A T
R= 2
U£ =
ION X= 6. 33 CM PIO= 23.669 N/SQ CM TTO=299.44K
.588 CM P H A L L = 1.5445 N/SQ CM CF= .0015, PI = 1.738
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ID NO. il31ii-Gl4
S T A T I O N X= 7. 39 Crt PTO= 23.669 N / S Q CM r T O = 2 9 9 . 44K
R= 2.588 CM P W A L L = 1.7255 N/SQ CM CF= .0014 PI = 1
UE= 558.7 M/SEG R H O E = . 01297 K G / C U B M RE * 23.5E6 /M
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. 3 70 b 66
U / U E






























1 . 0 d 4 0 ° > 7
1.0U4333
1. 004 /03
1 . 0 0 5 U 7 2
1. 005153
1.006131




1 . 0 0 & 6 9 S "
1. OiJ o 698-
1. 0 0 o & 9 8
T H E T A =
T T / T F O
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.000000,
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
1 . O U O O U O
i . d Q Q Q Q Q
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
i . u u o o o a
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . . U O O O O O
1. O O U O O O
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1...00000)
l . U O u O O O
. I. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. O O O O Q U
1.00000.0
1. U O O O Q O
i . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 00 00 00'
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 1 . 000000
1. U U O O O O
1 . u Q Q O O O
i . a o o o o o
1.000 000
~i~. ooooTp"
1. O O u O O O
1. O O O O u O
1 . Q O O O O O
1. O O O O f f O
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. O G Q O u i ]
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
i . G U O O O O
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
i . b u a o o G
1 . U U J O O O
1. O C i O O G O
1. O O O O O U
1 .000000
0178 PI 1 =
= 18.058E6
.0205 CM












































































































































2.576 CM P W A L L = .81
= 602.2 il/StC R H O E = . 0
_ T A = .341
V ( C M )





. U 6 3 5 0 U














. 2 5 < » Q U U
. 2 6 b 7 f l U
.279^00
.292100
















. 5 0 8 0 U U
.520700
. 5 < » b l O O













































= 23.650 N /SQ CM T T O = 2 9 7 . 0 0 K
12 M / S U CM CF= .00176 PI .:=














































T H E I A =
TIYITO
1.000 000
i . o o o o o o
1. O O O U O O
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0000,00
1 .000000
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1 .000000
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
i . a o u u o o
i . a o o o o o
1. 000000
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. flOOOOU
1.000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1. O O O Q O O
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
I . Q O U O O Q
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
i. t i o a a o o
i . a o u o o o
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 000000
i . u o a o o o
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
i . a o o o o o
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. Ot ;0000
1 . U O O O O O
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . Q O U O O Q
i . a o u o o o
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
i . o o a o a o
^02.09 CM




























































































C M l f U = 2 9 7 . a O K
R = 2.576 C M P r t A L L =















































Y ( C M )
. J U L I O G O
.0127 Oil
TO 254 00
. o j 8 i u o
Y'J~5u8'OU
. O 6 . » 5 0 0
""". i 7 6200










. 2 1 5 9 U U
. 2 2 6 6 0 0
.241330
. 2 5 4 0 0 0
. 2 6 6 7 0 0
. 2 7 9 4 0 0
.292100
. 3 0 4 8 0 0
.317500
. 3 3 0 2 0 0





.4 0 6 ^ 0 0
.'419100
, f 3 1 8 U O
.4^500
.1*57200




. 5 2 0 7 0 0
.5^6100
h D i L L F A
P T / P T O
.U3<+215










































8J92 N / S U C* G f : = .0
. O U 7 5 8 K G / C U 3 M kt
*= .1035 UM
U'/UE
. Q U O Q U O










































. F H E T A =
T I / T T O
1 . U O O O O O
1. 8 0 0 0 0 0
l". 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . O O O O O U
1 . O O O U U O
1 . O O O C O O
1 . G O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 U 0 0
1. O U O i i O O
1 . U O O O O O
1 . O O O U O O
1 . O O O U O O
1 . G O O O O O
1. J O ^ J O O O
1 . O O O u O O
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
I . O J O O G U
1 .000000
1. U Q O O O U
1 . U u J O O O
1 . U O O O O O
1 . U O O O O U
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . O O J O O O
1. JUG 000
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . U Q J O U 3
. l . ' U O O O O O
l i 0 0 0 0 00
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . O G O O O O
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . O O O O O U
i. oo'oooo"
1 . U O O O O O
1. 0 0 4 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . O O O Q U O
0138 PI .=
= 13.346E6
. i i200 CM




























































































S T A T I O N X = 5 .22 CM PTO= 23 .650 N / S Q CM T T O = 2 9 7 . 0 0 K
R= 2 .576 ur t P W A L L - .8123 N/SCl CM GF= .00
Uz= 629.5 M / S E C RHOE=. 00382 K G / C L J 3 M RE =













































f l C H ) '
. o o o o a u
.012700
. 0 2 5 4 0 0
.038100
. 0 5 U 3 C I O
,06350.0
. 0 7 6 2 0 0
, 0 3 o 9 0 U
.101600
.114300








. 2 2 8 6 0 U
.241300




. 3 a £ a o o "
. J 1750G
. J 3 U 2 0 Q
. 3 ^ 2 9 0 0
.355600
.363300
. 3 d l o U i J
- 3 9 3 7 U O
. ' 4 U b < » U U
. i » 1 9 1 U U
.^31600
.441+500
. t * 5 7 2 U J
. '•* o 9 9 0 U
, 4 8 2 b O d
.*953uO
. 5 0 3 0 0 0
. 5 2 U 7 G J
.5^6100
CM 0 E L T A *











































. 4 6 2 U U 3
= .1485 CM
U / U £

































i . U 0 0 0 9 3






1. 0 0 2 0 2 7
1.002581.
1 . 0 0 2 6 9 2
• T H E T A = .
r T / r r o
1. O Q O O O O
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. O O U O Q U
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
i . o a u o o o
1. 0011000
l . D O G O G O
1 . C U O O O O
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 00000! )
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
i . u o a t i u o
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0f;a"0"floa"o~
1 . O U O O O O
T. o'FoooF"
1. O O J Q O O
1. O O Q O U O
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. U O O O O O
l . O O U O O O
l . O U O i J O O
1. O O O U O OT."innnnnr~
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . J O O O U J
1 . J O J O O O
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . O O O J O O
1 . U O O U U u
i . u o a o o o
1. U O O O O i ) "
1 . U (3 U 0 0 0
1. UO'tHftifl'
i . o o a o o o
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
i . a o o u o u
1. O O O U f i O
1. O O O O O f l
1 . G Q U C C O
1 . O u O O O U
l . U O O O Q O
134 PI .-1.238
• 2 5 . 9 0 0 E 6 /M
0236 CM



































































































































FA= '•- .300 CM
Y J C M )
. 0 0 0 0 0 0
.012700






































. t » 2 u 7 0 0
.546100
7 CM PIO
k L L = .82
*H3E=.0







































- 23.650 N/iia CM TTO = 297 .J f l ;<
25 M/SQ CM CF= .00133 PI '=1.558














































T H E T A = .0195 CM
r iv r ro R H c / R H O t M
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 .354156 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. U O O O O O .412812 .910000
1. U O O O O O .447850 1.150121
1.000000 .480534 1.3360U6
i. 0 0 0 0 0 0 .511736 1.491552
1. U O O O O O .535128 1.598430
l . O U O O D O .554463 1.681648
1. U O O O O O .574529 1.763869
l . U O O O G U .590668 1.827319
l . O O U f l O O .611136 1.904747
1.000030 .641906 2.015557
l . U O O t i U O .674506 2.126648
l . i i O O O i l O .702673 2.218830
1.000000 .727009 2.294332
l . U O O O U O .751601 2.368788
1.000000 .777705 2.445340
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 .804150 2.520523
1. U O O O O O .831990 2.597322
1 .000000 .859822 2.671895
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 .887354 2. 74367Q
i . O O O O U O .918817 2.823458
l . O O O O U O .944310 2.886491
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 .966760 2.940881
1. U O G U t i O .988506 2.992624
1.0000 .00 1.U04873 3.030984
l . l i O Q O O Q 1.015511 3.055653
I . O O O O U O 1.024161 3.075577
I . U O U Q U O 1.02d72l) 3.086022
1 .000000 1.033512 3.096965
1.000000 1.036084 3.102821
l . O O O O f i O 1.038305 3. 107869
l . O U O O O O 1.040525 3.112910
1.000000 1.043448 3.119529
1. U O O O O O 1.046253 3.125870
1.000000 1.349175 3.132462
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.049526 3.133252
1.000000 i.051162 3.136937
1.000000 1.053383 3.14193d
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 f l > 1.U54668 3.144817
1.000000 1.055019 3.1456U4

















































Y ( C M )






































5.73 CM PTO= 23,650 N/3Q CM T T O = 2 9 7 . 0 0 K
P W A L L = 1.1631 N/SQ CM CF= .GO
S£C RHOE=.C0998 K G / C U B M R£=
CM 0£LTA*= .1070 CM T H £ T A = .













































































T T / T T O
i . b o o o o e
1,000000
l . C Q O O C C
l o O O O O S G
l . Q O O Q O u
1. O O O S O U
l . C O O O G O
i . o o o o e o
l . O O Q G G O
l . O O O O G G
i . G O o o o a
i . a a o G O O
l . O O O G O O
1 .000000
i . o o o n c u
1.0000 00"
l . O O O G D Q
l . Q C Q O G O
1.000000
l . O O O U O O
l o O O O C G C
l . O Q O C C O
l . O O a G Q O
iraool86"o "
l o O O O O C O
1 .000600
l o O O O O G u
l .QCOOTG




l . G O O O O O
1 . 0 0 3 0 G C
l . O O O O G G
l . O O O G G O
l . O O O O G O
l . Q O O G C G
"i.Toa'O'fi'o""

























































































STATION X= 5. 98 CM PTO= 23oS!5JL
!
N/SQ CM T T O = 2 9 7 . f l O K :
R= 2.576 CM P W A L L = 1.5218 N/SQ CM CF= .00151 PI , =1.632
UE= 547.9 M/SEC RHO£=.f l l i i7 KG/CU8 M RE= 19.462E6 /M



















































































































































































l o o o o n o o
i . a o a o o o
i . O O O O O C
1 . 0 3 Q G O Q
1.000000
1. Oil 00 00
1.000000
1. 000000
l . O f i O O O O






l o O d O Q O Q
1.030000
i . 0 3 Q O S O
I. 0 0 0 8 0 0
l o o a o o o o
i o O Q f l O O d
i o s e o o o y
i o O O O G O O
i o D O O O C O
i3r.-; . ;3C!:
1.000000
l . O O O O G O
l o O O O O O O
i c a o o o o o
l o O Q O O C O
i, o a e o o o




i . ooaoo i*
1.000000




i e O O ' l O O U




























































































StA.TIO.NL X= 0.24 Crt PTO= 23.650 N/Sd CM TTO=£ :97 .00K
R= 2.57fa CM PWALL= 1.6497 N/SQ CM CF= .00097 PI =3.143
Ut= 559,6 M/SEC RHO£=.01266 KG/CUB M RE= 23.496E6 /M
DELTA= .263 CM OELTA» = .1097 CM THETA= .0232 CM













































































































































































1 . Q O O O O &
l . O O C e U O
l . O O O O C - u
l . u Q Q O D O
l . C O O O O U
l . O O O O C Q
l . O u u O O O
1 . 0 Q Q O C O
l . O Q Q O C u
i . o c a o o a
l . c l O O O O O
. i . a o o a c a
l . O u O u C O
i . c o a c o a
l . C C O O U o
. 1. l i O Q i i G u
1 .000000
.. .1. OQOUJi iL
1. t l O O u L U .....
l . G O O U G O
. 1 .02.0i jGQ
1. J O O G G O
A.«.oaoo QB
l . O O O O C U
1 . & O O G D O . . .
l . Q O O O L o
l . O u i J C O O
i . o o & u o a
._ .ij.Q.o.ttkCLa
l . U O O U C O
i.iiooacu-i . j o o o c a
_...!• aiiOu.iii»
I . U O O O O O
^, QJliLC dp
i . a o o o c u
l.iiOOOOii- _
1. J O O O U O
_.JL» UiiMOfl
l . O f c O O O O
IL.Q.QJLQQ.Q.

























































































STATION X= 6.,46 CM PTO= 23.650 N/SQ CM T T O = 2 9 7 . 0 0 K
R= 2.576 CM P W A L L = 1.7591 N/SQ CH CF= .00097 PI =3.150
UE= 556.3 M / S E C RHO£=. 01333 K G / C U B N RE= 24.275E6 / M

















































































































































































T H E T A = .
T T / T T O
l . O G O G O O
1 .000000
1.000000
l . O O O O O Q
1.000000




i . c o o u o a
l . O O O O C O
i . a o o c o o
1 .000000
l . O O O C O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.000000
1.000000
l . i J O O G O G
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. Q U O Q G U
l . O O O O O G
1 .000003
1 .000000
i . c o o o c o
l . O O O G O O
1 .000000
1. O O O O G t i
1 . u U O G O O
l . G O O O C O
l . O O O G G G
i . o a o o c o
l . O O O G O O
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O Q G O O
1 . 0 0 3 G O G
l . O O O G G O
l . O O O G O O
i.Q_0_3fi_fl_fii . a o o a o o
I.OJLOOOO
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O O G O O
l . O Q O O O G
0236 CM

























































































TEI i i3 i?-n?7
S T A T I O N X= 6. 73 CM PTO= 23.650 N/SQ CM T T O = 2 9 7 . 0 0 K
R= 2.576 CM PWALL= 1.8924 N/SQ CM CF= .00107 PI =2.884
UE= 543.3 M/SEC RHOE=.C1366 KG/CUB M Rc= 23.228E6 >M


















































































































































































l . i i O O C O O
i . C O G C O O
l . O O O O D O
1.000000
l . O O Q O C a
i . 300Q£0
i . aooooo
l . O O O O L O
1. O O O C C O
i . aooooo
l . O O O C O O
l . C O O O G O
i . O O O C O u
1.003000
l . O O O O G O
l . O O G G G Q







i . o aoooa
1.000000











l . O O O O C O
l . O O O O O U
l . O O O O G O
I . O O O C O u
1.000000
1.000000




























































































































8 pi _ n oon ( KI /on OM ^ - — '
€














































S T A T I O N X= 3.61 CM PTO= 23.76& N/SQ CM TTQ=3Q4.!)6K i
R= 2.588 CM P W A L L = .8544 N/SQ CM "CF= .00214 PI:.:;'ja
UE= 610.8 M/SEC R H O E = . O C 7 8 2 KG/COS M R£r 1&.770E6















































































































































































T H E T A = .0188 CM
TT/TTO
1.000000
1. O O O Q D O
1.000000
l . O O O G O Q
1 .000000
l . O G O C O O
1.000000
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1.000000
l . O O O C C O
1 .000000
l . Q O O Q O a
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.000000
l . u O O G C O
l . C O O O G O
1.000000
l . O O O G O O
l . G O O O G O
1,000000
l . G O O O O Q
i. G 001 GO
i. aooooo
l . C O O Q G O
i. o o o o o a
l . O O O G O Q
l . Q O O G O O
1. O O O C O O
1.000000
1.000000
l . O O O G C O
1. O O G Q O O
i . O O O C O O
l . O O O G O O
l . Q O O G O O
1.000000i. aooooo
1. - O O O C O O
l . O O O O G O
1. O O O C O O



























































































STATION X= 3.81 CM PTO= 23.768 N^SQ CM TTO=304. 06:<
R= 2.588 CM PHALL= .8527 N/SQ CM CF= .00214 PI = .365
UE= 610.5 M/SEC RHOE=.01779 KG/CUB M RE= 18.64856 /M
OELTA= .394 CM OELTA*= .0945 CM THETA= .0188 CM













































































































































































l . O O O O G O
l . G Q O O O O
1. 0000 GO
1 . 0 0 0 C O Q
i. 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O O G O O
l . O O O C O Q
1.000000
l . C O O u Q O
i. c a o o u o
1. 0 0 0 0 CO
l . O O O C O O
iVoooooo
1 , 0 0 0 2 0 0 -
l . G O Q C Q O
l . O O O C J G
l . O O O G O O
l . u O O C O O
l . O O O O Q O
i . G O Q o a o
l . O O O C O O
1.000000
1.Q00300
l . C O O O G O
l . G O Q ' 8 0 0
l . O O O G O O
1.000000
1 . C 0 3 G O O
l . Q O O O O O
l . O O O G O O
l . O O O O U O
1.000000
1.000000




l . O O O G O O
l . Q O O O O O
l . O O O C O O
l . O O O C O O
1.000000



























































































• 14 CM. PTQ= 23,768 N/SQ CM TTQ=304. 06K
2.588 CM P H A L L = .9230 N/SQ CM CF- .00216 PlOv
~..- § AP_s 8__M/S E_C RH OE = , AQ_8 OJ* KG/ CJJB_ Jt JRE = 18.. 06 5 £.6
= .402

















































































































































































T T / T T O
1.000000
l . Q O O G O O
1 .000000
1. 0001 GO
i . a O O C O O
l . O O O G G O
1.000000
l . G O O O f i Q
1.000000
l . O O O Q O O
l . t t O O O C O
1.000000
1.000000
l . O O O G G O
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O O u G O
1. O O O G C O
i . O O O C G D
1. O O O C O O
l . O O O O C O
l . O O O Q O O
1. C O O C C O
l . O Q O C O O
1 .000000
~ i. a 6 oo bo
l . Q O O O G O
l . O O O u O O
1 .000000
1. O O O O C Q
l . O O O C u Q
l . Q O O O O O
l . C O O C G O
1.000000
l . G O O C O O
i . C O C J C O
l . u p O O Q u
1. 0000 GO
l . O G Q C C O
i . o o o a o c
1 . 0 0 0 0 -j 0
1 . 0 0 0 - 0 0
l . u O O G G O










































































































































Y « C M )









































.34 CM PTO= 23.763 N/SQ CM
P W A L L - .8729 N/SQ CM CF= .0
E.C R H O E = . C C < 7 8 4 K&/CUB M RE

























































































T H E T A =
T 7 / T T O
1 .000002
1.000000
l . a O O C C a
l . O O O L O O
i . e o o c u G
i . o o o o e o
l . O O O G O O
1. O G Q G O O
1. G O O C O O
1. G O O C Q O
i . o o o o o o
l . O O O G Q O
i .oooooo-
l . O O O C O d
l . O O O G O O
l o t O O O C O
1 . Q O Q D O Q
l . ' O O O O G i S
l . O O G Q O O
i. a ooe, BO1 ,060000
i . aoocso
1.030000
l . Q O O O Q O
l . O Q Q C C O
l . O O O G G O
l . O O O G G O
l . O O O G O O
l . O O O O G O
l . O Q O G G O
l . Q O J C O O
l . G O O D G O
1. O O O C O O
l . O O C C D O
l . O O O G O O
l . O O O O G O
i. QO'OC'DO"
1.000000
l . G O Q C Q O
1. O O O C O O
l . O O O G Q O
1.000000
l . u O O Q O O
T T O = 3 G 4 . a 6 <
0215 PI > .374
= 18,343E6 /«
.0196 CM
R H O / R H O E M































1 . 0 Q G 0 3 6





















































STATION X= 4.65 CM PTO= 23.768 N/SQ CM T T O = 3 e 4 e Q & K
R= 2.588 CM PMALL= .8578 N/SQ CH CF= .00163 PI = .670





















































































































































































l . O G O Q O O
1«S00008
l . Q G O O Q O
1.0900G6
1.000600





i . S S O G O O
i « 0 0 3 Q O C
i.O[J8800













i . O Q Q O O O
1.068000
1.000000























































































STATION X= 4.9fl CM PTO= 23,768
r
N/SQ CM TTO=304.06K
R= 2.586 CM PWALL= .9278 N/SQ CM CF=s .00161 PI.<f" =
UE= 628.3 M/SEC RHOE=. 00935 KG/CUB M RE= 25.369E6


















































































































































































/M • • '•: :.







































































































































STATION X= 5.11 CM PTO= 23.768 N/SQ CM T T O = 3 0 4 . f ) 6 K
R= 2.588 CM P W A L L = 1.1517 N/SQ CM CF= .00154 PI, =1.190














































Y I C M )




































































































































T H £ T A = ,
TT/TTO
1. 300060




1 . 0 0 Q G O Q
1.000000
1.000000
l . O O O G O O
1.000000
1.300000
l . Q O O O O O




l . O O O J C O
1.100000
1.000000





l . Q O O O C O
1.0 000 Ob
i .oooooo








l . O O O O C O
1.000000
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STATION X= 4.23 CH PTO= 23.653
R= 2.576 CH PMALL= 1.5*77 N/SQ C
UE= 575.9 H/SEC RHOE=. 01251 KG/C






































Y t C M )

















































































































1.0 000 CO .451049
i . Q O O O O O .456250
i .oooooo








l . O O O D G f l
l . O O O Q O O
l o O O Q C & O
i .OSJJCBf i
lo D S S O C O
1.0300GO
.BB40T6" 1TFSWOD




















l . O G J O O B
1.000000
1.000000 1
I . O O O C O S
i.oeoooo
l . O O O G G O
1.000000
l.oOTCOTT
l . O O O G O O
1. O O O C 0 8




l . G O O O O O
1.000008










































































R* 2.576 Cfl 1
UE= 574.2 H/SI
CELT











































































































0= 23.653 N/SG CM T
362 N/Sii CM CF= .00
01385 KG/CU3 N RE=
= .2040 CM TH£TA= .
U/OE T T / T T O
. 0 0 0 0 0 0 l . Q O O u O O
. 0 0 0 0 0 0 l . O O O C O O
.odoooo i . o o o G O O
. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .000000
.076585 1.000000
.165386 l . G O O O O O
.229275 1,0 COO 00
.286120 l . Q O O C C O
."34877S " l . f l f l O C O O
.405685 l . u C O G a O
.458685 i . O O Q u G O
.507651 l . O G O Q C O
.550552 1 . 0 0 0 J C 3
.593807 l . O O O C C O
.635911 l . Q G O C O O
.680937 1.000000
,718267 l . O O O O Q D




.876576 l . G O O G O O
.902223 i . O O O O C O



















l . G O O G Q O
l.FSfldQO
l . D O O C O O
1 V O O O G 0 0
i . O O O C O O
17UWGOO






































































































75 CM PTO= 23.653 N/SQ CM
.576 CM PHALL= 1.8969 N/SQ CM CF= .0
522.2 M/SEC RHOE=.Ol25l KG/CUB M RE







































Y i C M l








































































































































l . O O O O G O







I. 00 00 CO
l . G O O C C O
1.0000 CO
l . G O O O O O
i. a oo ooo
1. GO 00 CO
i.o odd oo





l . O O O C O O
1.000000
l . O O O C O O




l . O O O Q O O
1. 0000 00
l . O O O C O O
l . G O O C O O














































/M : ' • ' . - : - . : '
• ' • ' ' ' ' . - . " • ':












































STATION X= 5.C7 CM PfO= 23.653 N/SQ CM TTO=299.94K
R= 2.576 CM P W A L L = 2.0337 N/SH CM CF= .CJ0019 PI...-':
UE= 544.9 M/SEC RHO£=.G1448 KG/CUB N RE= 24.375E6


















































































































































































i. 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O O O O C
l . O O O C O O
1.000000




l . Q C O O O C
1.3000DO
1.000000
l . C O O O O O
1.000000











l . O O O O O C
l . G O O O Q O
i . ooocro




l . O O O C O O
l . O O O Q G G
1.900000
l . U O O O O O
1.900000
1.000000
l . O O O C O O
i . O O O O O C
1.000000
i. ocaooii
































































































____ 5,32 CM_ _P_T.Qg_13.653 N/SQ
M PMAU.-~2.15ea N/SQ"~CN ~c
M/SEC RHO£=.<J1521 K G / C U B 14
CM T TJ3=
= '. Q0027 >L












































Y ( C M )


































































































































i. a oao GO





l . J C O O C O
l . O Q O C O O
l . Q G O O O Q
l . O O O C G O
1.300003
i . O O O C C Q
l . O O Q C O O
i . aooooo
1. J Q C O O Q
l . Q O O O O Q
l . Q Q Q G O C
i . O w O O O O
l . O O O G C O
1.90000Q





l . O O O C O O
i . aaoeoo








l . O O O C C O
1.000000
1.300000
l . Q O Q u Q O
l . O U Q O O O
l . J O O U O O
0292 CM



























































































.576 CM PHALL= 2.3277 N/SQ CM CF= .00043 PI,Wj=7.057














































































































































































































l . O O C Q O C
1.000000









































































































S T A T I O N X= 7.
R= 2
UE=
23 CM P T O = 23,653 N/SQ CM TTO=2-39. 94 K
.576 CH P W A L L = 1.8528 N/SQ CM CF= .00187 PI, .=1.044
5-16.9 M / S E C R H O £ = . G I 2 8 3 K G / C U B M R£= 2 0 . 7 4 Q E & /M



















































* C 7 6 2 0 G
.083900




























































































































T H £ T A = .U26G CM
TT/TTO ' R H O / R H O E "
l . ' O D O O f l a ."521320
1 = 0 0 3 0 0 0 .644396.
I . O O Q U G O
i. ooocoa
JL. 0000 00i.o a ao oo
1. 3 0 9 & O Q
i. 3 0 0 0 0 0ic a oos co
l . Q u O O O O
i . asoooo
1. '40 30 CO
1. J i C O C P Oi . a a o n o o
I t O G G O f i O
l . O Q O C O Q
1 .00S8GO
1.3 030 00
I s O O Q S C O
l . U Q O C B Oi. f j soaoi i
1. 00 00 08
1. -338000 'i*aos(sso
l « D g 9 S O O
i*50000S
i » O O f » Q O O
i . o o o n c o
l . O Q O O O O
1. 0 0 0 6 0 0
i e O C O O O O
l . O O O O O C
i .oooooa
1.000000
i . JOOSOl ;
1.300000
1.000000














































































































P B A R »
T M A N »
' . ' ' 1 : I




























































N / S Q C M
K
H M H G
K


























— T ro.oo 2.00 4.00 6.00 8..QO 10.00
X ( C M )




STATION X- 3.23 CM PTO« 23.656 N/SO CM TTO-300.56K
R« 2.988 CM PHALL» .8377 N/SQ CM CF« .00193 PI •
UE» 606.0 K/SEC RHOE= .00779 KG/CUB M RE* 18.884E6


























































































































































































































































































































STATION X" 3.43 CM PTO- 23,656 N/SQ CM TTO-300.56K
RP 2.588 CM PHAIL- .8340 N/SQ CH GF« .00193 PI »
































































































































































































































































































































STATION X= 3.76 CM PTO- 23.656 N/SQ CM TTO*3.00.56K
R* 2.588 CM PWALL= .8871 N/SQ CM CF= .00190 P I :&*
UE« 600.0 M/SEC RHOE». 00792 KG/CUB M R£« 18.209E6






















































































































































































































































































































ON X= 3.96 CM PTu- 23.656
588 CM PWALL= .9972 N/SQ
UE» 584.4 M/StC RHOt = .



































































































































CM CF= .00193 PI =
00828 KG/CU8 M RE= 17.264E6















































































































































































ID NO. 11315-006 !
STATION X= 4.27 CM PTO= 23.656' N/SQ CM TTO»3G0.56K
*» 2.588 CM PWALL* 1.5665 N/Svj CM CF* .00147 PI:,.*
UE« 518.4 M/SEC RHOE*. 01017 KG/CUB M RE« 14.989E6


















































































































































































































































































































»' - . " -
. . ._.
ID NO. 11315-007 : •: . • ' \
STATION X* 4.52 CM PTO = 23.656
R« 2-.S88 CM PWALL* 1.7767 N/SQC
N/SQ CM TTO=300.56K
M CF= .00028 ; Pi. .. = *.204
UE» 518.8 M/StC 'kHO£». 01155 KG/CUB M .RE«= 17.058E6






















































































































































































































































































































STATION X= 4.72 CM PTO« 23.656 N/SQ CM TTO-300.56K . ,. '.
R* 2.588 CM PWALL* 1.8635 N/SQ CM CF» .00010 PI ~:»*.913
;UE* 583.9 M/SEC RHOE=.





































































































































01543 KG/CUB M RE* 32.090E6




















































































































































































STATION X» 5.00 CM PTO» 23.656 N/SQ CM TTQ-300.56K
R» 2.588 CM PWALL* 2.0072 N/SQ CM CF= .0000* PI,^«*.705
UE» 555.3 M/SEC RHOE=.





































































































































01478 KG/CUB M RE*





















































































































































































SULTIQN X- 5.26 CM PTQ3 23 . 6_5 6N/SO C.M TTT«300.56K
R= 2.588 CM PWALL= 2.1389 N/SQ C* CF= .00










































































































































































































































































43 .533400 ,651573 1.032030 1.000000 1.0*>3607 2.282036
219
S T A T I O N X« 5.51 CM PTQ» 23.65ft N / S Q fM TTHOQQ. 56K
R» 2.588 CM PWALL
UE» 537.1 M/SEC
2.2657 N/SO CM CF» .P9019 PI-.-.-«
.01563 KG/CU8 M REa.25
*.590
/ M
D E L T A " .353 CM D E L T A * * .182? CM T H E T A - .Q3?0 C«1























































































































































































S T A T I O N X 5.77 CM PTD= 23.65fe N / S Q CM
R« 2.588 CM PWALL« 2.3899 N/SQ CM CF» .00031 »T. ->
(jet« 531.3 M/Sge RHQE=.aifal7 KG/CUfl M RC« ?«>.*f,OP6

























































































































































































































































































STATION X' 5.99 CM PTn = 23.656 N / S Q CM
R* 2 .588 CM P W A L L * 2 .4472 N / S Q CM CF» .00047 PT.
UE- 529.7 M/SEC RHQ£ = . 01647 KG/CLiB M RP= ?5 .5?6P
:»6.680
6 /M
DELTA- .310 CM DELTA*- .1435 C* T H t T A - .0301 C*






























































































































































































































































































































































2.588 CM PWALL« 2.1450 N/SQ CM CF* .09119 Pt/t->























































































































































































































































-ilAUflN-Jt- _7^DA__CjJ SHH=_ Z3...fc_i6_^/S.iL.C.M_
R« 2.566 CM P W A L L = 1.7455 N/SO CM CF« .00170 PT »


































































































































































































































































































































































2.576 CM PdALL= .6082 N/5Q.C





































































































































M, .CF*' .00176 PI • =











































































































































STAT ION X= " 3 .22 CM ^PTO= 23.674 N/SU CM 1TU-302.56K
R=. .2. 576 CM PWALL= .






















































































6130 N/Sa CM CP= .00175 PI '=1.104
.00719 KG/CUB M Rt = 16.413E6 /M













































U./OE TT/TTO RHU/RHQE M
.000000 1.000000 .404513 .000000
.485943 1.000000 .470702 .904511
.57^344 1.000000 .503626 1.107956
.680327 1.00000.0 .558425 1.379288
.73.5029. 1,000000 .59o382 1.540003
.765320 1.000000 .621X67 1.636448
.789432 1.000000 .643216 1.717703
'.806772 1.000000 .660527 1.778698
.023353 1*000000 .673356 1.839797
.639782 liOOOOOO .697386 1.902648
.855137 1.000000 .716530 1.963849
' .'869?35 1.000000 .735386 2.022320
.,do2501 1.000000 .754364 2.079508
.69^863 1.000000 .7748x1 2.139412
.909243 i. 000000 .796761 2.201908
; :
 • .920626 1.000000 .317075 2.258206
.93.234.1 1.000000 .836^99 2.3163fc4
;942551 l.OCOOOO .053896 2.3699C4
.952809 1.000000 .880543 2.425693
• -.961588 I. 000000 . 900153 2. 475153
.9.70140 1.003000 .920300 2.524957
.978307 l.OOOboO .940576 2.574113
.965509 1.0*0,0000 .959365 2.618832
..991560 1.000000 .975652 .2.657456
.996735 1.000000 .990494 2.691291
x.001448 1.000000 1.004284 2.722774
1.005172 1.000000 1.0X5504 2. 748124
1.007568 1.000000 1.022939 2.764793
x. 0098.77 1.000000 1.030103 2.7807cl
1.011368 1.000000 1.034633 2.791256
i.Ox2bf6 1.00000.0 1.039023 2.800518
1.013305 1.000000 1.04x0^1 2.604968
1.01409/ 1.000000 1.043619 2. 610640
1.014387 1.000000 1.044565 2.812720
1.014601 1.000000 l.J4591o 2.6l56c8
X. 0152X4 1.000000 1.047266 2.818653
X.01529/ 1.000000 1.047538 2.6X9246
x".015667 1.000000 1.046/55 2.821911
1.015790 1.000000 X. 049160 2.822799
. 1.015672 1.000000 1.049430 2.823391
1.015954 l.OOOOOO 1.049701 2.6239t2
1. 01-5954 1.000000 1.049701 2.823962
1.013954 X.OOOOOO 1.049/Oi 2.823962
227
ID NO. 11315-019
S T A T I ON X= 3. 40 CM P T U = 23.674 N / S Q CM 1[ T Q » 3 0 2 . 5 6 K !
. , R* 2.576 CM P W A L L = . tJi.30 N / S U CM CF= .00168 P i ' -
UE= 505.3 M / S E C RHOE = . 00733 K G / C U B M RH= 1.7.151E6





















































































M U f c l T A *

























































































( H f c T A = .0220 CM :

















i * 00000 J-
lr. G 0 0 Q 0 0
TV6coM6~

















































































































































































































73 CM PTu= 23.674






























































































































































































































































































. 5 7b on
600.0 M/
A«= .343












































3.99 CM PT 0= 23.674 N/SQ CM TTG=302.36K
K W A L L = .8360 N/5U C I*! CF = .00i49 PI-..=
St.C KHOt=. 00752 KG/CUB M RE= 17.007E6





































































































































































































































































































































T0= 23.674 N/SQ CM TTU=302.56K
2062 iWSQ CM CF= .00063 PI .*
.00987 KG/CUci M RE= 20.320E6


































































































































































































































































































































4.49 CH . PTO=
P w A L L = 1.584
SfcC RHOE=.01













































23.674 N/SQ CM TTQ=302.56K
7.-N/SO-Cfl CF= .00019 PI...=




































































































































































































































ION X« 4.75 Ch PTO* 23.674 N/SQ CM TTO=302.56K
.576 CM PWALL* 1.7457 N/SQ CM CF= .00004 PI. ,>















































































































































































































































































S T A T I O N X« 5.24 CM PTQ« 23.674 N / S O CH_ TTC»302.56K
P«. 2.576 CM P W A I L - 1.S683 N/SO CH CF» .WOCO PrT«V,
CE* 545.7 M / S E C «HOF».01381 K G / C U B M R£» 22.991E6 /M























































































































































































































































































































STATION X» 5.62 CM PTO- 33.674 N/SO CM TTC«302.56K
Ro 2,576 CM PUALL- 2.1523 N/SO CM CF» .00002 PI;r>*.677
UE« 540.3 H/SEC RHOE-.01*82 KG/CUB M RE" 24.010E6 /M








































































































































































































































































• • " - ' - - "••:' " '.-'.;••...-•..















































STATION X» 7.15 C M P T O - 23.674 N/SQ CM TTP-302.56K
R- 2.576 CM PWALL- 2.4224 N/SQ CM CF- .00142 PI -2.121
UE- 500.3 M/SEC RHOE-.01474 KG/CUB M RE- 19.790E6 /M
DELTA" .346 CM DELTA*- .1102 CM THETA- .0322 CM





















































































































































































































































































































































































































S T A T I O N X- 3.05 CM PTQ= 23.672 N/SQ CM TtO=301.44K
R= 3.588 CM P H A L L = .8369 N/SQ CM CF= .00208 PI.Kii= .458
U£= 609.'9 M/SEC RHOE=.00780 KG/CUB M RE= 19.J10E6 /H











































































































































































































































































































































































Y ( C M )
. o j a o o o
. 012700
. 0 2 5 4 0 0
.036100
. G 5 Q 8 0 0
.063500
.076200




































CM D E L I A












































N / S Q CM T TO=301.44K
8427 N/SQ CM CF= .00211 PI, ,=
.00783 K G / C U B M RE= 19. 024E6
*= .0924 CM T H E T A = .
U/UE











































T T / T T O
1. O O O O G O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O O C O O
1 . 0.0 0 U 0 0
1 .000000
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.000000
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1. O O O C O O
l . O O O G O O
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1. O O O O G O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . U O O C G O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . J O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . U O O O O O
1 .000000
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.000000
i . O O O U Q O
1. O O O C O O
1 .000000
1 .000000




















































. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.458549
1.590194










































STATION X= 3 .58 CM PTO = 23.672 N/SQ CM TTO=301.44K
, R= 2.588 CM P W A L L = 1.2100 .N/SQ CM CF= .00207 P I < - .=
; UE= 558.4 M/SEC RHO£=. 00896 KG/CUB M RE= 16.039E6
.853
/M













































Y i C M J








































. 5 0 8 0 0 0
.520700
.533400

























































































l . C O O U O O






1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 000000
l . O O O C O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . G O O O O O
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O O O C O
1 .000000
i. a o o o o o
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. O O O O G O
l . G O O G G O
1. O O U C O O
l . C O O O O O
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1. O O O G G O
l . O O O C O O
1. COO 000
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . O O O C O O
i . O O O C C O
l . O O O C O O
1. U O O O O O
l . O O O G C O
i . u G o c a o
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
l . G O O G G O
l . O O O C i G O


























































































STATION X= 3,,78 CM PTO= 23.672 N/SU CM 1rTO = 301.44K
R= 2.588 CM P W A L L = 1.5433 N/SQ CM CF= .00171 PI r :-=
U£= 521.8 M/SEC RHO£=. 01007 KG/CU8 M R£= 15.008E6












































Y ( C M )



































































































































T H E T A = ,
TT /TTO




i. a o o o o o
l . O O O O C O
1. O O O G O O




1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0




l . C O O O O O
1 .000000
l . C O O C O O



















1. O O O C O O
































































































STATION X= 4.09 CM PTO= 23.672 N/SQ CM TTO=301.44K
R= 2.588 CM P K A L L ^ 1.7690 N/SQ CM CF= .00038 PI- ! = 7.929
U£= 534.5 M/SEC RHOE=. 01203 KG/CUB M RE= 19.071E6 /M













































Y ( C M )




































































































































l . Q O O O O C
1 .000000
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.000000
i . cooeoo




l . C O O O O O
l . O O O C O O





1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .000000
l . O O G O O O
1.000000
l . O O O C O O
1.000000
i . o o a c c G
1.000000




l . O O O C O O
1.000000
1.000000
l . C O O t O Q
1.000000
1 .000000
l . O O O G O O
l . O O G O O O
1 .000000
1.000000
1. O O O O C O
1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.000000
l . O O O C O O












































































































































ON X« 4.34 CM PTO- 23.672 N/SO CM TTO-301.44K
588 CM PWALL« 1.8959 N/SO CM CF- .00014 Pl^i-











































































































































































































































































































































































4.55 CM PTC= 23.672 N/SQ CM TTG=301.44K
PtfALL- 1.9658 N/SQ CM CF« .00005 PI,..«*.459



















































































































































































































































































83 CM PTQ = 23.672 N/SQ CM TTO301.44K
588 CM PWALL= 2.0934 N/SC CM CF» .OOOC9 PI
 1«*.98?

































































































































































































































































































































2.586 CM P W A L L « 2.2220 N/SO CM CF» .00011 PI i-*.587
« 536.0 M/SEC PHOE». 01519 KG/CUB M RE= 24.244EC /M.































































































































































































































































































































ON X« 5.33 CM PTO* 23.672 N/SQ CM TTQ»301.44K
588 CM PWALL* 2.3410 N/SO CM CF= .00022 PI ->*.648

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































JLJ*IICLN * = ?.'?,R»" 275"BlT"c>f "P'W
U£j»_ 523.1 M / S E C
"DPLfAV~"7311 CM
_ _
 N/SO C M
 TTO-301.44K
L* '2T4679 "N/'S'O cr CF"« 7oc'058 '>i"; »
R H Q E = .J01617 KG /CUB M RE* 2 4 . 2 4 8 E 6
" D E L T A * - 7l3"67""C>~ T H E T A - ' . C 3 0 7 CM
















































































































































































































































































































STATION X» 6.32 CM PTO 23.67? N/SO CM TTO301.44K
R«
UE«
2.588 CN PWALl* 2.0762 N/SO CM CF» .00137 PI .«































































































































































































































































































































f T 0 • 23 .67i 1 J*/SS CH
" tfO« ~" 303".i778" K
__ PBAR«_ 76<».300p MMHG_
"T'lANa "30CVo689 K
I . X . C C N )
1 i .9990_ _ .
" ~ 2 ~ "" 2. i>070" " .8117
3 ^•Tt ' lO _ »8117
^ 3.0150 " .811%
5 3»269p .»8500
6 3.3960" "•"""" .T62~2"
7 3._5103 l_«i_31^
8 3.6500* " 1.3810
9 J«7770 1»5305
10 3.90^0 " l.t)190
II < >»0310 1»6?..95
12 4.1'ibO "'"*"- 1"".74"4"5
13 .'»«2723 _ J:»?A6.2
IV ^.39^3- -• - i.15300
15 .4*?.?63 l'_?_^?3
1"6 4.653'3 "" 1.9060
17 ^ • 9 b73 i «_9MP
18 6.*313"""' 2%4886
19 6.9393 Z.207«i
2 0 7 . ^ 4 7 3 - - 1.7137
21 8.1585










2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00
X ( C M )




. X« 2.00 CM
2.576 CM
PTO 23.670 N/SO CM
C F ~
DELTA-
PWALL« .8090 N/SQ CM
RHOE«. 00743 KG/CUB M
.342 CH
Tjn>303,.28K
.00182 PI V" .867"
RE* 17.838E6 /H___




































































































































.000000 1.000009 .388755 .000000
._513038 1 .Pppppp .JV63?n .979111
.642901 l.OOObbb .5?bi71 1.300086
.7JL1990 1«QP_PP_PP _ jJ563?97 1.498296
.T52195 1. 000000 7534>?91 i76T58*53~







.815157 _ 1 .OOOOPP _ _.654647
.829487 1.000000 .57092?
_ •_84622_3__l.ppQpOp .6_91376 1.972865
.859480 i.6"66660 .76~8799 2.028861
• 872 8 9LI 1. OOOOQO . 7 ? 76 4 9 2.08 7_7 5 4
.8853~52 1.000000 .74634B 2~.144578"
•_8?7J2_1_ l_._PP_ppOO__ .765845 2_.2j)2266_
.909669 1.666660 .786640 2.262'i75
_.920345 A.OpOOOp _ .306119 _ 2_. 316889
.930465 1.060666 .825723 2~. 3 70676
•.940444 1.0Qp_ppp__
 A846?3J.___2._425679__
.948858 1.000000 .86*521 2.47368"3
_.958954 _l_.Q_00_gpp .887764 2.533388
.966198' 1.606066 .955389 2.577739
.973763 _l,pppOOp _.9_2_47pJ 2.625492
.980058 1.000000 .941544 2.6664*10
• 9860!8 _l,QOOOPP .95JOA5_ 2_*70_62QO_
.991064 1.660066 .97278*8 2.740728
.994734__1.00ppp0 •9837_54_ 2_.JA6339_
.997889 1.000000 .993414 2.788704



















































2 .J.29 93 8
2.829938











2.51 CM PTO- 23.670
1
N/SQ CM TTO-303.28K
2.576 CM PHALL- .8117 N/SO CM CF- .00184 Pt, > .868
































































































































































































































































































































PWALL» .8117 N/SQ CM CF= .OP190 PI >
































































































































































































































































































































3.01 CM PTO" 23.670 N/SO CM TTO-303.28K
2.576 CM PWALL- .8114 N/SQ CM CF- .00180 PT ;- .924 .


























































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 3.27 CM PTO» 23.670 N/SO CM TTn«303.28K
R" 2.576 CM PWALL" .8500 N/SQ CM CF- .00163 PT .=





























































































































































































































































































































STATION X= 3.51 CK PTG = 23.670 N/SQ CM TTO= 303 ,2oK
R- 2.576 CM PWALL" 1.1314 N/SQ CM CF* .00090 PI «3.713
UE» 562.6 M/S6C KHuE=. 00641 KG/CUd M RE« 15.217E6
























































































































































































































































































































STATION X» 3.78 CM PTO= 23.670
. R« 2.576 CM PWALL« 1.5305 N/SQ C
N/SQ CM TTO»303.26K
M CF« .00027 PI .-:<*
UE« 562.7 M/SEC RHOE=. 01138 KG/CUB M RE= 20.615E6

























































































































































































































































































































STATION X= 4.03 CK PTC= 23.670 N/SQ CM TTO=303.2eK
R= 2.576 CM PWALL= 1.&905 N/SQ CM CF= .00007 PI =*.639
UE« 550.6 M/StC kHQt=. 01202 KG/CU8 M RE" i0.416E6 /M























































































































































































































































































































STATION X= 4.27 CM PTO = 23.670
R« 2.576 CM PWALL« 1.7662 N/SQ C
N/SQ CM TTO=303.2dK
M CF» .00020 PI .**.434
UE» 385.2 M/StC KHOE*. 00843 KG/CUB M RE


























































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 4.53 CH PTQ= 23.670 N/SQ C'l TTO*303. 2«<<
R= 2.376 CM PWALL= I.do83 N/S'J C* CF= .P03*5 "T =*.655
UE= 331.5 M/SEC PHOE-.00814 KG/CUB M PE« 5.45^6 '/M
DtLTA= .292 CM DELTA*= .1987 CM TH6TS= .0?50 C^



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































. $ a aq 04
.f 153 92
T0= 23.670 N/SC CM TTH=303.?8
9860 N/SQ CM CF« .OOC37 PI















































































































































































STATIO" X= 6.43 CH PTO« 23.670 N/$Q TTD»303.28K
P- t .576 C* ? W A L L = 2 .4886 N / f ? Q CM
UE » 515.1 * /5 .£C RHOE* . 01574 KG/CUP H
.qOO«:3 PT ."6.429
RE" .22.512E6 /H
,350 CM DELTA** .1554 CM THETA« .0348 CI*

























































































































































































































































































































































<D 0 0 0©0 OGXaffiBD^
' ' i
~~~ r~ 1 -i 1—




. ^ • P ? 9
.1417
. -? S 8 8
.10^9
.2773
, A 2 ] 9
. f • 1 3 3
7663? ~ ~
. 7 4 C f
.0366
• 1 f- 1C
.3134
• 4023
. 5 3 f 9






/ ' 0 CM)
~rl4Tr~
. 3 4 f .- 2
.3500
\ll"




. 3 5 f 4
.3506 •
'.llll









3;00 5.00 7.00 9.00 11.00 13.00 15.00
X ( C M )
I'D NO. 11408 -001
264
.SIAllQfr X» 6. 38 CM. PtQ« 5^1>.iai_N




77 PI : =
t
• .441


























































































































































































































































































































-6.^ 6.0 . CM. P fa- 25..ia5-.bU.S{L
R» 2.561 CM P * A L L «
UE« 671.3
I i45 N / S Q CM CF* .00178 PI = .439

















































































5 ____ L.J9.8A56 5. .
2.088366







1 . O Q Q Q Q Q > 5 96949 2.^ 5.3.0 21.7_.
1.000000 .625116 2.626812









1.0CLQ.Q.Q.Q_ .1Q22JD7 Z^£ .92.6.95..
1.000000 .725950 2.969794




















































































































































































f "i Q 1 t*i 7 Q































552 N/SQ CM CF= .00176 PI -»
00480 KG/CUR M BE* lft.ftfa4P6
= .1199 CM THETA= .
U/UE
.000000
6* ^t Q 1 rt ^









































































































































































T'STATION x« 7.14 CM PTO
D NOt H40R-005
• 25.105 N/50 rM TTn«4Q4.59K
R« 2.581 CM PWALL« .3504 N/SQ CM CF» .uOl37 Pl.ir;-



























































































































































































































































































































S T A T I O N X- 7 .39 CM PTO- 25.105 N / S Q CM. . TTQ«Jj0.4...3.9K....:,.
R» 2.561 CM P r f A L L = .347o N /SC CM CP= .00132 PI * .654
UE« 691.8 M / S t C khut>.00570 KG/CUB M R c • 2 a,-6A4.£ d /M
D E L T A - .442 CM D t L T A * = .1611 CM T H t T A = .Olb4 CM





















































































































































































































































































3. .4 77 120
3.540553






4_iJL9 fc *tfc 9














STATIO^X. 7.62 CM PTO-• 25.105 N/SO CM TTO«304.39K
R« 2.581 CM PWALL- .3490 N/SQ CM CF« .00128 P I ; r «





















































































































































































































































































































. _ . . „ ._10_MQ.t_. 11408-008
STATION X* 7.90 CM .P.T.O-. 25..105 N/SQ CM TTQ*304.39K
R» 2.581 CM PWALL" .3634 N/SQ CM CF» .00134 PI = .815
.y.E«._687._9_M/SEC RHQ.E-.^ £057.3 . KG/CUB M .. Ri- 27.369E6 /M



















































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 8.13 CM PTO- 25.105 N/SQ. CM TTO-304.39K .
R« 2.581 CM PWALl» .4806 N/SQ CM CF* .00150 PI * .958
UE- 661.9 M/SEC RHOE-,00604 KG/CUB M RE- 21.676E6 /M














































































































































































































































































































































































































(.41 CM PTO« 25.105 N/SO CM TTD-304.39K
PWAU» .5800 N/SQ CM CF« .00172 PI «




































































































































































































































.... ID NO, 11408-Qll.... .. . .
STATION X.». 8.64 CM PTO- 25*105 N/SQ CM TTC»304.39K .
R« 2.581 CM PWALL- .6263 N/SQ CM CF- .00163 PI .-1.054
UE« 639.6 M/SEC RHQE«.00.674 KG/CUB M ... RE» 19,876E_6 /M












































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 8.89 CM PTQ= 25.105 N/SQ CM TTCU304.39K
R» 2.581 CM PWAU» .6767 N/SQ CM CF- .0015* PI «













































































































































































































































































































































































ATION X» 9,14 CM PT3«_ 25.105 N/SQ CM
2.581 CM PWALL* .71







































































































































































































































































^STATION X= 9.65 CM PTO» 35.105 N/$Q CM TTO=304.39K
R- 2.581 CM PWALL* .7819 N/SQ CM CF» .00148 PI >1.194
_U_E = 639.0 M/SEC RHOE=.00838 KG/CUB M RE= 24.616E6 /M
DELTA- .265 CM DELTA*= .0981 CM THETA* .0153 CM














































































































































































































































































































STATION X= 10.19 CM PTO= 25.105 N/SQ CM 1•TO-304.39K
R* 2.581 CM PWALL* .8011 N/SQ CM CF» .00153 PI .=1.058
UE= 639.9 M/SEC RHOE«. 00863 KG/CUB M RE« 25.545E6 /M




















































































































































































































































































O 1 Q Q Q rt 4L3 #_i_O O f v O





















STATION X« 10.72 CM PTO = 25.105 N/SQ CM TTO»304.39K
* = 2.581 CM PWALL= .3179 N/SQ CM CF= .00155 PI =1.017
UE = 639.5 M/SEC RHOE=.008dO KG/CUB M RE= 25.953E6 /M
DELTA* .283 CM DELTA*= .0992 CM THETA= .0156 CM


















































































































































































































































































































































• i i i
PTO* 25.1145
TTO- 303.2222
P B A R » 760.4000
THAN* 297.1111




























































2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 12.00
X ( C M )




S T A T I O N X« 5.09 CM P T L » 25.114 N / S Q ClV T T O « J o 3 . i x K •
R« '2 .5"8 i uV P ' r f A L L 3 " " . 3"iT68' N / S Q C M ~ C F » "700177. P"I"••".«" -.<t70

































































































































































































































































































































S T A T I O N X= 5.*2 CM P T O * 2a. 11* N / S w CM__ lTu»3.Q3.11K
R» 2"."5c>i U1 PrfALL* '."3:;b5~N/SO. CM '"CF- .00162" "PI ••'"".362"
UE« 669.1 M/StC kHUtf*.00*62 KG/CUB M Rc= 18.907t6 /M


























































































• i i o ^ i 9














































































































































0 Q y jj Q ^  ^





































































STATION X* 6.17 CM PTO= 25.114 N/SQ CM »TO«303.llK
R« 2.581 CM PWALL* .3565 N/Sil CM CF» .00179 PI .«
UE» 669.3 M/StC ftHJt*. 00482 KG/CUB M Rt« 18.96966














































































































































































































































































































S T A T I O N X « '6.4:. C M P T O = 25.114 N / S C l C M T T O = 3 0 3 . 1 l K
R- 2.581 CM P r f A L L - .3523 N / S O CM CF« .00174 r>I .» .402
U E » 672 .3 M / S t C k H u E « . 0 0 4 6 9 K G / C U 3 M R t « 19.869tb / M
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• 6 3 U 3 3 1! *
t o 3 o b 9 9
.671570





































































STATION X- 6.93 CM PTQ« 25.114 N/SQ CM TTO-303.11K
R» '2.561 CM P*~A"LL« .3599 N/SQ CM ' v.F» . 00115 Pi" = .805
UE« 697.5 M/StC RHut=.o064l KG/CU8 M RL» 35.o8->£6 /M
DELTA- .431 CM DtLTA*- .1666 CM THtTA- .0134 CM
















































































































































































































































































































PTQ». 25.114 N / S Q C M T T Q » 3 0 3 . A i K
.OC121 PI '
S T A T I O N X = 7.21 C M
R» 2.581 uM P w A L L « .4406 .N/SQ CM CF
UE= 679 .4 M / S t C . KHOc=.00032 K G / C U B .M R f c * 28 .077E6 /M









































































•5 * ~y v-. •"











































































































































































































































STATION X= 7,.** CM PTO= 25.11* N/SQ CM TTQ=303.11K
R= 2.581 CM PWALL= .6879 N/SQ CM CF= .001*1 PI, >
UE» 637.7 M/SEC RHQE3. 007*0 KG/CUB M RE» 21.80*E6


























































































































































































































































































































STATION X= 7.72 CM PTO« 25.114 N/SQ CM TTC=303.11K
R« 2.581 CM PWALL« .8257N/SOCM CF« .00172 ~PI~~>~".931




























































































































































































































































































































_S_TAT H3N_ X^ 7.95 CM PTO_2_5jLH5-_N^.s£.J**
R«" 2.561 CM P W A L L - .9056' N/S-J CM" "CF-"~
Ut- 502.9 M/SEC RHOt-.00803 KG/CUB »
LTD-3.01, 11K










































































































































































































































































































































































6.20 CM PTO* 25.114 N/SO CM TTO303.11K
2.581 CM PWALL= .9851 N/SO CM CF= .00200 PI ••














































































































































































































































































STATION X= 8.46 CM PTQ = 25.114 N/SQ CM TT1=3D3.11< .
R» 2.581 CM PWALL= 1.0297 N/SQ CM CF= .00197 PI .= .693
UE = 608.8 M/SEC RHQE=.00940 KG/CU3 M RE= 22.425E6 /M
DELTA= .343 CM DELTA** .0657 CM THETA= .0111 CM















































































































































































































































































































10 . N O . 11410-014
S T A T I O N . . X « 8.97 CM . p. T.0 = . 25.. 11A . HY.SS ..C.M,._..ITO = 101.J..1K.
R= 2.581 CM PWUL = 1.0732 N / S O CM CF= .00270 PI .=-.185
UE« 585 .1 M / S E C R H O E = ..QOJ76 . KG/C_U.B. .M_ R_E = 18.007E6 /H
D E L T A * .507 CM DELTA** - .0128 CM THETA=- .0087 CM



































































































































































































1 . 2.1 8.1 3.8... . .2 .*.9.6.&_S.9 2 ._.
1.216035 2.982966
















S T A T I O N X » 9.50 C 1 - P T O = 25.114 N / S Q C M TT3-333.1K
R = 2.581 C M P W A L L = 1.1257 N / S Q C M : C F = .39143 P I =1.281
U E = 621.4 M / S E C R H O E ' . O l l O p K G / C U 3 M R E = ? 3 . 5 4 3 E 6 / M
D E L T A * " . 2 4 6 C M D E L T A * = .0381 C M T H E T A = .3152 C M




























































































































































































































































































































P B A R *
































(D CD (D (J) ©(DGr-'































































2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 12.00
X ( C M )




STATION X« 4.80 CM PTG" 25.347 N/SQ CM TTl=30l.67K
R* 2.581- CM PWALt = .3616 N/SQ CM CF--.00181 PT = .
UE« 670.7 M/SEC RHOE=.00504 KG/CUB. M RE« 20.524E6 /M
DELTA' .417 CM DELTA*' .1201 CM THETA«,.0150 CM

















































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 5.03.CI1 PTQ- 25.347 N/SQ CM: •TT.!J-331.67< .
R* 2.581 CM PWALL* .3650 N/SQ CM CF« .00180 PI /.» .300
UE = 669.9 M/SEC RHOE=.00506 KG/CUB M RE» 20.414E6 /M


























































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 5.28 CM PTQ« 25.347 N/SQ CM TTO-331.67K
R» 2.581 CM PWALL- .3684 N/SQ CM CF- .00181 PI ..•»































































































































































































































































































































STATION X= 5.56 CM PTO = 25.347 N/SO CM TTO=331
R= 2.581 CM PWALl* .3550 N/SQ CM CF= .00173 PT
Uts 669.8 M/SEC RHOE=. 00505 KG/CUB M RE= 20.391E6
OELTA* .423 CM OELTA*- .1232 CM THETA» .0155 CM
= .316















































































































































































































































































































_, i ID NO. 11413-006
JTAT1.0J1 .X",. J?.»a2 .CM P T Q « 35,34? N / S Q CM TTu-.J01.67K
R« 2.561 CM P W A L L - .4439 N / S O CM CF* .OGi56 PI > .796































































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 6.05 Cf l PTO 25.3*7 N / S C J CM TTO«3o i .67K
R» 2<.5dl crt P * A L L « .6*61 N / S O Cf< CF= .uC09o PI ..*i.971
UE» 658.9 M / S t C RriOt*.00619 KG/CUB M Kc» 29.521t6 /M .























































































































































































































































































































STATION X«. 6.32 CM PTO = 25.347 N/SQ CM TT1»331.67<
R= 2.581 CM PWALL* .8723 N/SQ CM CF= .00043 PI =5.820
UE= 627.8 M/SEC RrlQE=.00896 KG/CUB M RE= 24.783E6 /M
OELTA* .275 CM OELT4*= .1417 CM TH£TA= .0135 CM














































































































































































































































































































ID NO. . 1 Hi3-90_9
































































































PWALL= 1.0472 M/SO CM CF= .33337 PI =6.177



































































































































































































































S T A T I O N X= 6 .o3 C f i fTU= 2 5 . 3 4 7 N / S Q CM i T O » 3 J l . o ? K
R» 2.3dl Ci'i P w A L L * 1.170o N / S y CM CF= .uouoi PI =4 .67*
•UF- 603. * K / S t C K h Q E « . v l 0 5 o K G / C 0 6 M RE« *4 .o7v f :6 /M
D E L T A * .249 C.'i D E L T A * » ..1.217 CM T H c T A * .01*4 CM





























































« 2 1 3 9 0 j
.2^8600























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































S T A T I O N X * 7 .42 C M P T O = 25.347 N / S O C M TTQ-301 .&7K
R« 2.581 CM P r f A L L - 1.3944 N / S J CM CF= .00130 PI »1.766
UE» 590,to M / S c O KHut» .01179 K G / C U B M Rt» 23.316to /M
D E L T A " .343 Ci l D E L T A * * .03a7 CM T H d T A - .0153 CM


















































































































































































































































































































PTQ« 25.1491 N/S<- CM
TTQa 301.6667 K
P B A R " 765.8000 MMHG
TMAN- 299.2222 K
X ( C M > C M )
CO
o



















































































CD 0 0 0®00
o~i 1 1 — i ' '1.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 9-00 11.00
X ( C M )





R« 2.581 CM PW




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































S T A T I O N X= 4.72 CM PTO« £5.153 N / S Q CM TTG»302. :J6K
R* 2.531 CM P W A L L = .3607 N / S Q CM CF= .00177 PI = .426
UE = 666.2 M / S E C RHOE= .00437 KG/CUB M RE = 19.078E6 /M
D E L T A * .389 CM D E L T A * * .1214 CM T H E T A = .0155 CM
















































































































































































































































































































STATION X= 4.9b CM PTO* 25.153 N/SQ CM TTQ=302.56K
R- 2.581 CM PWALL* .3620 N/SQ CM" CF-".00176 Pi' « .433
UE« 668.3 M/SEC RHOE-.00489 KG/CUB M RE« 19.190E6 /M
DELTA- .392 CM DELTA** .1226 CM THETA* .0156 CM
















































































































































































































































































































STATION X= 5.26 CM PTO = 25.153 N/SQ CM TTO=302.56K
R» 2.581 CM PWALL« . 4470 N/SQ CM CF« .00174 PI *" .726"
UE« 647.6 M/SEC RHOE*.00517 KG/CUB M RE« 16.624E6 /M
DELTA- .370 CM DELTA** .1235 CM THETA= .0184 CM













































































































































































































































































































4. 29 2 198
311
ID NO. 11414-006
STATION X= 5.51 CM PTO = 25.153 N/SQ CM TTO=302.56K
R- 2.581 CM PWALL» .7109 N/SQ CM CF« .00096 PI «2.V4"3
UE- 632.2 M/SEC RHOE».00744 KG/CU8 M RE« 21.094E6 /M
DELTA* .377 CM DELTA*= .1791 CM THETA- .0272 CM




































































































































































































































































































3. 4 0044 2











STATION X* 5.74 CM PTO* 25.153 N/SO CM TTO«302.56K
R» 2.581 CM P*ALL« .8754 N/SO CM CF» .00024 PI «9.486
UE» 618.7 M/SEC RHOE-. 00847 KG/CUB M RE- 21.732E6 /M









































































































































































































































































S T A T I O N X= 5.97 CM P T C J = 25.153 N /SQ CM TTO = 302.56K
R» 2.581 CM P W A L L * .9690 N / S Q CM CF* .00003 PI «*.342
UE« 656.7 M / S E C kHQE».01195 KG/CUB M RE» 41.772E6 /M
D E L T A = .347 CM D t L T A * = .2209 CM T H E T A = .0176 CM
















































































































































































































































































































S T A T I O N X* 6.22 CM PTO = 25.153 N /SQ CM Tjq«302,5_6K.
R» 2.581 CM P W A L L - 1.0914 N / S Q C V CF«" .00005" PI:- ~«*7336"
UE- 619.8 M/SEC RHOE*.01062 KG/CUB M RE« 27 .475E6 /M






































































































































































































































































































3 . 2 1 3 37 8
3.252228
3.296469














STATION X» 6.48 CM PTO« 25.153 N/SQ CM TTO-302.56K
R« 2.581 CM PWALL* 1.21*1 N/SQ CM OF* .00017 PI .>*.V7(f
UE» 598.5 M/SfcC RHOE*.01056 KG/CUB M RE = 23.713E6 /M
DELTA- .276 CM DELTA*- .1559 CM THETA« .0209 CM
















































































































































































































































































































S T A T I O N X= 6 .73 CM P T O = 25 .153 N / S Q CM TTLJ = 302 .56K
R- 2.531 CM P « A l L = 1.3313 N / S Q CM Cr* .00024 PI '=9.767
UE= 602 .2 M / S E C R H Q E = . 0 1 1 o 2 K G / C U B M RE= 27.116E6 /M
O E L T 4 = .269 CM U t L T A * = .1^79 CM Tr iETA = .0206 CM





































































































































































































































































































































































































rO NO". 1T414-012 " '
6.99 Ch PTO= 2^.153 N/SQ C'M TTQV3Dr.T£K
PWALL= 1.4399 N/SQ CM CF= .00039 PI - :«
SEC Kha£=TOT27r~KG7CU3 ~fl RT """







































































































































in NO. n <vi4-013 : .
n M y = 7 . 2 4 C ' l ?Tf! = 2 5 . ] 5 3 N ' / ? C C M - . T T C = 3 0 2 . 5 6 K
S = 2 .581 C* ° W A L L = 1 .5445 N / ^ 0 CM \ 0-= -.0005? PI ; - = 5.396
U!= = .FC17.6. w / e ; c c . s> HQ f-= . 013 41 K G / C U B . M Pr= 2 9 . P 8 F fc 6 /!-!.'.



































































































. 1 p- 3£ 62
.216268


















































































































































































































S T A T I O N X= 7.49 CM PTO= 25.153 N / S Q CM TTO=302.56K
R- £ .581 C* P W A L L = 1.5355 N /SO C* c?= .ooioc PI =2.541
UF= 5B7.1 V5EC SHOE-.01270 K G / C U R M Rf» 26.517E6 /M





































































































































































































































































































































































0 0 0 0
i i i





















































1.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 9.00 11.00
X ( C M )





















































































. 3 a i o L c
.3937l.'0
.40 6 4 0 0
.419100
. 4 3.1 « 00
. 4 4 H 3 0 0
.437200
.4o->900
. 4 «2 600
.495300
. 3 0 C f ' J 0
. 5 207 Jo
.533400
13
 WALL ' =
SEC 3HJh=
C * 0 E L r A
P T / i> I 0
.013743
.043-V:! J






. 1 0 -i 4 H 2
. 1 1 35 60
. 1 ? .i 5 2 3
.1.31 !i:0--:>
.1.39 795
. 1 4 :3 1 4 6
.137192
. 1 6 5631
. j 7 :> 3 5 4
. 1 H 3 8 4 3
.192631













.265 1. 6 9
. 2 :•> 3 o
 w 6
. 2 " v 9 'j \
.. .? 6 6 'J V 4
. .266372
•. 2 60 5 3 I
.266331
.26^5^1
O ' K. '"* 3
. '. ? • " " 1
.266331
'.2 60 23?
3957--.N/S3 C'1 C P = . 0 !i '














. J 7 3 6 2 0
. H -3 6 5 D 2 '
.9.00513
. 9 1 1 ?. 6 6
. 9 •> ?. ? 5 o
. ^  H 2 9 I 4





. 9 7 o 4 2 3
. 9 H 3 7 3 2
. -y :; -33;ib
.991931
.9930.11






1 . OOi'2 •«&
i . 0 0 1 ^  7 6
1.001552
1.0)1704
1 . 0 ) 1 -a I 3
i . J')16 Lii
l.;O.Ji31^
1 .rO«.) L r L -i
1 . 0 0 i 3 i 0


































i . i U v!1 0 0 n
1 .00000^






















 ? P. ? 4 6
, ••• i *; ^  ? 9
.565945
. <5 q ;t. q A 5(
.6063^0
. «, ^  o o A «
.6537-0
. 5771 ^ 3
. 7 -) ?_ 7 T 6
. 7 ? f, 4 9 1
•> r o IT -j c
. • ^ ^ •
.777361





. o •> 4 Q •? q
. 9 4 6" ° 6 1
. 9 6 1 1 4 1
. 97575 .•>
. .9 3 7 '. i ">
, ^  o 3 -) r, i
.93 PI -5 •'->
1 .001463
1.^04001




1 . 0 0 R A 7 6
1 . } 0 Q "» 6 1
1 . t -» o •> t> i
?. . ? 0 "' 6 1
1 .0:39? 61
1 . 0^97^1










2. -074 03. 3
2.145740













? . ? 3 7 1 1 4
3.301110
3.359293















































































































































































































































































































































S T A T I O N P T ) = ? \ > . 1 3 0 'i/v-J




























































. 1 524 JO





. £. 2 H '•. :) 0
.241300




















. i> 0 3 U 0 0
.520700
.533400




, (.:• 6 4 6 '« 3
.0 7 H 5 2 4
,03x6/1.
. o a -j 7 e -9
. 0 J ' i l ? 1
. .1 0 2 * :? H





. 1 > 3 .-» 5 2




. ,10'., i 74
. 2lJ 147
.217'32 3
. ,? ? 5 > 't 3





















. J .j J 0 ") 0
. -j I J?-JO
.602563
. i' j5H y9
. 7 0 -j 9 7 4
.732 63 L
. 7 j > 7? 3
. 77+2/5
.793-^7
. 3 1 4 I'j 1
, '3 'I ?. 1 3 3
. b'i9'5'»;)




 9 ^  ? 2 J
,9379'jA







. 9 6 ? 2 0 5
.9 •3d:-' 4 4
.992913









t . 30591 fl



















































' . • ' * '.-
 ;
? \ rj / ^ H -| r
.34^41°.
. '•> 1 9 7 7 3
, i => ^  '» 1 ?
,^•30 •"» 1 0
. 5 !. .670'?
. 5 1 5 * S <}
C, R A T / •>t . •* ' '
.=71 70.4
t e; ^  i i 3 •»
, <, 1 3 3 •> o
. 6^43 76
.'6377 V3
. ft =» 0 ^ 7 ?
7 •) -3 i ^  n
. 7 ? 7 '* 6 6
, 7 • > ? 1 O 1
. 7 7 R T ] .7
tB,1:??f>-t
. ? 7 75 ^ s
,q^OV7'5
. 3 7 A ' A 7
. ? 7 5 7 ? 5
.01 7 ^ 3 '+
.9381'!
. 3 -5 » 1 *> ?
.9 74? 6 5
. i c 8 1 •"> 6
. 9 T 0 '« 0 4
1 , "") A "> 0 0
1.012246




1 . 0' ] 7R1?
1 . "»?>7^?
1 . 3 ? 5 0 « 7
1 • *.' ' V1 ' • •
1.07*'?73
1 . 0 ? 8 a 3 9
1 . -) ? » -> 3 q
^ .0'c?7:>.6














2 . 1 S ? 4 .6 )
2 . 2 5 6 ? 0 '»
2.332095
?. 403 84 5





2. ^ 0?3 ? >
2.353693
?. . 9 0 B 9 I •:!
? . o 7 7 c1 '» 1




















S T A T I O N X= 4 .95 CM P T 3 = 2 5 . 1 3 0 N / S Q C* TTT»m.1l<
R= 3. '381 C* P W 4 L L = .7144 N / S Q Crt CF= ."3^6 ^T ^=2.172
UE= 6 3 8 . 6 M / S E C P.HHE= . 00790 X G / C U 3 M <?r = ?3.99^5 /M
Q E L T A = . 482 C M 0 £ L T A * = . 2 2 2 7 C M T H E T A = . 3 3 ? ^ C ^


































































































































































































































































i. .390? 3 3
































? . 6 1 3 8 4 8
2.621473
2.63C883












• ID NO. 11415-006














































2.581 CM. PWALL* .882 N/5Q C

































































































































M CF« .00026 PI .=





































































































































S T A T I O N X = 5.44 C M P T Q ° 25.130 N / S Q C M 1 TQ»301.J.1K
R - 2.581 C M P * A L L " . 9 6 1 N / S U C M C F » .00001 P I . .;**.





































































































































































































































































































































































ION X= 5.7.2 CM PTO» 25.130 N/SQ CM





























































































74- N/SQ CM CF» .00000 PI:.:«

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































STATION X- 6.22 CM P
R« 2.581 CM PHALL- 1.

























































































Tu- 25.130 N/S'J CM TTO«30i.xlK
321i N/SQ CM CF» .OC017 PI .«*.428
.Oli46 KG/CUb M RE« 25.391t6 /M






































































































































STATION X» 6.45 C* PTD« 25.130 N/SQ CK TTC-301.11K
p.« 2.581 CM PWALL= 1.4204 N/SO CM CF= .00033 PI >
UE = 591.4 M/SEC RHCE«. 01211 KG/CUB M PE= 26.251E6






































































































































































































































































































































































* 25.130 N/SC C* TTC"" 301.1 IK
.581 CM PWALL" 1.4650 N/SO CM CF = .00065 PI ;«4.558
584.3 M/SEC RHOF*. 01210 KG/CUB M RE* 25.128E6 /M
t* .253 C!
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O O O O O O OCDCDOOOQHBEHB^y^
-2.00 0.00 2.00 4.00 6.
X ( C M )
ID NO- 12210






































M M H G
K


































PTO= 25.057 N/SO CM ___
1.3258 N/S'O'CM" "CF= .00247"" PI .
F_=.00843 KG/CUP * PF. = . 11. 981E6














. 2 0 9 4 Q 7
.213107
.226104




































































"1 TO 00 000
1.000000
l . C O O O O O
l . O O O C C O
l ' .OOGGCO'
l . O O O C C O
1.000000
l . O O O G C O
r."0'OD"GO"0"
l . O O O O C O
l . O O O C C O
l . O O O O C O








l . C O O O O O
"1". 0 3WO~0
l . O O O C C O
T.CO"0'000"
l . O O O C O O
iroowoo"
1.000000
l . O O O O C O
i.ooodW
l . O O O C C O
1.000000T.ooooo"tr
l . O O O G C O
T."0'00"000"
l . O O O C O O
1.000000





















































































8 CM PTQ= 25.057 N/SO CM TTO=299.83K
.576 C1 PWAIL" 1.3264 N/SO CM CF= .00247 PI


































































































































































































































































































" "~ 1 . 9~4~0"7"<?6~
1.952213










"'1.9 73 6 88"
1.975888






















































































































































179 N/SQ CM CP» .00246 ?I '= .766















































































































































































































576 CM PWALL= 1.3048 N/SO CM CF« .00243 PI «

































































































































































































































































































































t.04 CM PTO= 25.057 N/SQ CM TTO-299.83K
2.576 CM PWALL" 1.2668 N/SQ CM CF« .00228 PI >
















































































































































































































































































S T A T I O N X* 4 .29 C<1 ?TO = 35.057 N / S O CM TTO299.83KT^T. 5 rr w~Fw~ATir^T3T84"Tr/ <O'"CM" - TT^rcKTzTr^r"1^" r



















1 .15 Ofi 0 0"0
l . C O O O O O
;5
.648754
.6 8 4 T96
.707138
I . O'O OWO ----- ." 7 3 0"0 II
"".O'OOOOO
.921457






















7'8 5 1 8 4~f
1.000000 .666137
rroowoiy ;e 75^ 51
— tTtrOOOtrO -- TB^T098
000000
.


















T7tfU30r<ny ....... . 887620~ l7T3lF2






































79 9T9 9 6 27UO 3956"
.000672 2.005476
.469900 .309999


































P W A L L 3
PTO* 25.057 N / S Q C M TTO=299 .83K
1.5764 N / S O C M C T
M / S E C RHDE=.00933 KG/CUB M
2 2 0 C M D E L T A * ' .0622 C M
.00226 PI C:»1.230
R E = 11.826E6 / M
T H E T A * .0194 CM




























































































740 6TO 0 TZT9 OT6~
.419100 .301581
— - . 4-3TRO 0 .' TO 4~4 5 7"
.444500 .305860
_ __4 5 T2 0 ^  _TOT47r_
.469900 .30978P
.495300 .310770
"T 5 OT? ooo .-3 IT 2 6 r '
.533400 .313454
~" ,T5T8"0 0""" " . 31 37; 4 6~~
.000000 1.000000


















1.011445 l . O O O O C O
1.013753 1.000000
1.006771 1.000000
.983548 l . O O O O C O/97?654 ~T;OOOOOO"~
.978555 l . O O O O C O
'."9^7979 ITO'CTOOOO




"TTOia 9"6 OT F. OOD OTJTJ ~
1.012482 1.000000
~IVO 1 5 776 -" ' IVCTOO'C 00"
1.017295 1.000000
1.021639 1.000000
1.022714 l . O O C O C O






































1.0 2 $6 03
1.030241












































STATION X« A.80 CM PTO= 25.057 N/SQ CM TTO=299.83K
R = 2.576 CM—PwALL= 1.7037 M / S O CM cT^TO'oTTS"PI -1.424
ue> 47?,;? M/SEC RHDF=.00977 K G ^ C U B M RE*. 11.745E6 /M
D E L T A « .214 CM D E L T A * « ."0625 CM THETA-" .0200 CM





















































































































.000000 1.000000 .629639 ,000000
.504792 1.000000 .695253 .721831
.605126 1.000000 .728427' .885707
.662458 1.000000 .751838 .985081
.702197 1.000000 .770307 1.056905
.745838 1.000000 .793018 1.139036
,781729 1.000006 .613832 1.209414
.817306 1.000000 .836616 1.282033
.847596 1.000000 .857906 1.346357
.872621 1.000000 .876956 1.401412
.896771 l.OOOOCO .896722 1.456338
.917102 1.000000 .914511 1.504055
.933826 l.OOOOCO .929996 1.544394
.950405 1.000000 .946165 1.585417
.965934 l.OOOOCO .962100 1.624834
.980054 1.000000 .977296 1.661554
.991241 1.000000 .989845 1.691275
1.000980 1.000000 1.001154 1.717620
1.008979 1.000000 1.C10725 1.739603
1.016926 1.000000 1.020493 1.761757
1.021623 1.000000 1.026391 1.775C01
1.025452 1.000000 1.031272 1.785884
1.029152 l.OOOOCO 1.036049 1.796474
1.031255 1.000000 1.038793 1.802528
1.031721 1.000000 1.039402 1.803871
1.032572 1.000000 1.040520 1.806330
1.033112 1.000000 1.041231 1,807892
1.033728 1.000000 1.042044 1.809677
1.033574 1.000000 1.041841 1.809231
1.033728 l.OOOOCO 1.042044 1.809677
.317785 1.029855 1.000000 1.036964 1.798495












1.005602 1.000000 1.006653 1.730285
.994523 1.000000 .993616 1.700105
.990437 l.OOOOCO .98892P 1.689120
.991152 l.OOOCOO .989743 1.691036
.994170" 1 . OTJO'CO'O' .99320? " r.6'9"9l52
.997070 l.OOOCOO .996571 1.706991
1.001066 1.000000 1.001256 1.717856
1.0042.40 l.OOOOCO 1.005024 1.726542
1.0073«0 1.000000 1.008791 1.735183
1.013642 1.000000 1.016423 1.752562
i;017904 l.OOOCOO 1.021713 1.764505
341
ID NO. 12210-010
' TI p N V = 5_. 0J5__C M_ J> T 0=_ 25 .057 N / S Q C M _ TJ£f_?_i?JL§JL?
T>.«"275T6~t~M'""PWALL» 178021" N / S O CM C £"="". 00204 PI =1.540
UE= 469.1 M / S E C 9 H O E = . 01025 K G / C U B M RE= 12.168E6 /M
"DTLTA = 72~2"6 Dl
_ _ _ __
.106 6"7~TM~ T HETT« "7021 4 C M













































































































.000000 1.000000 .634452 .066066
.494695 1.060000 .696785 .700862
.590830 1.000000 .727254 .855192
.641569 1.060006 .746821 .941043
.686458 1.000006 .766483 1.020054
.722980 1.000000 .784312 1.086743
.761400 1.000000 .805060 1.159538
.797932 1.000000 .826909 1.231552
.830202 1.000000 .848139 1.297702
.856502 1.060000 .866932 1.353564
.879755 1.000000 .884775 1.404546
.903166 1.000000 .904010 1.457512
" Y920~2'3"0 "iVtTO'O'OiCO"" .918902" 1 .T9T2TT
.940947 1.000000 .938052 1.546809
7951866 " l.OOWOO ."W06T9 175T8T22~
.969169 l.OOOOCO .966203 1.616931
.981865" l.OOOOCO .979712 1.649526
.993472 l.OOOOCO .992556 1.679930
1.001961 1.000000 1.002267 1.702553
1.010050 l.OOOOCO 1.011776 1.724420
1.015534 1.000006 1.018371 1.739424
1.019107 1.000000 1.022733 1.749279
1.021308 1.000000 1.025447 1.755381
1.023648 l.OOOOCO 1.C28354 1.761895
1.025043 1.060000 1.030099 1.765791
1.026354 l.OOOGCO 1.031746 1.769463
1.026816 1.000000 1.032327 1.770757
1.026969 l.OOOOCO 1.032521 1.771188
1.027199 1.000000 1.032811 1.771834
1.027199 1.000000 1.032811 1.771834
1VO'2 7276 1 ;o'60'6'00' "" 1 . o'32"90T 17772 OTO"""
1.027353 1.000000 1.033005 1.772265
"T70H 7~4~3"0 1 . 0 OTHTO 0 1 . 0 33 1 6"2~ " 1.772 481
1.027506 1.000000 1.033199 1.772696
1.027659 17660000 1.033T92 1". 77 3 126"
1.027813 1.000000 1.033586 1.773557
T , :0 279"6~6~ ~ TTO 6T) 0 CD~ T." 0"3 3 T8^ 0" ~"T77T3 TffT"
1.027966 1.066COC 1.633780 1.773967
1 .027506 ™ T.D'OITO'O'O "~T7U3'3'I<J'9 1"777?"6"^ 6~
1.625429 1.666066 1.030583 1.766872
.321082 1.020216 1.000000 1.0Z4090 1.752333
.301020 .996R12 l.OOOOCO .996345 1.688791
.~293C2'3' .98b6"57"~T70'0"OOCO ' "•";984956"~~lT66"2'C:OT"'
342
ID NO. 12210-011
STAT ION 5.31 CM PTQ= 25.057 N/SO CM TTO«=299.83K
P» 2 ."5 76 CM P W A L L " 1.8916 N /SO CM
UE = 466.4 M / S E C R H O E * . 01069 KG/CUB M
,00197 PI.:-.i»l
RE= 12.545E6 /M
D E L T A " . 2 3 8 C M D E L T A * " . 0 7 0 7 C M T H E T A * .0229
















































































































































































































































































































STATION v= f 5 . 8 Z CM <>TO= 25 .057 N /SQ CM T T O = 2 9 9 . 8 3 K • •
R"- 2 .576 CM P ' W A L L - 2.Oe50~T,|/SO"0* "CF = .OOT85 "Tf"?-ITTFT
UE= 456.7 M/SF: PHOE=.01152 KG/CUP M RE= 12.969E6 /M
DELTA- .253 C M " D E L T A * = - . 0 7 5 5 C M TH'PTA- /02TT C M 7 "























































































.083212 .000000 1.000000 .653557 .000000
.111554 .481552 1.000000 .710649 .660692
.125724 .5666T7 "1.0000^00 . 73534 8 ~"~'.T9l&Z?"
.134562 .608582 l.OOOOCO .749761 .857906
.1436 ir~"~ 64"5544 ""1". "000000 ~~.7"63"ffJ3 r9T3^ TO"~
.153853 .681806 1.000000 .779016 .979700
• .165075 - .7TK5T4 T.'OOOO'CO"" ~ .795910" 'T.043581~
.177352 .747341 1.000000 .810357 1.095257
.189698 .7779~I5 I."OT5T)COO ."e?"6T22" "17I5TT6TS
.204007 .809346 l.OOOCOO .845410 1.211509
.P18107" .337804 r.OWCCO' 78153550 ~ 1.2^ 74"92
.233890 .867045 l.OOOOCO .883716 1.326957
".246095 .T87772" I700"0"CO"0 ~789903"4- 1.37(540^
.261948 .912886 1.000000 .918836 1.424605
. 2 73 0 3 2 "' . 929 7 2V " 170 0'OTO"0"0 ~" 7«5 T2"9 3 4" 1". 4~6 1 97T~
.285728 .947643 1.000000 .948717 1.502700
.29674"! .96241"? 1.000000 .962376 1.537076
.3067C2 .975218 1.000000 .974709 1.567466
. 3 1 47,39 .TS-5TO"5~r;'OUOD"00 ,~« W7W~ T. 3'9~I¥2"9~
.321783 .993663 1.000000 .993347 1.612310
" . 3 2 78 1 <5~ TTQVOTtT' '" 1 70 0^'00'Q~"'l. 000 79 3~ 1 . "6T9 8 7"9"
.333077 1.006796 l.OOOCOO 1.007282 1.645038
.336654 1.010842 1.000000 1.011692 1.655262
.333759 1.013198 1.000000 1.014286 1.661244
.340653 1.015303 1.000000 1.016620 1.666610'
.341565 1.016311 1.000000 1.017743 1.669186
.342196 1.017007 l.OoOOOO 1.018521 1.670968
.343038 1.017933 1.000000 1.019558 1.673340
.343809 1.018779 1.000000 1.020508 1.675511"
.343880 1.018856 1.000000 1.020595 1.675708
.343950 1.018933 l.OOOOOO 1.020681 1.675906
.344020 1.019010 1.000000 1.020768 1.676103
.34416C 1.01^163 l.OOOOCO 1.0Z0940 1.676497
.344300 1.019609 l.OOOOGO 1.021443 1.677644
.344160 1.019163 l.OOOOCO 1.020940 1.676497
.344300 1.01Q609 1.000000 1.021443 1.677644
.343*550 1.018933 1.000000 1.020681 1.675906
.344020 1.019010 1.000000 1.020768 1.676103
.343459 1.018395 1.000000 1.020076 1.67452S
.343459 1.018395 1.000000 1.020076 1.674525
.343108 1.018010 1.000000 1.019644 1.673537
.343108 1.018010 l.OOOOCO 1.019644 1.673537
.543108 1.018010 l.OOOOCO 1.019644 1.673537
344
ID NO. 1221C-013
STATION X* 6 .32 CM PTO* 25.057 N/SQ CM TTO*299.83K
K« 2.576 CM P W A L L » Z.2023 NASQ CM CF»
UE» 452 .5 M / S E C . RHOE=.01205 KG/CUB M
.00184 PI :>1.763
RE« 13.330E6 /M
















































































































.000000 1.000000 .659911 ,.000000
.485340 l .OOOOCO .717380 ,659872
.56612$ 1.000000 .741282 .785193-
.608919 1.000000 .755132 .849396
.643209 1.000000 . 767964 .904813
.675366 1.000000 .781072 .958128
.707802 1.000000 .795A37 1.013337
.731728 1.000000 .806828 1.055064
.760453 1.000000 .821469 1.106386
. .791304 1.000000 .838462 1.163118
.820657 1.000000 .855962 1.218786
.845479 1.000000 .871869 1.267264
' .871498""!. 000000 788972* 1". 31*574
.896429 1.000000 .908081 1.371251
.91694T l .OOOOCO .924169 1.415000
.934067 1.000000 .938335 1.452431
.949936 1.000000 .952100 1.487902
.963092 1.000000 .964004 1.517910
"" .977205 1.000COO 7977300 1.550739
.985470 1.000000 .985350 1.570281
.992211 1.000000 .992066 1.586401
.998489 1.000000 .998446 1.601565
1.003535 1.000000 1.003663 1.613658
1.006146 l . O O O C & O 1.006395 1.620257
1.008814 l.OWOCO 1.009206 T.6"26a2"?
1.011304 1.000000 1.011856 1.632976
1 . 012001" 1 . O O O O C O 1VOT2600 " I • 63"470T
1.012696 1.000000 1.013345 U636427
1 . 01 3 3T3 170"0 O'O 0 0~ " I70T4 0 0~6" 1 761 7 9 T3
1.014696 l . O O O O C O 1.015495 1.641397
1.014926 1.000000 1.015743 1.641970
1 . 015 309 - F. OUOOGO " Ti OT61 57"~I7&A2"«52"3"
1.015232 1.000000 1.C16074 1.642733
1.015309-1.000000" "170T6157 1.64Z921 '"
1.015309 1.000000 1.016157 1.642923
r.oi5385 i.oooooo 1.C16239 i;64Tir4:
1.015538 1.000000 1.016405 1.643495
1.01553« 1.000000 1.016405 1.6434W
1.015538 1.000000 : 1.016405 -1.643495
1.01553^- 17000000 ' r. 01-6405" 1.64 W?5~~
1.015538 1.000000. 1..016405 '1.643495
1.015538 1.0'COCOO- 17016'405 7 i'.SWQr
345










?l- 1.235 (N/SQ CM)
















































































































STATION X» 2.J4 jtH. . .P.TQ-. lO
R = 2.576 CM PWALL= 1.3254 N/SQ CM CF= .00253 PI
JJE* 515.7 M./SEC ____ RHQE = ,00_628
DELTA* .279 CM DELTA** .0681 CM THETA- .0203 CM
;
= .740





















































































































































































































































































_U 9 8.2.4 2 2..
1.982422
"1.982422









*5 .-3jLQP-.-CH.--.PTO" 10.126 N/SQ .CM TTQ"3Q5.78K
R« 2.576 CM PWALL- 1.3~292 N/SQ CM CF« .00252 PI » .725
U£» 516.0 M/SEC RHOE=.00831 KG/CUB M RE= 11.783E6 /M
DELTA" .291 CM DELTA*" .0701 CM THETA" .0209 CM
















































































































































































































































































































STATION X= 3.25 CM PTO* 10.126 N/SQ CM TTO*305.78K
R« 2.576 CM PWALL' 1.3179 N/SQ CM CF» .00251 PI » .705
UE = 517.,9 M/SEC RHOE=.00829 KG/CUB M RE= 11.851E6 /M
DELTA= .304 CM DELTA*= .0723 CM THETA= .0215 CM




































































































































































































































 :. .;862083 .
.878112












































































R« 2.576 CM PWALL- 1.3076 N /SQ CM CF- .00247 PI :,= .716
UE= 519.7 H /SEC RHOE=.00827 KG/CUB M RE« 11.920E6 /M_























































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 3.76 C* P
R*
UE*
2.576 CM PWALL= 1.
























































































TO? 10U2.&. N/SQ CM . TTQ=305.78K.
3913 N/SQ CM CF- .00227 PI .-«
.00888 KG/CUB M RE- 12*986E6
• ..848


























































































































































































































X=_4.01 CM . .PTO= 10
R« 2.576 CM PWALL= 1.9300 N/SQ CM CF= .00212 PI
ME" 456..1 M/SEC_ RHOE-.0.1033 M/CUB_M. _RE =
DELTA* .233 CM DELTA*" .0658 CM THETA* .0223 CM

































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 4.27 CM PTQ'• 10.126 N/SQ-CM TTn«305.78K
R» 2.576 CM PWAll* 2.1934 N/SO CM CF= .00155 PI ^2. 376

























































































































































































































































































































S T A T I O N X= 4 . 5 2 CM PTO= 10.126 N / S Q CM T T C = 3 0 5 . 7 8 K
~R = 2.576 CM P W A L L = 2 .3590 N / S O CM CF* .00137 PI =2 .824
Ut= 446.8 M / S E C R H O E = . 0 1 2 3 8 K G / C U B M PE= 13.049E6 /M
D E L T A " .264 CM D t L T A * = .0902 CM T H E T A = .0293 CM
















































































































































































































































































































STATION X- 4.78 CM PTO« 10,126 N/SQ CM TTG-305.76K
~P» 2.576 CM " P W A L L = 'Y.4976 N/SQ CM CF- .00124 PI ' = 3.142
JJEJL. * *J tJLJ. / S E C _ R H Q E » . 012.9 9_ K G/C_U B M __R E_5 _13_ jA6M6__./ M
DELTA- .278 CM DELTA** .0972 CM TJHETA* .0314 CM

















































































































































































































































































































S T A T I O N X« 5.03 CM PTO» 1.0.126, .N/SO__CK_ TTO=305 .78K
2.576 CM P W A L L = 2.5915 N/SQ~CM~~ CF=~ .~00128 PI '«"
435.9 M / S E C RHOE*. 01329 _KG/JCUE_M RE = 13.4Q6E6





















































































































































































































































































































STATION X= 5.54 CM PTO* 10.1.26 N/SO CM TTD=305.76K
~R~="2.576 CM PWALL= 2.6824 N/SQ CM CF= .00140 PI *Y",704
UE= 434.4 M/SEC RHOE=.01371 KG/CUB M RE«_ 13_._74_9£6_/M
DELTA= .294 CM DELTA** .0957 CM THETA* .0327 CM













































































































































































































































































































X= .6.05 CM PTO= 10..126 N/SQ CM TTO305.76K
R* 2.576 CM' PWALL= 2.3703 N/SQ CM CF =
3 M/SEC RHOE*.01250 KG/CUB M
00198 PI:":'.»1.492
E« 13.315E6 /H
DELTA= .311 CM DELTA*= .0830 CM THETA= .0297 CM



























































































































































































































































































































(D <D © 00<DG)0(D
O 0
I0__NO . 12 213-
PTQ» _l.p.p54p N/SO CM
• T T O « ~ 307.6111 ~K~ ".
?_8AR« 758.30GC MMHG
""THAN- 3oi".Tiii~k ~" "




~ 1 . 2 6 0 1 *
1-281J
6 • • .S55'p ' ""1.3021"
7 L!«63'0 i«L?966
""8 ""1.7170 "1.30T1
_9 _1_.?710 _ JL.302^
TO "~ 2."2250 " 1.3024
U 2 .A 79 0 JL. 302 A
12 "2.7330 lT3"i82
k3 _ 2.9870 1*3220
"14"" " 3.1U6 1.3i4l
15 3*?**<i 1»31P.3_
16 3.3680 1.3048
_11 - ?.4950 1.2973
18 3.6220 1.2987
!?__ 3*7>65 1*3367
2 0 3 . 8 7 3 5 1.5397
_21^ **Ct05_ 1*8*70
22 '~"4";"i275
13 ^.2545 „ _




T8 575245 2 . 6687"
29 6.0325 2.3460
O
-2.00 0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00
X ( C M )
ID NO. 12213 -OH
10.00
359
_lfl,054 N/_SQ CM_ IIO-31Q.83K
R» 2.576 CM PWALL- 1.3182 N/SQ CM CF- .00253 PI >
U Ei_5.20*2_M<LS£C_..RhiQ_E?_.ooaio KG/CUB M RE


















































































































































































































































































1*Q11974_ . ..U.9 .83 1.8 9 _
1.011974 1.983189




R- 2.576 CM PWALL
UE« 519.8 M/SEC_
DELTA- .299 CM DELTA*
1.3220 N / S Q CM CF- .00251 PI .-.-•• .735
K6/CJJB M_ ____ RE_-_ ._llt 4JL3E6._/M_















































































































































































































































S TAJ ION X« .-3...25-.JCN. ^£JH» _1Q. ,£ 5,4 N/SQ CM TTQ-31Q.83K
R» 2.576 CM PWAIL- 1.3103 N/SQ CM CF» .00250 PI •« .760
UE" 5X9,6 M./SEC _. SHaE'jQOSCK KJS./C.UB. .«.. .. R£«..H*
DELTA- .293 CM DELTA*" .0717 CM THETA- .0214 CM


























































































































































































































































































































































TIQN x« 3-!51 CM PTO» 10.054 N/SO CM TTO-310.B3K
2.576 CM PWALL- 1.2973 N/SQ CM CF« .00250 PI >
523.4 M/SEC RHQE». 00805 KG/CUft M RE» 11.507E6






































































































































































































































































SIATION.X. : 3 , 7 6 . C M P.TO-.. 1.0,05*. N / S Q c.ft_ TIMIA. 9.3ie_
Ri 2.576 CM P W A U * 1.3367 N / S Q CM CF« .00227 PI » .871
U E « 532.5 M / S E C R H O E » . 0 0 8 5 3 K G / C U B M _ R E « 12.712E6 / M
D E L T A - .321 CM D E L T A * " .0822 CM T H E T A * .0235 CM









































































































































































































































































STATION X- 4.01 CM PTQ» 10.054 N/SQ CM TTQ«31Q.83K
R« 2.576 CM PWALL- 1.8470 N/SQ CM CF<
UE« 447.2 M/SEC RHQE«.00947 KG/CUB M
.00271 PI*> .991
RE« 9.794E6 /M
DELTA- .205 CM DELTA*' .0499 CM THETA- .0178 CM








































































































































































































































































































STATION X- 4.t27 CH PTQ* 10.054 N/SQ CM TTQ-310.B3K
R» 2.576 CM PWALL- 2,1443 M/SQ CM CF* .00177 PI -1.925
LJE. 465.8 M/SEC RHQE-.011*5 KG/CUB M RE- 12.773E6 /M
DELTA- .255 CM DELTA*- .0784 CM THETA- .0257 CM
















































































































































































































































































































STATION X« .4.52 CM PTO» .10.05.4.. N/S.Q,..CH_JJ.a.«llJO.*A3JS
•R« Z.576 CM PWALL» 2.3258 N/SQ CM CF* .00156 PI .-2.358
UE« 454.8 M/SEC RHQE-,01211 .K.G/.C.UBLJ1 RE«. 12J.921£6_/il
DELTA' .259 CM DELTA*- .0839 CM THETA* .0277 CM





























































































































































































































































































JLTAJIDN X« 4.78 CM PTQ- 10.054 N/SQ CM TTn«31Q.83K
R« 2.576 CM PWALL- 2.4736 N/SQ CM CF'
























































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 5.03 CM PTO« 10.054 N/SQ CM TTO-310.83K .
R = 2.576 CM PWALL= 2.5768 N/SQ CM CF= .00135 PI *2.882
UE» 440.6 M/SEC RHOE=.01303 KG/CUB M RE* 13.124E6 /M
DELTA" .272 CM DELTA** .0917 CM THETA= .0305 CM
























































































































































































































































STATION X« 5.54 CJ1 PTQ= 10.054 N/SQ CM TTn«310.83K
R» 2.576 CM PWALL» 2.6687 N/SQ CM CF« .00147 PI "2.540
U^« 438.? H/SEC RHPE*.01342 KG/CUB M RE» 13.396E6 /H
DELTA' .289 CM DELTA*' .0922 CM THETA- .0317 CM




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































STATION X* 6.05 CM PTO» 10.05* N/SQ CM TTO-310.83K
R = 2.576 CM PWALL= 2.3460 N/SQ CM CF= .00213 PI =1.315
UE» 452.7 M/SEC RHOE».01217 KG/CUB M RE* 12.869E6 /M
DELTA* .303 CM DELTA*- .0776 CM THETA» .0280 CM

















































































































































































































































































































P B A R
TMAN
1 G . U 5 4 4 N / S O C M
307.6111 K
756.2000 M M H G
3CU.4444 K
X ( C M ) C M )
O



































































































-2.00 0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00
X ( C M )
ID NO. 12213 -027
10.00
372
ID. NC ,_. 12213-C28 __. . _ ..
STATION X= 2.74 CM PTO= 10.054 N/SC CM TTC= 3 10 ,_83K
R= 2.576 CM Pk'ALL = 1.318? N/SC CM CF= .00253 PI -* .737
UE= 520.2 M/SEC RHCt=.00810 KG/CUE M RE= 11.412E6 /M
DELT A = .255 CM DEl_TA* = .0693 CM THETA= .0206 CM







































































. i 5 56 00






.444 -5 0 0
. 4 5 7 ? 0 0
.460000
.482600
. 4 9 f 3 0 C
. 50 R GOC
.
 c



































































































































































































































































































































































































I D N O . 12213-029
STATION X= 3.00 CM
R* 2. 576 c^ PWALL=
LE= 519.6 ^/?EC KHC


































































,?^'-\ ": 0 C
.266700
, ? 7 9 4 0 r,
. 29? 100
. ? o 4 p 0 0
.317500
. 3302ro
. 3 4 2 ° 0 0
.355-^0




.'•19 ] C f '
.43i?or
.444 •;• C L
.457200
. 4 <• r c ,1 r
.495 3 C C
. 'iOHOnC-
. 5 37400
. 5 5 '- '" 0 0
PTD= 10.054 K'/






























. 6 '-. 9 5














. 7 ? 4 1
. 7 2 '• J
. ~/2 41
~7 "J ' 1
. f / -t 1
. 7 ? 4 1
. 7 ? 4 ]
.7? 41
.7^1






















































































. r, Q 4 9 H 4
. o 0 4 9 r 4
.004964
. 0 J 4 9 8 4
f004«fi4
. C 0 4 9 *• 4
.004984
, ••;, o 4 o 6 4
. <. 0 *• 9 P 4















































SC Cf' 1TC = 310.83K





























































































. 9 9 H 3 9 c)
.000986










.C 076 8 8
.CC7688
. C C 7 6 8 t*
.C07'.-PP
. C 0 7 6 6 b
.CO 76 8 6





















































































ID NO. 1 2 2 1 3 - 0 3 0
S T A T I O N X= 3 . ? 5 C ' PT!> 10.054 N / $ Q 0.1* T T C = 3 1 0 . 8 3 K
R= 2 . 5 7 6 Cv= ° i « - A L L = 1 .3103 N / S Q C f-1 CF= .00250 PI . = .760
•UE= C 1 9 . 6 - ' / ^ F C - 'H.r ;= . C 0 8 0 4 K G / C U E H FE= H .293E6 / *
D E L T A * . 2 9 3 c v i O - . . L T A * = .0/1? c * i T M ? T A = . 0214 c ^















































. 03*: 1 00















. 2 '4 1 3 0 C
.254000
.266700
. 2 7 r< 4 3 0
.292100




. 3 5 f- f • 0 C
. 3 6 q 3 0 3












. 5 5 H 5 C C
.1203
.220f-
. ? 7 ''•* 7
.315 0
. 3 4 '< 2
. 3 6 -r- 5
. ? v 4 2
.4-164








 li ° 4 5
.6171
. f 3 J9
. ( 5 0 7
. f " c>2
. 6 7 8 H
. r r. 8 <"-







. 7 2 3 0.
.7243
























































































. ^  o 2 8 ? 3

























































































































































.9 '.-13^  5
,962h03
.975404













































































































STATION X« 3 .51 CM PTO« 10.054 N/SQ CM TTO=310.83K
R« 2.576 CM" PWALL= 1.2973 N/SQ CM CF= .00250 PI •« .724



























































































































































































































































































































ID NO. 12213-032 _ ,. ;
S T A T I O N X = 3.76 C M P T Q = 10.054 N / S O C M T T C = 3 1 0 . 8 3 K
R = 2 .576 C M P W A L L = 1.3C83 N / S O C M C F = .00225 P I ":•> ,917




























































































































































































































































































































STATION X= 4.01 PTQ= 10.054 N/SQ CM TTO=310.83K
R = a.576 CM P W A L L = 1.7860 N/SQ CM CF=
UE= 478.9 M/SEC RHOb=.00933 KG/CUB M
.00231 PI !»1.097
R£ = 11.580E6 /M
OELTA= .279 CM DELTA*= .0716 CM THETA= .0239 CM
















































































































































































































































































































. , . _
R = 2. 376 CM
ut= 4 5 7 . 5 i i /
O t L T A = .219
» ? 7__Cj-i ? n = _1Q .054 N /
P " W A L L = 2 .1 1 76 ~N/ SQ CM C F = .00165 PI .
EC_ RH::E = iOiiio KG/CUS M RE= 11.966E6
CK O E L T A * " "."0722 CM T H E T A - .0234 CM
2,296
/M
















































































































































































































































































































S T A T I O N X= 4 . 5 2 CM PTJ= 10.054 N / S Q CM TTO«310.83K
R= £ .576
JJ Lr
CM P W A L L = 2.3066 N / S 3 CM
. M / S £ C RHOE = .01131 KG/ CUB
O E L T A = .228 CM D E L T A * * .0780 CM
CF= .00145 PI =2. 728
M _ RJLr. 12.208E6 / M





















































































































U/UE TT/TTO RHQ/RHOE M
.000000 1.000000 .679915 .000000
,403848 1.000000 .717364 , 5?4790
.431665 1.000000 .734456 .633312
.525458 _!.. QOOOOJL. jL.74i8.3Q .696223
.573936 l.OOOOOC .760053 .767671
,624632 1.000000 .77694? ,844714
.674184 1.000000 .795675 .922648
.719528 1.000000 .814967 .996570
.759860 1.000000 .834060 1.064638
.798221 1.000000 .854105 1.131798
.830453 1.000000 .872522 1.190127.
.860810 1,000000
 Pg9J3l9 Jf?46850
.389154 1.000000 . .910264 1.301520
.914817 j. OOOOOO. ..*9286Ji3 1.352568
.938074 1.000000 .946521 1.400207
,.9_S 71.7.5.. _.1_».QJ).0 0.0 Q_ .J9.6.2_040 _". 1.. 440384
.975130 1.000000 .977398 1.479069
-.. «.9J 9J).a<L ..,1 , 0..Q 0.00.0,. 9^.9,0 4.2 6 1.511109
1.000604 1.000000 1.000569 1.535592
.._ljiJ1.0JJ66j&._.l*OOOaOQL._J...D0..422.9 Ll. 556190 .
1.017417 1.000000 1.016320 1.574023
1.J321754 1, i>00000 .1.021143 .1.584089
1.025633 1. OOOOOO 1.025056 1.593147
...,1*027.55.5..., _1. OOOOOO ,.1.027012 1.597655
1.028910 1.000000 1.028398 1.600840
l.liplO.1. 1.000000 .1,029620 1.603645
1.030417 1.000000 1.029946 1.60439?
-l._fllAi.89.2 ..1,..OO..O.OD.Q... 1 ...0.3.0.43.4. 1.605512
1.030655 ,1.000000 1.030190 1.604952
1.030338 ;. OOOOOO 1.029364 1.604?05
1.030338 1.000000 1.029364 1.604205
1.029784 1,000000 1,029294 1.602898
1.0271.55 1,000000 1.026605 1.596717
1.020369 1.000000 L.019756 1,530863
1-.003652 1.000000 1.008249 1.553873
,99606.6.. l.OOQQOQ .996317 1. 525377
.785671 .984809 1.000000 .986004 1.500312
_...7:7SO23. .941338 1.000000 ..9.823.91 ..1.492662
.778329 . .9*0971 1.000000 .962563 1.491854
....7.31650 .._. 93271.3 1.000000 .984120 __1 . 495637
.785346 .934900 1.000000 .986086 1.500512
.797034 .990664 1.000000 .991326 1.513298
.305251 .99.4334 1.000000 .995172 1.522614
380
12213-036
STATION X= 4.78 CM PTQ = 10.054 N/SQ CM
R!» 2.576 CM PWALL" 2.4571 N/SQ CM CF =
UE« 444.4 M/SEC RHQE=.01252 KG/CUB M
.00138 PI. =2.864
RE= 12.8Q3E6 /M
DELTA" .247 CM DELTA*= .0845 CM THETA= .0277 CM



























































































































.000000 1.000000 .683562 .000000
.412139 1.000000 .722390 .532930
.471312 1.000000 ..735243 .614844
.510848 1.000000 .745091 .670867
.549284 1.000000 .755712 .726468
.598275 1.000000 .770874 .799160
.639108 1.000000 ..785028 .861504
.682364 1.000000 .801682 .929518
.729429 1.000000 .821951 1.006113
.762601 1.000000 .837727 1.061914
.797607 1.000000 .855854 1.122611
.833944 1.000000 .876441 1.187788
.861808 1.000000 ,893571 1.239412
.892544 1.000000 .913957 1.298176
.915403 1.000000 .930222 1.343217
.936994 1.000000 .946525 1.386895
.955705 1.000000 .961444 1.425695
.973281 1.000000 .976174 1.462994
.987075 1.000000 .988251 1.492879
.996475 1.000000 .996757 1. -513564
1.003975 1.000000 1.003701 1.530261
1.009289 1.000000 I ..00871 5- 1.547199
1.014040 1.000000 1.013264 1.552949
1.016510 1.000000 1.015653 1.558565
1.018646 1.000000 1.017733 1.563439
1.019197 1.000000 1.018272 1.564700
1.019905 1.000000 1.018966 1.5,66319
1.020141 1.000000 1.019197 1.566859
1.020376 1.000000 1.019428 1.567398
1.020376 1.000000 1.019428 1.567398
1.020533 1.000000 1.019582 1.567758
1.020611 1.000000 1.019659 1.567937
1.020611 1.000000 1.019659 1.567937
1.020611 1.000000 1.019659 1.567937
1.020611 1.000000 1.019659 1.567937
1.020611 1.000000 1.01-9659 1.567937
1.020455 1.000000 1.019505 1.567573
1.020219 1.000000 1.019274 1.567039
1.019748 1.000000 1.016812 1.565960
1.019197 1.000000 1.018272 1.564700
1.019433 1.000000 1.018503 1.565240
1.018488 1.000000 1.017579 1.563078
1.011633 1.000000 1.010951 1.547493 '
381
ID Mil.
STATION 5.03 CM PTQs 10.054 N / S Q CM TTCU31Q.83K
R = Z.576 CM PWALL= 2
UE = 439. 1 M/SEC RHOE
5634 N/SQ CM CF= .00137 PI ,=2.875
. 01292 KG/CUB M RE = 12.934E6 /M
DELTA' ,259 CM DELTA*' .0875 CM THETA* .0292 CM
Y(CM)
.000000






























































O Q O 1 rt rt






















































































































































































































STATION X' 5.54 CM PTQ= 10.054 N/.SQ CM TTa»310.33K
R« 2.576 CM PWALL» 2.6649 N/SQ CM CF<
UE= 438.7 M/SEC RHQE«.01342 KG/CUB M
.001*9
RE« 13.419F6 /H
DELTA* .280 CM DELTA*" .0894 CM THETA» .0307 CM











































































































































































































































































































6.05 CM PT'1= 10.054 N /SQ EM TTn*31Q.B3K
C M P W A L L 2 .3583 N / S Q CM
=.01219 KG/CUB














































































































































































































































































































































































































































© O O O
PTO«
TTO«



































































N / S Q C M
K
M M H G
K










































S T A T I - ' J N X = 2 . 5 7 C M PTO= 10.070 N / S Q C M
Tl •? 4 9"•r*" z . 3 f 5 un K W f l L L = i. 3 3 b r ^r/~yu i,n t^8 TPI
U E = 511.1 M / S E C R H O E = . 0 0 8 2 6 K G / C U B M R ? = 11.473E6
' L 277 . T A * * . THb 210







K i / r i u
.1 3273o
.217560
u / u t
. 'J U 0 U U 0
.555856
1 1 f 1 1 U "
1 . OuuuOO
1.000000
f -1 'J f X H ' 1 1


































































































































• f *t *t O CI?
.776541












. ^ BUiiG (
.986452




I . U U 3 ii 3 3
i. 006550
1 . ua /t /4
1.098396































































. f, 5 6 6 5 0
.871017
. "ifj o4t 1
.903412
. 1 1 7 0 ? 0
.934159
. yt 6 s. \ \
,9S01?9
« y r ISUH
,9«0409




1 .U J r^33
1.009854
1 .0 1 1^ t
l.01?S79








l . 'Ji<*}/ r
1.014327
1 . 0 1 4 ^  2 r
1.014327
L . 0 1 ^  3 Z /•
1.014327
i . y j. «» .^ ? r
1 . UOUOU3
1.176309





































































































































































. y 5 b b U 0
• 1 3 i •* U O
.213894
. 2 7 9 5 2 0
.313030
. 34 1 82 9
.363532
. 3 V 3 I *» Z
.419143
« 4 3 v 2 1 v
.465574
. 4 6 / 3 9 1
.511651
















. f 'c. 4 2 3 5
.724409
. f ^  T5«
.724933










. f d 5 1 U f






















































































. ~) f C. 1 1 J
.656205






. 1 t V ?^U
.83774?
. « *3 <^ 5 / /*
.R690?7








• V tf 5 «f .' 3
.992635


















1 . 01 3^3
1.3l3?9l




















































































£ • 3 f 0 1. PI P W A L L. = l.JiTO N/iW t PI Uf= • U U
513.1 M/SEC RHQE-. 00825 KG/CU3 M R5-
TA= . 2v 1































































. ( f9 f 3 1
.795270
. a u i 9 3 u
.804695
. H U f "t 1 3

















. V f 3V f f
.981311
.993657






















































































































































































£. . 5 7 o t ; n
527.7 M/
T A = .362








































3.33 C1 PTD = 10.070
K W A L L = 1.3750 N 7 "5 0 C
SEC RHGE=. 00894 KG/C
u H L) t L T A * =
PT7PTO






. 3 3 8 b U <t
.412690
. *t 3<t 332
.459291
. 4 a i 2 a 2
.503099
. 5 2 (<j i u
.544813
.590366




































































n C i- = . u j
US M RF=













































^ 1 4 y t • '. 3
13.409E6
._ .
^ 0 / '. H .1 <:
. 5 '-» 5 F 5 Y.















































































S T A T I O N X= 3.58 CM PTO= ; 10 .070 N / S Q CM TTT*335.33<
4 r i. •- v! - 2 • U /= .3 • = » >> / w n =
UE«_461.4 M / S E C : RHOE=. 01017 KG/CUB: M RE= 11.409E6 /M
D E L T A * .232 CM DELTA* 1 3 .0748 CM THETA" «0?41 C ""I






























































































































. a ^  5 >j 1 4
' .826361
• 3 1 d tJ O (




























1 .038 (b f
1.039085













1 . UUUUU J
l.OOOOOP









































. 5"> £°3 C-t
i69?358
. 72U1? 3 5
.741517




• 9 i 1 U -) "3
.852?35














































































STATION X« 3.84 CM PTQ" 10.070 N/SQ CM TT3-305.33K
H • i . 9 7 6 C H f1 to A L l_ = 2» 31 y o ; W .S u CM C F = »Q 01 •/ 7 ^ I,- • •- 1.896
UE» 425.4 M/SEC RHQE=.01167 KG/CUB M- RE- 11.303E6 /M















r i / rTO



































































































































































































































































STATION X- 4.09 CM PTn« 10.070 N/SQ CM TT1»3f)5.33<
R» 2.576 CM PWALL- 2.5864 N/SQ CM CF- .00143 PI
UE« 439.5 M/SEC RHQE-. 01339 KG/CUB M RF- 13.773F
>2.678
16 /H














































































































































































































































































































10 NO. 12215-009 •
STATION X* 4.34 CM PTQ« 10.07O M/SO CM TTf1«305.33K ',
R« 2.576 CM PWALL- 2.7767 N/SQ CM CF» .00128 PI >3.079
iiE» 430.2 M/S1C RHQE»«J)1410 KG/CUB M RE» 13.928E6 /JL i


























































































































































































































































































































R- Z. 576 CM P W A L L - 2.9122 N / S Q CM CF- .00127 Pt '
JE- 422.8 M / S E C . JLHQf - . p I 4 §J._ K 0/CiA8 _fi _____ &£ -_A3..11LE 6
DELTA- .271 CM DELTA*- .0920 CM THETA- .0313 C1
_/M :















































































































































































































































































































STATION X» 4.85 CM PTQ» 1Q.07Q N/SQ CM
R« 2.576 CM PWALL" 3.9688 N/SQ CM CF'
[If. 419.7 M/SEC RHflP«.01477 KG/CUB M
.00134 PI >2.925
RE. H.985P6 /M
DELTA- .27* CM DELTA*- .0902 CM THETA- .0314 CM















































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 5.3f> CM PTO« 10.070 N/SQ CM TTQ«3Q5.33K
R« 2.576 CM PirfALL- 2.6461 N/SQ CM CF« .00201 PI =1.531
UE« 432.8 M/SEC RHO£».01351 KG/CUB M RE" 13.4d4tb /M
DELTA- .283 CM DELTA*- .0750 CM THETA- .Q277 CM
















































































































































































































































































































STATION X» 5.87 CM PTD» la.070 N/SQ CM TTD»3Q5.33K
R« 2.576 CM PWALL« 2.0456 N/SQ CM CF- .00249 Pl'.;« .722
UE" 472.1 M/SfcC RHQE«.01139 KG/CUB M RE- 13.3S7E6 /M
DELTA= .349 CM DELTA** .0739 CM TH£TA« .0261 CM












































































































































































































































































































































pi_ i ooq fW/SQ CM) 25




0 0 O O O CD OOOOO®
°-2.00 0.00 2.00 4.00 6.
X (CM)
ID NO. '12215


















































































































© © © © © © ©©©©©©©y
PTO« ..10.0704
TTO» 305.3333
P B A R « 759.3000
T M A N « 299.2778






























N / S Q C M
K
M H H G
K































i i i i i i
-2.00 0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00
X ( C M )














P B A R =


























— &O O O O ® ® OOOOOOOBS'
,~~
0









































N / S Q C M
K
M M H G
K





































8. Pl= 1.244 (N/SQ CM)
Q-
Q_







































































































-2.00 0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00
X ( C M )

















• ; • - . . • " - • •
.-
I
, : • ' • ' . . • . 1
2
:
 • " . . - 3
* • • • - . . . • J «
;^ : f t . V ' V V ^ - 5
, . . - • - s •. ':. ' 6
' • . ' • . - • 7









:'• ,- ., • • . . .' 15
- • ^ / : ' . • • 1617
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20
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© O O O O © OO0O0OOHBST
i • -• • i i
PTO» 10.070<»
TTO» 305.3333
P B A R . 759.3000
T H A N - 299.2776


































N / S U C M
K
M M H G
K

































-2.00 0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00
X (CM)










































































































* * r*f\ 4 ^1.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 9.00
X (CM)




STATION X« 4.2* CN PTO- 23.621N/SO CM TTO-304.78K
R" 2.576 CH PWALL- .7965 N/SQ CM CF- .00196 PI >
UE- 615.0 M/SEC RHOE-. 00741 KG/CUB M RE- 18.163E6


























































































































































































































































































































STATION X- 5.00 CM PTQ- 23.621 N/SQ CM TTO-304.78K
R- 2.576 CM PUALL" .7978 N/SQ CM CF» .0015* PI >































































































































































































































































































































STATION X* 6.0? CM PTC- 23.621N/SO CM TTO«304.78K
R- 2.576 CM PWAlt" 1.5098 N/SQ CM CF- .00199 PI •
UE- 557.6 M/SEC RHOE-. 01090 KG/CUB H R6« 19.033E6
.869
/H














































































































































































































































































































43 .,558800 .47081? 1.007942 1.000000 1.016751 2.309959
406
ID NO. 13312-005
STATION X« 4.24 CM PTO 23.621 N/SQ CM TTO-304.78K
R» 2.576 CM PWALL" .80*7 N/SQ CM CF« .00196 PI r!«






























































































































































































































































































































STATION X« , 5.pO CM PTO» 23.621 N/SO CM TTO«30*.78K
R« 2.576 CM PWALL« .806* N/SQ CM CF« .00207 PIjB«
UE« 60*. 0 M/SEC RHUE». 00709 KG/CUB M RE« 16.174E6
DELTA
I
.• ' ^  •*?.?£•' '^ ,
i.-:.:->» "- ' -•'...-































































































































































































































































































































































TION X» 6.07 CM PTO = 23.621 N/SQ CM TTOO04.78K
2.576 CM PWALL« 1.5080 N/SU CM CF» .00147 PI «
561.3 M/SEC RH06". 01104 KG/CUB M RE =















































































































































































































































































STATION X* 4.24 CM PTO» 23.621 N
R» 2.576 CM PWALL= .8050 N/SQ C*
/SO CM TTO=304.7bK
CF= .00198 PI .-•".* .600
UE« 614.0 M/StC RHQE=. 00745 KG/CUB « RE = 16.131E6
























































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 5.00 CM PTO» 23.621 N/SO CM TTO«304.78K
R- 2.576 C* PVALL- .8061 M/SO C* CF» .OC






































































































































































































































































































































STATION X" 6.O7 CM PTn« ?3.6?1 N/^Q CM TTr»«}O4.7«K
*«, 2.576 CM PWAU« 1.5077 N/SQ C« CF« .00198 P I "1=1.008























































































































































































































































































































































































 fc *r. f\
HMHG







































STATION X- 3.73 CM PT
R- 2,576 CM PWALL* .8







































































































































































































23.598 N/SQ CM TTa-295.89K
4 N/SQ CM CF- .00188 PI A-


































































































































































































































STATION X- 4.24 CM PTO» 23.596 N/SQ CM TTd«295.89K
R« 2.576 CM PWALL- .8061 N/SQ CM CF» .00186 PI .:«• .785
UE- 603.0 M/SEC RHOE-.00760 KG/CUB M RE- 18.529E6 XM
DELTA" .348 CM DELTA*" .1047 CM THETA- .0?0i CM





















































































































































































































































































































































































































STATION X- 4.75 CM PTO- 23.598 N/SQ CM TTO-295.89K
R- 2.576 CM PWALL- .8058 N/SQ CM CF- .00185 PI > .775


























































































































































































































































































































STATION X- 5.00 CM PTO- 23.598 N/SQ CM TTO-295.89K
R« 2.576 CM PHALL" .8075 N/SQ CM CF« .00186 PI !•































































































































































































































































































































STATION X- 5.26 CM PTO- 23.598 N/SQ CM TTO-295.89K
R« 2.576 CM PWALL- .8102 N/SO CM CF- .00142 PT l>

































































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 5.77 CM PTO- 23.598 N/SQ CM TTO-295.89K
R- 2.576 CM PWALL- 1.5362 N/SQ CM CF» .00139 PI .-































































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 6.07 CM PTO= 23.598
R» 2.576 CM PWALL* 1.5457 N/SQ C
12-017
N/SO CM TTO»295.89K
M CF« .00117 PI l»2.620
UE« 557.3 M/StC RHOE*. 01165 KG/CU8 N RE* 21.865E6

















































































































































































































































































































STATION X= 6.45 CM PTO = 23.598
R« 2.576 CM PWALL= 1.6846 N/SQ C
N/SQ CM TTO=295.8VK
M CF» .00106 PI ".:.•»
JJE« 540.9 M/StC RHOE=. 01359 KG/CUB M Rb».22.975E6


















































































































































































































































































































STATION X= 6.71 CM PTO 23.598 N/SQ CM TTO*295.89K
R* 3. 576 CM PWALL* 1.9543 N/SQ CM CF= .00113 PI ,>2.799
UE» 538.7 M/SEC kHOfc=.


































































































































01398 KG/CUB M Rb=



















































































































































































STATION X« 6."96 CM PTO= 23.598 N/SQ CM TTO»295.69K
R» 2.576 CM PWALL= 1.9352 N/SQ CM CF* .00130 PI;!.*
UE» 535.7 M/StC RHOE=.


































































































































01370 KG/CUB M RE = 22.553E6



















































































































































































1V5256 N / S O C * CF» .00164 PI «1.392
.£*j5:lLI.Z._K5^C.ilB__M __ Rr« ? l .o?PFfe XH _
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S T A T I O N X* 4,30 CM PTO= 23.696 N / S O CM_ TTp«296.£7K
R= 2.588 CM >WAU» .8475 N/SQ CM CP« .00202 PI "• .489"
UE = 604.3 n/sec RHOE=.007/59 KG/CUB M RE* 19.528E6 /M





































































































































































































































































































































































2.588 CM PVUll3 .8475 N/SSLC* CF» .0
604.4 M/SeC RHOE«. 00800 KG/CUft M RE














































































































































































































































































S T A T
R* 2
ION X - « - 4 .83 CM PTO = 23.696 N / S Q CM TTO«296.67K
.588 CM P U / A L L = *940i N / S 4 CM CF= .00204 PI = .649
Ut= 588. f». n / S E C RKOE =































































































. 2 0 2 9 6 7
.214283
. 2 2 4 4 7 4
.23668V
. ^ 4 7 9 3 0
.4:56646
.269962

























.00619 K G / C O B M fcC* 18.Q27E6
*= .0969 CM T H E T A a .0207 CIS











































T T / T T O
1.000000
1.000000































































































































STATION X= 5.06 XM PTO= 23.6,96 N/SQ CM TTO=296.67K
R» 2.588 CM* P«ALL= '.8643 N/S'Q CM CF= .00152 PI *
UE« 628.7 M/StC ; RHOE = .00938 KG/.CUB M RE





































































































j. 2 90 5 70
.2.99412
2^^ 8;.;3;37106

























.76 82^ 5 8
.784739






























































































































































































STATION X» 5.34 CM PTU* 23.696 N/SQ CM TTO=296.67K
R* 2.588 CM PtfALL= 1.1339 N/SQ CM CF» .00154 PI ==1.282
UE« 594.3 M/StC RHOE*. 01016 KG/CUd M R£«


















































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 5.60 CM PTC)» 23.696 N/SO CM TT98296.67K
R» 2.588 CM PWALL* 1.6411 N/SQ CM CF« .00172 PU->
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K'/SO CM Tin.296.j67K -
8492 N/SO CM CF« .00124 »T, :,«2.487





































































































































ION X« 6 .08 CM PTQ« 23.696 N/SO CM



























































































1023 N/SO CM CF- .00103 PT- ••3*152
.01508 KG/CUB M RF» 25.373F6 /M



















































































































































































STATION X- 6.33 CM PTO"
R" 2.588 CM PWALL- 2.296
UE-_9ia±5_J".ZSI]L. -RHDf.-*.ftX



































































































































8 N/SQ CM CF» .OC
_605 K.GZC.UB . M_. _Rt;































































































































CFR- 2.588 CM P W A L L - 2.5269 N / S O CM
U£y_523,Q JL/SJEC _AHLQE_-AOJJ?05_K(L/Clli-Jl
DELIA- ,250 CM DELTA*- ,3990 CM THETA
.00096
































...421.416 1..000.000 .58 8_8A4_
.454368 1.000000 .597464



















































































































































































































STATION X« 6.84 CM PTQ« 23.696 N/SO CM TTO»296.67K
R» 2.588 CM P W A L L - 2.7372 N/SO CM CF- .00087 PI >3.666
UE" 513.4 M/SEC RHQE-.01824 KG/CUB M RE« 26.818E6 <JJ


























































































































































































































































































X« 7.07 CM PTQ- 23.696 N / S O C* TTO*296.67K
R» 2.588 CM P W A U « 3.2395 N / S O C« CF- .00070 »I ,»4.767
UE« 505.A M / S E C P H Q E " . 0 2 0 6 9 K G / C U B M RF« 29 .298E6 /M
D6LU" .271 C* DELTA*- , ,1129 CM TH6TA- ,0276 CM .














































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 7.58 CM P.LQ* _23_,696_ N/SQ. CM....TTQ-2.96.67.K
R.» 2.588 CM PVUL- 3.3153 N/SQ CM CF« .00091 PT ;>3,626
UE- 504.9 H/SEC RHQE".02115 KG/CUB M RE" 29efl71E6 /M





















































































































































































































































































































STATION te _ JLai_jaL_£ia-_2lAJW!6_NL /-Sfi- _Cfl__T.TJJ
R- 2.588 CM PWALL- 3.3911 N/SO CM CF- .00120 Pit *>Z.565
;UE» 500.3 M/SEC RHOE-. 02134 KG/CUB N : RE- 29.516E6 /M
DELTA- .286 CM DELTA**' .0976 CM _ IHEIA-_«.027JL CM



























































































































































































































































P» 2.588 C« PWALL" 2.7375 N/SO CM CF« .00196 PI, > .987
UE- 508.9 M/SEC RHOE-.01767 KG/CUB M RE- 25.428E6 /M
MJLI4i._lJt31(DUC.M_. D_ELLA*« ..,.0772_ _C_M __IHJE.T_A«... • 0.231 .CM
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Pl= 0.793 (N/SQ CM) £
- : ••>•%•
; - r ' : - : ,''".^:: . - • • * . . ' c
o odoo aasP
.00 3.00 5.00 7.00






























D • • • ' . ' . ' . '
0 . • • ' ' ' • • ' • • ' • '
GOO . • ; •
9.00

































STAJIQN_.X= 3.53 CM PTQ= 23.653 N /SO CM 110 = 314. ??K
R« 2.576 CM P W A L L = .7968 N / S Q CM CM .00190 PT >» .722



























































































































- .1046 CM T H E T A » ,


















































































STATION X« 4.QO CM PTO" 23.653 N/SQ CM TTTg304 ^K
R« 2.576 CM PWALL3 .8013 N/SQ CM CF= .00139 PT .» .731
UE» 613.6 M/SEC RHQE=.00743 KG/CUB H RF= 13.143Eft /*






















































































_l.t 5.2.3.4 4 4_
1.635180
. 1.799984



















































































jJ-TlJ.4 4....._l.,_aa22 78 1 .VC 0.0..0.0_
.371711 1.002475 l .OOOCOO
1 .00649?
.372003 1.C02632 l.OCOCOC






































JON X- 4.49 CM PTQ» 23.653 N /SO CM TTfl«334.22<
.576 CM PWALL= .8074 N/SQ CM CF = . 00199 PT "•;«


































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 4.77 CM PTO» 23.653 N/SO CM TTQ-334.?'K
. R« 2.576 CM PWALL= .3023 N/SQ CM CF= .OP140 PT :



















































































CM DELTA** .1507 CM THtTA* .0231 CM





















































t ft 3 ? 4 f> 5











Q .^J A Q 9 ^
3 O 7 ? fl ^
.598136









































STATION X« 5.,02 CM PTd* 23.653 N/SO CM TTds3Q4.??K
R- 2.576 CM PWALl= .8782 N/SO CM CF- .00136 Pf;O»
UE« 633.7 M/SEC RHQE=. 00912 KG/CUB M RF» ?5.76?F6




























































































































































































































































































































STATION X= 5.45 CM PTO= 23.653 N/SQ CM TTO=334.2?K
R-« 2.576 CM PWALL= 1.9098 N/SO CM CP* .00173 PJ >






































































































































































































































































































STATION X* 3.50 CM PTO» 23.653 N/
R= 2.576 CM PWALL= .7968 N/SO CM





























































































































































CF= .00190 PT •= .722












































































































































































































STATION X- 5.83 CM PTQ» 23.653 N/SQ CH TTq.30A.22K
R« 2.576 CM PWAIL* 2,0938 N/SQ CM CF* .001.?.8 PI *2.363
JIE^5*9.6 H/SEC RHQE«.01*7* KG/CUB M *E« 2*.783^6 /H...
































































































































































1^ ^  ^? ^^ ^ 3





































.^9*_2AM i ,00.0,0 0 0,
.9*2525 1,000000









































6.21 CM PTD= 23.653 N/SQ CM TTn»30*.??<
2.576 CM PWAU' 2.4928 N/SO Ch CF= .0*7,13 PT »2.758
Jill?-..53.JL.U M/SEC RHOE = .ul6*3 KG/CU9 M RP= 35.
































.076200 .263*12 .708451 I. J
.0869^ 0 ..2.9J12.6A. .^.Zi3.* 6j6. _.-ljJ3
.101600 .33957* .799079 1.000000
11 .127000 .*33352 .860670 l.UGOOOP
12
.65311R 1.032898

















.6*2606 1.003*92 1.000000 1.006038 2.08*512










_2_6 _ _ji31_7.5..C'0 . _ «. L 3. _ JL«.OOJ76.0-. _lj»O .O .QO.C! i.t-D.065.0.5...-.
27 .330200 l Gw'3  l.OO^qf? 2.08*122
_,2J .^3Jt.290.0 6^.0276:4 ....984.528 .^ _.l«.O.OjD!.QO.P. »97*_337 . 2..0126.33 .,
29 .3556UU .5U8*{.-6 .932213 i.OOOQCS »^9<?1!.2? 1.830856
.^U t_36.83,Uii ...*9i)87Ji tSZl2.4.3. -1...Q0.000.0. j.8_3c.ll.* 1..7945.69_.
31 .381000 ,*89623 .920*37 1.000000 .9^*117 1.792339
_32_._:.jL39370.0. ....4.91750 .9.2181.1.. 1..000000 .. 9 S..5..? 1 ? ... l.J3.6_7J3.9
33 .406400 .493071 .922660 l.OCOGOO .B«6"73 1.799515
_3_4_ ,419100.. ,49307.1 . ..,.92266v ..A.^ WCOS .«? (">973..._ 1.799? 15.
35 .431600 .4943Q2 .9?35U6 i.OwOCO^ .RR792" 1.802236
.JL6 t44*.5;p.Q_ .,_*.9463J? _., 9236.93. 1. OCAQ..O0 93.816.3. 1.60284.1..
37 ,*572CO .*96226 .924676 1.000000 .**Q39* 1.806009
_3_8 .46990-0 ...4.97.327 .^925376-...J...U.V10L-.OC. _.^ 39.027J_ 1.80.8269...
39 .482600 ,49d721 .92C.260 1.000000 .8^13«7 1.811127
4Q
 W4953.0G _. « 5'^.0.4vj|.cj .9*7325 ...Li^ O'vC? .. tB9271f .. 1,8145.81.:.
41 ,50«OCO .500995 .927694 1.000000 .8P3?04 1.315780
A2 i5.33400 ,503050.... _.. 92.8.933. l.OOOCOO .._.1?''*^** 1.819973
43 ,55BfeOO .50'tS84 .930129 l.OCOOOO .PP6309 1.823707
450
ID NO. 13314-Q10
STATION X= 6.47 CM PTD» 23.653 N/SQ CM TTna3,14.??K
R« 2.576 CM PWALL» 2.6063 N/SO CM CF» .00118 PI ••.':•




















































































































































































































































































































43 .556800 ,460860 .891792 l.OOOOOO .85330* 1.688035
451
ID _NLl...13314-011.
.SJAJTION.. XJL„ J&.. 7.2..£M__£tD-_23^fiL53_Ji/S.Q.J:Jl_JLIIl-3.04.Z2JL
R « 2.576 C H P W A L L » 2 .7544 N / S O C M C F = .00117 P T =2.774
U E = 523.6 M / S E C _ R H O F - ^ 1778 K G / C U B H _ * £ • ? 4 . '
O E L T A = .216 CM 0 £ L T A * = .0807 CM T H E T A - .3205 CM

































































































































































































































R« 2.576 CM PWAIL* 2.5038 N/SQ CM CF» .00163 PT
U£* 526>7 M/MC_R*aE=.01632 KG/CU8 M .RJE«_24
OELT4- .226 CM DELTA*" .U716 CH THETA« ,0192 CM
*1.653































































































































































































STATION X» 4.23 CM PTO- 73.653 N/SO CM TTn«304.??K
R- 2.576 CM PWALL- .7965 N/SO CM CF- .00198 *T '• .566
































































































































































































l.OOOOCO ,732303 2, 15^248
1.000000 .7536?? 2.215347














J^ _Oj9jO-C_DJL . _ . 9 9 Z5. Z 4_ .2 .. 8J.6_e.lflL
1.000000 .996257 -2.845446
!• 00.00.00.. _, 999475 2,852jB7J?
1.000000 1.001149 2.856723































































2.576 CM PWALL- .7978 N/SQ CM CF- .00227 PI >
































































































































































































































































































































2.576 CM PWALL- 1.5098 N/SQ CM CF« .00152 PI •.'-*;<




















































































































































































































































































JTATION X« 4.?3 CM PTO- 23.653 N/SQ CM TTO-304.22K
R» 2.576 CM P W A L L - .80*7 N/SO CM CF- .00198 PI >
UE« 614.2 M / S E C RHOE-.00749 KG/CUB M RE* 18.351E6 /M



































































































































































































































































































































































2.576 CM PWALL» .8064 N/SQ CM CF« .P02?fl P* :'l
594.1 M/SEC RHOE = .C0680 KG/CU8 M RP= 14.«»?5e«>




























































































































































































































































STA TIQN X* 6.06 CM PTQ= 23.653 N/SO CM TTQ=104.22K
R» 2.576 CM PWALL= 1.5080 N/SO CM CF= .00153 Pt ->1.845
UE= 560.3 M/SEC RHOE=. 01104 KG/CUB M R£« 19.619E6 /M















































































































































































































































0 0 ? Q 1 ^t






















































. ! . " • - . ; . . ID NO. 13314-019
STATION X- . 4.23 CM _PTO 33.653 N/SO CM
"R=; "2.576 CM PWALl«~ ".3Ci50 M/SO CM C'F«
UE«. 614.1- M/SEC *HOE=. 00749 KG/CUB M
'
TTn-304.?2K
o "J" ' ".551"
t*.343c6
 /M
DELTA" .'372 CM DELTA*' .1011 CM THETA» .0194































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 5.00 CH PTO* 23.653 N/SQ CM TTO«304.22K ^
R- £.576 CM PVALL» .8061 N/SQ CM CF« .OP231 PI,;- .618
UE- 593.1 M/SSC RH06-.00676 KG/CUB H RE- 14.469E6 /M













































































































































































































































































































S T A T I O N X
R« £ . 5 7 6
UE« 56?.1 * / ? E C
D E L T A - .205 C M
ID NO. 13314-021
6,06 CM PTO 23.653 N /SO CM TTO304.22K
L = 1.5077 N / S O CM CF» .00155 PI -1,604
<?HOE*.01111 KG/CUB W RFa 19.941F6 /M




















































































A o "y f+ PI f\






































































































































































































































































































































































































ION X« 3.86 CM PTO» 23.884 M/SO CK
.588 C^< PWALL« .6394 N7SO Ctf CF« .0




































































































































































































































TON X» 4 .06 CM «>























































































TO- 23.884 N/SO CM TT0302.11K
8459 N/SO CM CF- .00210 PI >
.00788 KG/CUB * RP- 1P.224F6



































































































































































































































ION X» 4.39 CM PTQ« 23.B84 N/SO CM TTO-302.11K
.588 CM PWALL" 1.1000 N/SO CM CF- .00210 PI - •-





















































































































































































































































































^ ____________ ... „
CM PWALL- 1.4255 M/SO Cf CF« .00175 PJ .--1,333
5. M / s£C __ R H.CLL- *_0 Q9_5_9_K.G/_C-LLP _* _ ££_».U5 . 569F6 /M
.344 C* DELTA*" .1065 CM THETAn .£275 C*

























































































































































































„ 2 . 0 0.1 2 fev]
2.024910
- ...... 2 .,046t.Ql_
2.069935
















43 .533400 .521506, 1.071821 1.000000 J.165846 2.530219
467
ID NO. 12315-006
STAT10N X» 4.90 CM PTQ« 23.884 CM TTn«3O2.11K
P» 2.588 CM P W A L L - 1.7077 N / S O ' C M CF« .00045 DI >6.fc69
UE- 560.9 M/SEC P.HDE".01271 KG/CUB M RP» 22.P63F6 /M
.DELTA- .277 CM DELTA* ' .1382 CM T H E T A * .P254 CM








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ION X. f .16 C* PT!> 23.884 W/SQ CM TTO"30?.11K
.588 C* °WALL* 1.9567 N/SO CM CF» .00031 °T «8.801













































C* DELTA** .1524 CM THETA-..0269 C*
PT/PTO U/Ue TT/TTO PHI/RHnF. M
.OP1026 .000000 1.000000 .482399 .000000
.088046 .198400 1.000000 .492432 .322473
.090574 .233683 l.OOOOGO .49643] .381360
.093771 -.270412 1.000000 .501376 .443494
.097934 .309926 1.000000 .507638 .511462
.099Q4? .326599 l.OOOOtO .510«5po- .54054£
.113474 .414371 1.000000 .529454 .698365
.127005 .476929 1.000000 .546773 .816839
.145444 .540573 1.000000 .'56*367 .943948
.159347 .580523 1.000000 .5R4326 1.0?7R4X
.186039 .634711 l.OOOOCO .609490 1.147726
.215482 .686:6.09 1.000000 ,638106 Jji_27Q38_3.
.238382 .720906 1.000000 .659917 1.356444
.267378 .758896 JL.GMOGO .6«>7274 1.457223
.295111 .790578 l.OOOOCO .713039 1.546307
.325817 .821677 l.OOOOGI .741 = 37 It638fr79_
.360539 .853017 l.OOOOCO .773852 1.738063
.385149 ,872891 1.00000!) ,796536 JL.804440
.418978 .897746 1.000000 .827669 1.891737
.453699 .920727 l.COOOGO .P59«;7<1 1.977202
.493179 .944239 l.OOOOCO .895798 2.069980
.530652 .964548 1.000LG3 .9304ftft 2,}550?8
.570503 .983967 1.000000 .966997 2.241158
t604^ 0q .998965 l.OOOCCO .997785 2.311255
.630504 1.009962 1.COCC09 1.021«56 2.364631
».6_4.75.30__. 1.016.722 .l.OO.O.OCD 1..037544 2.398748
.658311 1.020876 1.000001 1.T47412 2.419975
.664705 _ .1,. 023205 . l.OOOO.CO. 1.053265 2.432476.
.665374 1.023546 l.OOOOCO 1.053878 2.433781
.664482 1.023211 l.COOOCO 1.0530M 2.432041
.659277 1.021244 l.COOOCO 1.048297 2.421869
.648496 1.017099 l.OOOOGO 1.038429 2.400659
.634221 1.011460 1.00000!) 1.025360 2.372279
.615674 1.0042*1 l.OOOOOD 1.0092°^  2.336916
.597343 .996039 l.COOOCC .99158R 2.297317
.560094 .988369 l.CQOCOO .9757^ 6 2.261388
.565076 .98143? 1.000000 .962023 2.229627
.557492 .977834 l.OOOOCO ,<"55*73 2.213412
.554444 .976369 1.000000 .952270 2.206861
.550057 .974241 l.OODOOO .948258 2.197398
.f48496 .973*78 l.OOOGC* .946827 2.194C20
.547455 .972968 1.00000') .04597? 2.191764






ION X= 5.36 CM PTO = 23.834 N/SQ CM TT1=302.11K



























































































1659 N/SQ CM CF= .00040 PT =
.01471 KG/CU9 M RF» ?3.?92Ef>


































































































































































































































STATION X* 5.64 CM PTO» 23.P84 N/SQ CM TTa«392.1 IK . .
R« 2.588 CM PWALL= 2.4320 N/SQ CM CF« .00041 PT .>














































































































































































































































































































































































TIQN X= 5.69 CM PTO 23.684 N/SQ CM TTrj.332.UK
2.568 CM PWALL» 2.623d N/SQ CM CF= ,*00*.l Pf :-



















































































































































































































































































STATION X« 6.15 CM PTO= 23.884 N/SO CM TTG«302.11K ;
R- E. 588 CM PWALL- 2.8086 N/SO CM CF- .OH071 PT >





























































































































































































































































































































STATION X° 6.40 CM PTQ* 23.884 N/SQ CM
R- 2.588 CM PWALL" 2.9811 M/SO CM CF- .09081
UE« 516.9 M/S6C RHnE=.ul909 KG/CUB M RF = ?7
PT. =3.755
/M
DELTA" .289 CM DELTA*" .1133 CM THETA= .0284
















































































































































































































































































































STATION X= 6.63 CM PTO= 23.884 N/SO CM TTr)«30?.llK
R« 2.588 CM PWALL= 3.1275 N/SO CM C
UE» 512.6 M/SEC RHOE=.01977 KG/CUB M
-« .00993 PI «3.510
DELTA' .292 CM OELTA*«= .1112 CM THtTA» .0237 CM
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1.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 9.00 11.00
X ( C M )




PTO« 23.8825 N/SO CM
TTO« 307.6667 K
PBAR* 764.8000 MMHG








































2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10
X ( C M )
ID NO. 12315
298.8889










































































' • • - . . - • 3
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Pl= 0.837 (N/SQ CM) 25
. . 0






























































2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 12.00
X (CM)





o_ Pl= 0-841 (N/SQ CM)

























































































'1.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 9.00 11.00
X (CM)

























































•00 3.00 5.00 7.00 9
X ( C M )
ID NO. 12315
299.2222 K


































































Pl= 0.832 (N/SQ CM)
1.00
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.* ^ f^f* A S^1.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 9.00 11.00
X ( C M )

















Pl= 0.832 CN/SQ CM)
o o
10 N 0 .12 315-02 5__
_PTO« 23. 8844 N[/SO CM
~ ffO«" 30273333K~~ ~
PBAR- 764.6000 MMHG :
"" TMAN» 2.9678689 K" ~"
_r_ x ( c * > PJ_N/so. CM).
1 J.62i6 «JJ22_
; 2.'""" 2.1A88 " .8322
_ 3 2.6365 _«83e f t_
"4 " "¥".1953" 78696





10 4.4755 ~" 1.6893
\\ 4.5 6 69 _l.J% 18_
12 "47716 8 ~ ~ 1. 8395
13 Jt.6p31 _1.?992_
l^ ' — A; q.-jj76 'T'- —- jf76048
JL5 5.0902 2 . 1482_
16" "5.2146" 272534
17 5 . 3J670 _2jLM7 *.
"18" ""5.4559 ~ 2.423"6"
19 5.5905 2^.4952_
























































G) 0 o (DO®




































































_SIA1JIJJL_X-_._A«_95_CH__PTO«., 23.908- N/ifiLJLM TTQ-3Q0.17K
P« 2.58« C1 P W A I L » 1.5228 N / S Q . C * CF« .00116 PI i«2.367
UE« 566.8 M / S E C RHOE-.01176 K G / C U B H frR. 22.231E6 /*































































• 2 0 3 ?, 0 0
• 21 5900
? "> p Afifl
. ?. 4 1 3 00
.'254.000
.266700
P *7 Q A OQ






















































'.f OH 2 26
.* 097 1.1
.511346







































1, '00 2 749









:1. 0,1 070 4;


































































































































5.61.C* PTO« 23.90* N / S O CM TTP-300.17K
« > W A I L « 2.4127 .N/SO C« CP» .»^129 PT «2 .225
RHQF«.01571 K G / C U B M - P F « 2 3
p t L T A " .381 CM r ) 6 L T A . * » .0921 CH T H E T A " .0198 CM
STATION *
Pa ?
















































































































































































































































































































S T A T I O N X* 5.89 CM P T Q = 23.908 N / S G Cf! TTT-30C.17K
* « ~ 2 . 5 8 8 C M P W A L L * "2.5881 N / S 3 C M C F = ,«ni.?1 P T , = 2 . 3 7 3
U E = 521.6 M / S E C « H O E - . u i 7 6 7 K G / C U 3 M < ? E = 26 .498P6 / M


























































































































































































































































































































o. Pl= 0.842 (N/SQ CM) 24
^8 / ° ° o
Csl











X ( C M ) P (





















































STATION X- 5.11 CM PTO- 23.908 N/SO CM TTO-300.17K _
P» 2'.588 CM PWALL- 1.8719 N/SO CM CF» .00084 PI -3.750
UE- 539.9 M/.SEC RHOE-.01307 KG/CUB M RE- 21.432F6 /M
DELTA" .381 CM DELTA*- .1171 CM THETA- .0?03 CM
















































































































































































































































































































-.S9 C1 P T O = 23.968 N / S O C* TTO300.17K
R« ? .58« CM' ^ W U L = 2.5780 M / S O CM CP» .00143 " I .•'•
UE» 50°'. 3 * / S ? C R H G E = . 0 1 6 3 2 K G / C U B * PP= 23.100F6
























































































































































































































































































































; 10 NO. 12315-033
_SIAl_t-QN_ X^L. J«LiJ,5_CJl P.TQ-_13.908: N / S O £* TTQ-300.1TK
P« 2.588 CM P W A L L - 2.7567 N / S O CM CP* ."00135 PJ ••1.988































































































































































P B A R «




























O © CD CD0©
2.00 4.00 6.00 8
X ( C M )
ID NO. 12316


































































STATION X« 3.68 CM PTO« 23.815 N/SO CM TTO-296.28K
R« ?.588 CM PWALL- .8474 N/SO CM CF- .00198 PI ,- .544
UE- 603.7 M/SEC RHOE-.00799 KG/CUB M RF- 19.520E6 /M
DELIA- .387 CM DELTA*- .1030 CM THETA- .0202 C.M



























































































































































































































































































































































ION X- 3.89 CM PTO- 23.815 N/SO CM TTO-296.28K
.588 CM PWAU- .8653 N/SQ CM CF- .00197 Pl2f>
601.1 M/SEC RHOE-. 00805 KG/CUB M RE- 19.319E6








































































































































































































































































STATION X- 4.22 CM ' PTO- 23.815 N / S Q CM TTO-296.28*
R« 2.588 CM P W A U - 1.3289 N / S O CM CF« .0019* PT -1.029
UE- 540.5 M / S E C RHOE- .00954 K G / C U B M RE- 16.062E6 /M
P_i_LTA- .365 CM D E L T A * - .1013 CM T H E T A - .0265 CM



































































































































































1. ,06 85 69
1.082350
1.082912






































































































































R- 2.588 C?< PWALL- 1.5899 N/SQ CM CF» .00107 PI; -2.548
UE- 561.2 M/SEC RHOE-. 01235 KG/CUB H RE- 23.220E6 /M
















































































































































































































































































































_JTATIQN_ X» A«Z2 CM PTO- 23.815 N / S Q CM TTC!«196,28K_
R- 2.588 CM PWAil» 1.8299 N/SO CM CF- .00038 PI -7.595
UE« 547.4 M/SEC RHOE-.01347 K G / C U B M RE- 23.504E6 /M











































































































































































































































































































S.TA11Q!* .*« 4.9* .CH ,PTO.« .13L..3.15 _N/SQ CM,
R» 2.588 O PWALL» 2.1016 M/SO C* CP> .00039 PT;>7.091


























































































































































































































UE» 519.6 f /SEC
DELTA- .273 CM
ID NO. 12316-008
M PTQ» 23.815 N/SO CM TTO»296.28K
P W A L L - 2.3224 N /SO CM CF- .00030 PId.>9.492
RHOE«.01554 KG/CUB M RE» 23.579E6 /M
























































































































































































































































































































































































































...*.&..-C.y_ P-IO- 23..9.15 >V50 CM TTO296.28K
P W A L L * 2.5679 N / S O CM CF« .00043 °I .-7.167
UE« 5?? .8 * / ? E C SHOE".01736 K G / C U R *l RE- 26.757E6 /M
DELI*.-. _.*£7.8_CM_ &E.UTJL*- ...1311 C1 . TH.ETA- ,0274 C*
STMIDN._X-.
R- ? . 5 8 8 C*












































































































































































































































































































STATION X» 5.72 CM PTO« 23.815 N/SO CM LTC"29Jb.J.flJK __;
2.6993 N7SO CM CF- .00106 PI, >2.867
PS- 26.085E6 /M
0247 CM
P- 2.588 CM . PWAtL
UE« 513VV M/SEC RHOE-.01771 KG/CUB
























































































































































































































































































































STATION X. 5.97 CM PTD- 23.815 N / S O CM TTP-296.28K
Ri 2.58P CM P U A L L " 2.6845 N / S O CM CF« .0015*. BI >1.618
UE- 504.4 M / S E C RHOE-.01714 K G / C U B H R£- 24.2D3E6 /M























































































































































































































































































STATION 6.7? EM PTfla 73.815 Ki /SQ CM TTn»7OA.?RK
R- 2.588 CM PWALL
UP» 5io.8 M/SFC 2.4555 N/SO CM CF>. 01*38 KG/CUR M .00187 PI «1.051PC» 73.744F6 /M
DELTA* .381 C* DELTA*" .0767 CM THETA« .G206 CM

























































































































































































































































































































































































































T0» 23.815 N/?Q CM TTP-296.28K
2751 N/SO CM CF» ..00167 PI t-
.01539 KG/CHB M PF« 23.740F6



























































































































































































































































































t ? (^ f. J f\ Q
.279400
.292.100

















. 9 f r *i P T
D
 W i L L s 1.7
































n — '"' ^  ft i sN/^0 CW TTO*?0*.??*
S02 N/f?C CM CF» .3-?
































































































, o *> 9 *> 4 O
. 9 77f? Q 5






























































TON *« 7.49 CM PTG= 23.815 N













































































































































850 N/50 CM 'CF« .OP1P1 PI. >
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 9.00 11.00
X ( C M )




STATION X» 3.94 CM PTQ« 33.669 N/SQ CM TTO»299.33K
R" 2.588 CM P W A L L - .8322 N / S Q CM CF- .90189 PIf:> .711
U6« 609.3 M / S E C RHOE«.00787 K G / C U B H RE« 19.448E6 /H


















































































































































































































































































































STATION..*- 4.14 CM PTO» 23,669 N/SO CM TTO-2Q9.33K
P> 2.588 CM PWALL= .8346 N/SO CM ,CF- .00185 PI ..« .765
UE« 607.9 M/SEC RHOP«.Oi)784 KG/CUB » K?» 19.167F6 /M
.DELIA* .1.3.51. CM ..DELTA*3. .104.7 .C.tl ..T_HETA= ,0200 C*












































































































































































































































































































i n 123 16-020
<!__.A»47_ CN. __ PTO= 23.669 IN/SO CM
~R» "2~.588 "CM PWAL'LV .9608 N/SQ CM " CFS"~.0019~'> ~ PT: : > .9~55
U£= 580.7 M/StC RHOE».Q0792 KG/CU8 M RF=> 16.?96?6 /M















































































































































































































































A 7 Q ^  ^  ? 5

















1 « ? 76 9 8ft
1 .? 7pR76
1 .? 3 1 3 9 1
l.?34535
1 ,23869ft





























































R= 2~.588 CM P W A L l = ~ 1.2667 N /SO CM
UE» 596.2 M / S 6 C RHOE=. 01121 KG/CUB M RF= ?5,
DELTA" .371 CM DELTA* ' .1376 CM T H E T A = .0261











































































































































































































































































— t. 02331 5

















































STATION X-_ 4.98 CM PTO« 23.669 N /SQ CM
~ ~ " " " 1.9696" ¥ / SO CM~ ~~CF»"
SHOE'. 01323 KG/CU3 M RF=



















































































































































































































































































































STATION X= 5.23 CM PTO« 23.669 N/SO CM TTO-?99.33!< ii
R= 2.588 CM PWALL= 2.2691 N/SQ CM CF» .00173 Pf; >1.455 i
UE» 523.5 M/SEC RHOE-.015U9 KG/CUB M RE« 22.930E6 /M :





















































































































































































































































































































STA riHN X= 5.44 CM PT0= 23,669 Ni/5Q CM. TTO-209.^
<?- 2.588 CM PWAU« 2.5634 N/SJ CH CF» .OrH4f, PT .,












































. U i 2700






























































































































































































• 9 ^  fr ? ^  "^























































STATION: x« : 5.72 CM PTO» 23.669 N/SQ CM TTO-299.33K
R» 2.588 CM PHALL- 2.8514 N/SQ CM CF- .001





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































•I/SO CM TTT' = ?o:>.3^
*
 :
 CF* .OH144 OT, .:«

































































































































STATION X= 6.22 CM PTO!* 23.669 N/SO CM TTO•29C.33K
*« 2.588 CM PWALL- 2.6G52 N/SQ CM CF» .Crnq? PT >




















































































































































































































































^ A Q p Q A



















































R« 2.586 CM PWALL- 2.2564 N/SQ CM CF- .00208 PI-.•:.'«* .851
UPc 534.Q M/5PT PMCIf =
 tf>|5«57 KC/f l lR M RP« 75 tft?*C» /fl
DELTA" .243 CM DELTA*- .0626 CM THETA* .0168 CM
Y(CM) PT/PTO U/UE TT/TTO RHO/RHOE
CCOOOO .095333 .CCOCOO l.OCOCOO .5?3910 .000000
3










,176200 .328719 ,809778 1.000000 .761709 1.506476
.101600 .386038 .662581 l.OCOOOO .811299 1.656121 :







































21 ,254000 .60413T .999504 l.OCOOOO 2.129561
23
?4































































































































































N / S Q CH
MMHG
K


























1.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 9.00 11.00
X ( C M )
ID NO. 12316 -030
13.00
.523
' ; . ' . - . I D N O . 12316-031
.STATION X* <».<i3 C»T . PTO- 23.<562 N / S Q C
'<*,« 2.5<J8 CM ? W A L L = 1.9637 N / S Q CM CF=
:UE* 574.2 M/S tC *HOe=.G1564 KG/CU9 1
TTH-331 .
00028 PT
DELTA" .329 CM DcLTA** .1731 CM THtTA* .0236
9.C09




























































































































































































































f. Q C A ^ Q


















































































SJ_ATION._X± _ 5 . 6 9 CM PT0^23 .962 N/SO CM fTO-SOl.56<
"R- 2 .588 " CM PVALl- 2.6336" N / S Q ~ " C M CP=" .30064 PT =5.155
U6» 528.7 M / S E C RHOE».01756 KG/CU8 M RE» 27.040F6 /M
D E L T A = .248 CM DELTA* 3 .1095 CM THETA= .9244 CM
















































































































































































































































































































R« ? ,598 CM P W U L * 2.6531 N / S O CM CF« .00100 PI . -3.309
UE> 5??. 9 M / 5 E C R H O E - . 01742 K G / C U B H RR- 26.209E6 /M
£f : lTA» *Z40 CM __ D E L T A * - ,J>93_4 Cfl T H £ T A - ,0230 <Z»











































































































































































































































































































































































o~i i i i i "i r
1.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 9.00 11.00 13.00
X (CM)


































































































1.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 9.00 11.00
X ( C M )














































P B A P - 751.3000
T H A h - 297.0000


























N / S Q CM
R
M H H G
K


























i i i i i i
1.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 9.00 11.00
X ( C M ) :





































0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 8






























M M H G
K





























































P B A F - 751.3000
TMAM 297.0^00





























( C M )
13316 -00
N / S Q CM
K
M M H G
K





































































































M M H G
K


























0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 , 12.00
X ( C M )








?!?•._ ?3.5or7 N / s g CM
" f f 0= '2"97.00fd"'K
P
.MP* 751.3COO KMHG
TMAK» "" 297.0000 K
I X..< C MJi_ _P_| N / 5 p C M)
1 «5512 «8381.
2 "" "1.0592 ".8011
3 1*3132 -7598
4 ' 1.5672" .8005
5 _ 1.8212 •ep32
6 2.2022 .7998
7 2.3292 .8022
8 2.4562 " .P028
9 ?_»5832 _ •P042
10 2.7102 ".6035
11 ?.8*72 '^073
12 " 3."2"690 1.3599
13 3.65CO 1.5749
15 ^.2850 l.S^l^
16 " "4 ."'5'3~96" " 1.9740
17 _ _ 4.7930 2.Q656
18"" 5.0470" " 2.1873
19 5. 3.01C 2• 3139
2 0 5 . 5 5 5 C 2 . 4 4 1 1
21 __£.?.PA?_9... _...2jL?3f».l.









0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00
X ( C M )











































1.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 9
X (CM)
ID NO. 13316


























































. 21,96_ CM PTO= 23.482 N/SQ CM TTn»?T8.67K-
R» 2.576 CM P'WAlT'" .7919 N/SQ CM C'F» .roiQ* PT •"•:«' .633
UE« 608.7 M/SEC PHQ£=.00751 KG/CU3 W R== 13.*O4C|S /M



































































































































































































































































































S T A T I D N X* 3.47 CM P T G = 23.482 N / S O CM
R* 2,576 CM






















































































































































































































































3 "7 Q 77 A
































































R« 2,576 CM PWALL« .7943 N/SQ CM CF- .00100 PT .;«
UE« 6io.i n/sec RHOE*. 00759 KG/CUB M ,RP« 1B.970S6










































































































































































































£y ^^1 ^  ^














































































PTO= 23.482 N/SQ C'
.7971,. N / S 4 C*. CF =
=.00757 K G / C U 3 M
,371 C"l Ot .LT4*= .1094 CM
STf tT ION * = 4.23 CM
R= 2 .576 C'M ' 'WALL '
UE= 608.9 M / S t C
D £ L T A =
I TT1«298.67<
,00l«6 OT = .729
9F= H.747E6 /M















































































































































































































































































































S T A T I O N X* 4.49 CM PTQ= 23.482 N / S O CM TTO«?.98.
" "
R«. 2.576 CM PWALl= .8008 N/SQ CM CF= .0'
iJE» 644.9 M/SEC RHOE*. 00947 KG/CU3 M RF.«
























































































































































































































































( =i o • ^) 3 v

































































ID NO. . 13316-014
S T A T I O N X= 4.92 Crt PT3 = 23.482 N / S O CM TTD«?98.































































































































































































































































































































• ID NO.' 13316-015
STATION X* 5.3v C1* ?iu=» 23.482 K/SO CH
3 = 2.576 CM PWALL= f.5956 */S9 C* CF= ,
UE= 527.9 M/StC RHOE = .Jl7b7 'KG/CU8 ^ ' >









































































































































































































































































. q ? r- 1 ? ?




. ^ 3 1 "? 3 6















































STATION X = 5.55 C M PTO= 2 3 . 4 S 2 N / S Q C M
R» 2.576 "CM.. P W A L l » 31.0579 N / S Q CM CM ".03059'" PT >5.709
U6= 507.9 M/ .S6C R.HQfc«.01945 K G / C U 8 M RP= ?7.56?F6 /M
D E L T A " • '.2*7 CM D E L T A * * .1078 CM THETA=* .0250 CM















































































































































































































































































































J f T A T I Q N X = 6.06 C M , P T q » . 2 3 . 4 8 2 N / S Q C M
R = 2 .576 ClT WALT* V.I 495" NT/SO CM. CF= . OO07? DT
U E = 5C-6.2 M / S E C R H O E = . 01993 K G / C D S . M R P = ? 3 .





















































































. ^  6 9 9 C * '•"


















. v 3 64 13
.493233
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' : 10 NO. 13316-019
S T A T I O N X= 6.62 C-'« P T O = 23 .482 M / S 3 C* TTO = ?<?8.67<
R-« 2.576 CM P W A L L » 2.1306 N / S Q CM CF= .00!*? PT .= 1 .
U t* 536,3 M / S E C R H a t = . J l 4 3 4 K G / C U 3 M P?= ?4.101F6 /M
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STATION X= 3.98 CM PTO= 23.493 N/SQ CM 110*301. 44K
R» 2.576 CM PWALL 3 .8
UE= 608. D M/ScC RHOt=.
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PTO = 23.493 N / S Q CM .44K
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,STAtION-..Xr. .4.92 .CM PTO.23.493 N/$0 CD TTO-301.44K
R» 2.576 CM P W A L L - £ .3573 N/SO CM CF- ,000?f PT -*.915
UE« 496.4 M/SEC RHOE«.01428 KG/CUB M PE« 1P.933E6 /M
_.Q.E.LlA-___^252_j:i...D.ELJA*».tl28L.C« THETA« .0213 CM















































































































































































































































































































STATION *» *.30 CM-'PTil" 73.493 N/SO CW TTPa3Ol .44K
P- e.576 CM: PWALL- 2. 4456 N/SQ CM CF» .00043 PI «








































































































































































































































































































































P W A L L = 2.9157 N/SO CM
QHHF'. 01648. KG/CUP
CF«
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S T A T I O N X,= 3.94 C* I "TO* 23.796 N / S Q CM TJT«?18.67<
.
; /
* « 2.588 : C M P W A L L = 1.1326 N / S Q C M C F = .0019? > T -•«!'.093
I Uc= 570.2 M / S E C Rr lQe = .00397 K G / C U 9 M RF= 17.444F6 /»
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S T A T I O N X» 4.27 CM PTO 23.796 N /SO CM TTD»298.67K
R« 2 .583 CM P W A L L = 1.6714 N/SQ CM CF<
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2.5feb CM PWALL" 2.2434 N/SQ CM CF= .PP027 PT .-,;«




























































































































































































































































































































































































TO 23.796 N/SO CM TTO=298.«,7K
2959 N/'«0 C^ CF*-. 01141 or •«
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STATION X= 5.23 CM PTO= 23.796 N/SQ CM
R« 2.588 CM PWALl" 2.9180 M/-SO CM CF= .3
UE = 518.8 M/SEC RHOE=.Ui919 KG/CUB « RF
OELTA» .206 CM OEI_TA* = .0859 CM THtTA*
I Y(CM) PT/PTO U/UE TT/TTQ
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S T A T I O N X= 5.51 CM PTQ = 23 .796 N/
. R« 2.588 CM P W 6 L L - 2 .9828 N / S J C*
Ut a 5J9.2 M / S £ C R H G E = . 014^5 K G / C U 3
O E L T A » .208 CM O t l _ T A * = .0757 CM
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R« 2 . 5 8 f t CM P W A t L = .6504 N / S Q CM CF» .f>0192 » I » .700
_UE«. -60.3. 6 .»«AS£.C—AHQ£i*OfiZa3_Kj£/CUB M - RE» -19^
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*A Q-&OS.8-.- J,» 165 4-74-
.115502 .696555 l . O O O O C O .554072 1.4496C5
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TflB 23.R24 N /*o r.n TTn«?07.«5fcK
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ID . 11316-019
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STATION X- 7.85 CM PTO- 25.110N/SQ CM TTO-302.33K
R- 2.581 CM PWALL- .3691 N/SQ CM CF- .00155 PI •
UE- 666.6 M/SEC RHOE-. 00493 KG/CUB M RE- 19.048E6
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STATION X- 6.60 CM PTO- 25.134 N/SO CM TTO-306.94K
R- 2.581 CM PWALL- 1.6172 N/SQ CM CF- .00342 PI <
UE- 518.2 M/SEC RHOE-. 01011 KG/CUB M RE" 14.387E6
—.168
/M




















































































































































































































































































































STATION X- 6.83 CM PTO" 25.134
R- 2.581 CH PVALL- 1.
UE- 523.8 H/SEC RHOE-
N/SO CM TTO-306.94K
5785 N/SO CM CF- .00347 PI —.203
.01003 K6/CUB h RE* 14.653E6 /H

























































































































































































































































































































STATION X- 7.11 CM PTO- 25.134 N/SQ CH TTO-306.94K
R- 2.581 CM PWALL- 1.4128 N/SQ CM CF- .00903 PI •
UE- 558.0 H/SEC RHOE-. 01007 KG/CUB M RE* 17.383E6


























































































































































































































































































































STATION X- 7.34 CH PTO- 25.134 N/SQ_ CM TJO-306.94K
R» 2.581 CH PWALL- 1.1104 N/SQ CH CF- .66177 PI > ~.803
UE- 624.6 M/SEC RHOE-.01067 KG/CUB M RE- 27.455E6 /M























































































































































































































































































































STATION X- 7.59 CM PTO» 25.134 N/SQ CM TTO-106.94K.
PI •R- 2.581 CM PWALL" 1.0445 N/SO CM CF- .00187  .656
UE- 621.9 M/SEC RHOE-.00989 K6/CU8 M RE- 24.95966_/M___
































































































































































































































































































PTO« 25.1423 N/SC. CMt fo=" 3 r i V 4 4 4 4 " K " ' "
PBAR« 765.5000 'hMHG
TMANa ~300.68'69"~K
I X ( C M ) f t N / S U C U
1 3 .2b6b «_3
2: "" 3.ttOW9 ""
3 ^ • ^bTS
.4" 4."8i33" "i35"30
5 5.0696.' _»^!L?IL
6 " 5.3188 ".~3"5ti»
7 5V5575 _»^52_8
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STATION X- 4.83 CM PTO* 25.141 N/SQ CM TTO-312.50K
R* 2.581 CM PWALL- .3928 N/SQ CM CF- .00170 PI •
UE" 681.6 M/SEC RHOE*. 00471 KG/CUB M RE* 18.976E6


























































































































































































































































































































STATION X- 5*08 CM PTO« 23.141 N/SQ CH TTOf312.50K
R- 2.581 CM PWALL- .3987 N/SO CN CF- .00167 PI •
UE- 679.3 M/SEC RHOE*. 00470 KG/CUB M RE« 16.082E6


























































































































































































































































































































STATION X- 5.31 CM PTO- 23.141N/SO CH TTO-312.50K
R- 2.581 CH PWALL- .3587 N/SQ CM CF- .00164 PI •
UE- 678.1 H/5EC RHOE-. 00465 KG/CUB H RE- 17.691E6

















































































































































































































































































































43 .533400 .461411 1.065414 1.000000 1.588857 4.973587
653
ID NO. 12415-032
STATION X- 5.56 CH PTO- 25.1*1 M/SO CH TTO-312.50K
R- 2.581 CH PWALL- .4526 N/SQ CH CF- .00086 PI -




























































































































































































































































































































































STATION X- 6.10 CM PTO" 25.141 N/SO CH TTO-312.50K
R- 2.581 CH PWALL- 1.0939 N/SO CH CF» .00141 PI >
UE- 613.4 H/SEC RHOE-. 00947 KG/CUB H RE- 21.584E6
















































































































































































































































































































43 .533400 .405973 .982090 1.000000 .949487 2.619553
656
ID NO. 12415-035
STATION X- 6.32 CM PTG" 29*141 M/SQ CH TTO<»312*5GK
R- 2.581 CM PWAU- 1.2901 N/SQ CH CF° .00288 PI'. •
UE- 575.3 M/SEC RHOE-. 00946 K6/CU8 H RE- 17.287E6



















































































































































































































































































































43 .533400 .355683 .973348 1.000000 .944512 2.235545
657
ID NO. 12415-036
STATION X- 6.60 CH PTO* 25.141 N/SQ CH TTO*312.50K
R- 2.581 CH PWALL- 1.4924 N/SQ CH CF* .00381 PI .—.484
UE* 549.4^  H/SEC RHOE*.00996 KG/CUB H RE* 15.956E6 /H
























































































































































































































































































































STATtnW X« TM PTH TM
R« 2.581 CM PKALL« 1.5452 N/Sfl CM CF- .C0434 PT «-.701
DELTA .305 CM DELTA*"-.0226 CM *-.0128 CM
I Y(CM) PT/PTO U/UE TT/TTO
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r h M ni-»-
STATION 7 i T M Ptl ?<5. 1 61 TM
R» 2.581 CM P W A L l * 1.3998 NX SO C* CF= .00305 PT =-
=-.0007 CMDELTA* .265 CM DfclTA*= «0079 CM
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STAT 7.34 rw PTH= rv,
R= 2.561 CM
1 « A. * 1 - a M /
P U A L L * 1.C737 N / S Q C M C F = .00251 P T
.CilfL?il K£ / r i ' R X .PC g ?A
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R* 2.581 CM P W A L L * 1.0370 N / S O CM CF» .60E60 PI —.177
i M/< ;p r punps .nog4? K c / r n a M PF^ ??.ao?FA /M
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i .
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- 3A TM PTCi= TTn-ai •> *r\it
R- 2.581 CM
IIP«
PWALl» .6687 N/SG CM CF





DELTA- .318 CM DELTA** .C72C CM THETA- .0113
Y(CM) P-T/PTO U/UE TT/TTO RHP/PHOF
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5
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8. Pl= 0.851 (N/SQ CM)
00©°®
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11.00 13.00 15.00
X (CM)






.66 CM PTO» 23.583 N/SQ CM TTO-299.7*!
.591 CM PWALL- .8513 N/SO CM CF- .00202 PT





















































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 4.91 CM PTO» 23.583 N/SO CM TTO-299.78K
R» 2.591 CM PWALL- .8513 N/SQ CM CF- .00201 PI .«
































































































































































































































































































































ATION X« 5.17 CM PTO« 23.583 N/Sa CM TTO-299.78K
27591 CM P WALL- '.8513 N7 SO CM OF" .TO
« 605.3 M/SEC RHOE«. 00786 KG/CU8 M RE»




























































































































































































































































































STATION X« 5.42 CM PTO- 23.583 N/SO CM TTO«299.78K
R« 2.591 CM PWALL- .8513 N/50 CM CF» .00211 PT -•
UE« 597.9 M/SEC RHOE-. 00757 KG/CUB M RE» 17.»70E6
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STATION X- 5.68 CM PTO» 23.583 N/SQ CM TTQ-299.78K
R» 2.591 CM PWALL" .8753 N/SQ CM CF« .00166 PT .:»
UE« 622.0 M/SEC RHOE-. 00885 KG/CU8 M RF= 33.838E6
























































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 5.93 CM PTQ* 23.583 N/SQ CM TTH-299.78K
«« 2.591 CM PWALL» .9542 N/SQ CM CF« .00168 PT-..«





























































































































































































































































































































STATION 6ol8 CM PTO° 23o583 M/SQ CM
CM
UE° 544o2 M/SEC
N/S9 CM CF° oOOi92 Pi ,°2U
RHOE*o00968 KG/CUB N RE* I6o?56E6 /H
DELI ,253 CM DELTA1?*
 00784 CM






























































































































































































558800 ,459947 Io044836 loOOOOOO 2o409465
672
ID NO. 21310-009
STATION X» .6.44 CM PTO- 23.583 N/SQ CM TTO«>99.78<
R« 2.591 C« PWALl- 1.4563 N/SQ CM CF« .00171 PI *

















































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 6.69 CM PTO« 23.583 N/SO CM TT3-299.78K
R» 2.591 CM PWALL- 1.5163 N/SQ CM CF= .00154 PT >


















































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 6.95 CM PTQ- 23.583 N/SQ CM TTO«299.78K
R» 2.591 CM PWALL- 1.5698 N/SQ CM CF» .0014* PT «
UE- 560.8 M/SEC RHOE-. 01187 KG/CUB M RE« 21.756E6


























































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 7.20 CM PTO= 23.583 N/SQ CM TTO-299.78K
R» 2.591 CM PWALL" 1.7156 N/SQ CM CF« .00141 PT . .»
UE« 552.4 M/SEC RHOE=e01256 KG/CUB M RE» 22.019E6





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 7.71 CM PTO» 23.583 N/SO CM T1™.?9P.7*K
R* 2.591 CM PWALL» 2.4666 N/SO CM CF» .00076 PT, -

























































































































































































































































































































STATION X- 7.96 CM PTO« 23.583 N/SQ CM TTO«299.78K
R- 2.591 CM PWALL« 2.5661 N/SO CM CF» .00087 PI «





















































































































































































































































































































.558600 .617475 .994699 1.000000 .991417 2.003998
679
ID NO. 21310-016
STATION X« 8.22 CM PTO- 23.583 N/SQ CM TTQ.?99.78<
R- 2.591 CM PWALL" 2.7444 N/SQ CM CF« ,000«4 PT «











































































































































































































































































































































































2.591 CM PWALL- 2.8610 N/SQ CM CF« .00086 PI -


















































































































































































































































































STATION X- 8.72 CM PTO» 23.583 N/SQ CM TTO-299.78K
R» 2.591 CM PWALL- 2.9022 N/SQ CM CF» .00095 PT '•
UE« 516.9 M/SEC RHOE-. 01885 KG/CUB M RE- 27.698E6



































































































































































































































































































































* 8.98 CM PTQ« 23.










































































































































































































































































































































STATION X- 9.23 CM PTO- 23.583 N/SQ CM TTD-299.78K
IT" 27591 CM PWALL- 3.U771 N/SQ CM CF>
UE- 510.6 M/SEC RHOE».01960 KG/CUB M
.00111 Pt i»2.801
RE- 27.966E6 /M
DELTA' .305 CM DELTA*- .1085 <:M THETA- .0292 CM














































































































































































































































































































S T A T T H M TM PTHs 5ft 3 K; / C O TM TTng?QQ-7HK
R« 2.591 CM P V / A L L * 2.8851 N / S G CM CF» .0014? PT. :«2.CC7
DELTA* .307 CM DEITA*= .0976 CM THETA- .0278
Y(CM) PT/PTO U/UE TT/TTO RHO/PH.OF
1 .OCCOOO
3 . M 97ftfi
.122334 .OOCCOC l.OCOOOf .•570084 .COCCCO

















.C76200 .259990 .670499 l.CCOCOO .707427 1.C93C73
1.14080?
9 .101600 .296693 .723180 l.OCOCOO .7361.56 1.2C2655
4
11 •127COC .34147C .776584
RAP. ^0
l.COOCCO .770280 1.321062






























































.625550 .986041 l.OOOCOO .0795O? l.89159f5
35 .431600
.444^ 00




























43 .558800 .552144 .945348 1.000000 .926027 1.763740
685
ID NO. 21310-0.22-
_STATTDKi X" 9.74 fM PM TTn»?Q0.7RK
R* 2.591 CM P V i A L L * 2.3809 N / S C CM CF= .PP178 PI -, = 1.189
UP a 5?4.9 M / S F T P H n E a . ( i i qf l f t K G / T I ^ R M


























































.226600 .511771 .951P48 l.OOOCOO
1 ,00000^
.«??64R1
































.355600 .599124 .999792 l.OCOGOO 2.053849
•361CCU .594720 .997597 l.OCOOOO .Q95963 2.045560
C] 4


































































































































.99 CM PTn» 23.5R3 N /<O PM TTin«9QQ fRtt
PWALL" 1.9968 N/SQ CM CF- .00204 PI 4I-
 0?20


































































































































































































































































































7.00 9.00 11.00 13.00
X ( C M )




STATION X* 4.,fifc CM PTD» 23.440 M/SQ TM TTns29ft.67K
R« 2.591 CM PWALL= .8447 N/SQ CM CF= .001
(if-m «J9RTQ M/SPC RHHp» t r,C)7^ ? Ka/Tlift M PFa














































































































95 PT V« .758
/M






















































































































































*= 5.11 r.M prn= 73.440 TM
2.591 CM
t 600 t6 M>
PKALL- .3447 N/SO CM CM .PQIOI PT > .781
Bnnps.nn7ftR KG/PUB M RF» l7 too7F* /M




036038 .000000 l.OCOOOC .39849? .ootooo
" -




.143653 .762680 1.000000 .613129 1.641C74
7
ft






.101600 .840200 1.000000 .692579















































. 3 •; 1 «. «b 5
.985740 l .CCOCOO









.358940 .994837 l .CCOCOC 2.712056




















































43 .5334CC .424819 1.029C96 l.CCOCOO 1.097835 2.962244
690
in NQ, 21310-0??
ret prni PM TTCI-
R» 2.591 CM PWAU
HP*
.8447 N / S Q CM CF= .OOTP? PI .» .783
[ M RFs 17-3P?PA /M






















































































.228600 .304657 .959559 l.OOOCOO
2 l.CbiK.C'f-
.P93599 2.486236





























-X. CO If. 19 l.CGOGGr-
1.C02977 l .CCOOOO











































STATTflN *s ^ A? TM PTH- 7H 44fi M/<;0 r* TTn«90fl A7K
R» 2.591 CM PWALL- .8






































































































































































































































1.0 -NO. 2~:Ulv~e« 9
.-SIJLIIQN *?— -I., 8£~Ch ---.
9= 2.591 CM P W A L L = 1.2700 N / S O O CF= .fCl1?? PT =1.699
-U£ = 560. C -tt/SEC. —RHP£ =-,X09-fc5-K£/CLB-M R-F-s__l_7, 7-4-E E 6 -7M—.
DELTA* .301 Cf' DELTA** .1045 CM THtTA= .023° CM
I Y(CH) PI/PTC U/Ut TT/1TC
i .OOCCOO .054161 .CCCCOO l.CtOCCC .476939 .000000
__2 ,.Cl27Ct ,07164-4 ,382988-_1,C-COCCO ,5165-72 ,644584-
3 . C 2 5 4 C O .100448 .555999 l . O C O C G C .5*8934 .982052
5 .OSObC-C .14106b .679575 i .OCClCf ,* t ?P?43 1*261939
7 , 0 7 t 2 C G .166179 .734460 l . O f O C C C .!S**A05 1.401891
8 .- -^-Giifc-QCO ,1.7-6518 ,.754358 1«OCOCOC .6.79O63 — 1,45£64>8-
9 .1C1600 .186489 .771996 l .OOOCl 'O .692956 1.5C4865
..1C ,JL143vC ,-1.9.7lJ08 .7-8aZC5 — i,COOCOO- .707833 --1-.555823
11 .127UC .210122 .609*79 l .UUCCO .7?f7?9 1.615024
-12 . 13 &-7,ii£ »Z2.4£J33 ».83ii7.,7-3 l-.-CtOO.CO ...746.39.3. 1,48072 3
13 .152400 .242968 .654245 l.OCOCOO .771366 1.756880
-14 ,165100 ,2-62190 ,.6Z6.E£1 —.-1,-OCOCOC ,7.9 ZB13---I-6 3 40.93-
15 .177800 .276438 .894459 l.wCOGCO .820158 1.896876
..16 ,l_9X;iuO .2S3ZC.9 .5X)934.1___1.0.0CuaC .P.4C4EC- .-1,952145
17 .2C22CC .3C7242 .922609 l .OCOCOO .8^971? 2.0C3198
_-aS.3 6.3 £.3 1 .X) C.O CLC
19 .22660C .336999 .950C93 l.CCOCOO .903560 2.114825
3-OC .3
21 .254106 .368541 .972608 l.OCOCOO .044056 2.212923
?2
23 .2794CO .394391 .990395 l.CCOCOO .979465 2.295263
..9.S613XL UI.CU.CCC »fi.Q16£C Z, 322812-
25 .304600 .412116 1.001694 l . O C O O O O l.C-03733 2 .35CC33
27 .330200 .425410 1.009736 l .OtOCCf1 l.r>21«3?C 2.39C276
-1 .G2C0.05.—2 .405.7-44 -
29 .35-5600 .««339C3 1.014693 l . C C O C O O 1.0^3553 2,415631
fi ^ 3.7.Z26 L..C.1.6 5S5 L«iCjQL CC___1.«3.
31 .381000 .438704 1.017434 l . C C O f c f c O 1.0*0122 2 .429843
_32 ^3-93 7£ L-. . 4.40 03 3 1, 018J. fa 6—1.» 0 OO.OCO. _. 1.0 4.19.4J. ._.2 . 433 764
33 .4C6400 .44C919 1.C18C66 l .O tCCCC 1.0*315* 2.436374
- 34 *_4JL91.0 0 .-4.41i.3 6 - l*iDl B9.7 6 .J.» 0 C 0 C 00—1^0.4-38.61 _ .2 . 4 3 7 6 9 6-
35 .431600 .441879 1.C19225 l .COOCOO 1.044467 2.439199
_3£» *,<iA.£5.CLQ *A4,2 0.2.7. 1^ 1)15.30.8. 1+.&CQLQC L*CL4.&6f!^i Z. 4396.33.
37 .4572LC .442396 1.C19515 l . C C G C C C 1.0*5175 2.440719
_3fi -,_4fcJ9-9Cii ,4.42618 - .1.01.9-t3.9--l.*X;OW;CC L.OAE47.fi. _2,.4.41370-
39 .46 t6CO .442766 1.C19722 l .CCQOCO 1.0*56PO 2.44180*
41 .508000 .443135 1.C19C.28 l .OCOOOO 1 .0461R5 2 .442888
43 .533400 . 4 4 4 2 4 3 ~1 .C20t46 1.000000 1.047701 2.446138
693
ID NO. 21310^ .030
N i Q



































I. 3 P ^ 0 {r
.C5C60C
, 0 6 3 K- 0 0
.076200
. L > H f • y i ; L
.101600





. 1 Q L *• f '• L
.2032(0









































4 24 36 B
525485






























































































































































































































































































































































































































E 23 . 44fl 1



































































































































































































CF= .00144 PI :«1.918
Kr,/riiR
DELTA' ,261 C* DELTA*" .0936 C* THETA» .0?17 CM
PT/PTO U/UE TT/TTO PHD/RHHF: M




















l . O C O C O O
1 .OC'OOr 'n
.715370
839618 I.GI 'CIGCQ .762032
1.530984
I tAHA7f l f l
nnnnnn
1.6829C9



































.254COC .468246 .996756 l.OCOOOr 2.279546
























.361CIC .456429 • Q 9 0 C 0 3


















































PfcALL- 1.6129 N/SG CM CF- .00141
i M PP» ?n.
DELTA- .264 CM DELTA*- .C946 CM THETA- .0223 C"





















.276223 .633738 l.CCOCCO .761829 1.647758
13 .152400 .317581 .877016 l.OOOOOP .808597 1.785701
15 .177806
16 .10












21 .254COC .479324 .994<?91
1 .rn
1.000000 .989857 2.241509
2 6 Q 2 8
23 .279400 .497788 1.005040 1.000000 1.010470 2.287600
25 .30460C
?fe -3175GQ
.506650 1.009684 1.000000 1.020362 2.309392
































1. OOOCOO .977485 2.213366
39 .482600
4O







43 .533400 .444612 .974599 .9*1083 2.152139
_10.-KO*-213i-C.«C-a4
2 ^ li_CM P1Q = 2 3 . 4 4 0 N/SO~C-ti
P W A L L = 2.0759 N' /SQ CM
TTQs2 q 8«fe7K
R* 2.591 CM  OF'
_UE =_ 5-OiU-a M . / S E C RriC£=»C132 4,_JUi/CUa.-Jl_.-
D E L T A - .241 CM D E L I A * * .0922 CM T H E T A =
, f iCM7 PT .-2.952
P£ = 16«3<>?Ff r /M ..—
.0?41 CM
I Y ( C M ) P T / P T O U/UE T T / 7 T G PHO/PHOP M
1 .OOOCOC .088564 . C O C C C O 1.000000 .568245 .000000



















































-.^ 2^ 2 4^ i 1-U7-5 3-3-1
.74C067 1.26136P
J^7435A U 3 3 6-843
.796274 1.416*84











































-JU.C-l.4i-1.4 1*0 LC OCC.
1.019111 l . O C O O O O
- 'Ui-213Ja2 -..l.tiCUUJC.
1.C23J62 l.OOOCOO

























l .OtiiOCO 1.04G911 2.039362
1 1 .^0-4.0321 2.03£0a7
33 .406400 518C98
,518098

































R- 2.591 CM PW'ALL« 2.4675 N/$g
IIP.
CF» .000*9 PT-,,-5.23C
DELTA" .239 CM DELTA*» .1036 CK THtTA" .0258 CM
PT/PTO U/UE TT/TTO P.HO/PHOE
.000000 .106122 .UOOLCC i.ococcr
1 ,000000
,COt(00
3 .025400 123660 .328148 l .OCOCOO , f > 2 5 P 5 4 .475133
. -5QP1 1 H
7
_8_







































.262929 .75623? l.OCOCCC .777113 1.220138
•1524CC
T } f t * j l f l f?
.326536 .632CQO l.CCOCCOi.ocoocr ,8?9742 1.38F590
.177800
.190500
.378142 .694068 l.COOCOO .8*3506 1.536357









.254COC .529545 1.C11541 1.000000
1 fO
1.015799
.279400 .546532 1.022C35 l.OCOOOO 1.03C768
t«QS4g3?





























































































C T A T H N 7.! TM PTHa




DELTA- .285 CM DELTA*" .1<»33 THETA- .0277
I Y(CM) PT/PTO u/ut TT/TTO PHO/PHO?
1 .COCOOC
? -ni97nn
.116364 .OOOCC'O l.OOOCOO .541746 .000000
0*5
3 .025400 .123638 .193602 l.OCOOCO .551214
5 .C5C80C ,137597 .319433 l.OOOCOO
.295603
»5 *?. 6 ? 6
,495?4l
^*iQA44J3

















































.997051 l.CCOCCf .99^ 043 2.045402
25 .3C46C-C .7C0519 1.001533
CO 3 17 7
l.OCOOOO 1.006023
27 .33C2CC .694960 1.0C1183 l.OCOOCO





























































T A N > =
l4X_bi£U~ 2131O047.
TM PTfl = 73








DELTA- .279 DELTA*= .1322 CM ,0*8° CM
Y(CM) P T / P T O U/UE TT/TTO RHO/PHOF
1
2



























. 1 P. 4 2 7 ^
.455936
























































.279400 .647713 .999983 l.OCCOOO
































































































































2.591 CM PfcALL- 3.0019 N/SC CP CF« .00049 PI ;«









































































































































































































.STAT ION ..JL«_-. _£»_4> 2-XM £J.Os_2 3 ..4-4-0—k ^ -S C- .Ctt— 1TG*2 9-8 , &.'
«« 2.591 CI" P W A U « 3.1148 N / 5 C CM CM :.f .r053- PT = 6..?1?
.U LJL. .5.C 2 .-2 -..MJLSEC B H O E » . C 1 9 4 2 K C - / C 1 6 * RE * ?£ ,.81.5 ££.,/.&
O E L T A = .282 C M D U T A * = , 1 2 5 2 - C M T H f T A = .02P3 C *
I Y ( C * ) P T / P T C U /OE T T / T T O RHn/OHOF M
1 . O C I O C O ,132458 . C C C C C C l . O O O O O P ,?7C)»71 .000000
-^23M-23_-4
3 .025400 ,155100 .323744 1.000000 .606091 .480204
4 ,C-3-8-liUj , IfclCCS ,3-5^ 3-3-44. 1
5 .05C80C .1695C2 .402167 1
_.6 «.y42iCC U^J*a2-5 *AA3Jt.ZA Ul^ UHlC-C ,63.17.54- .6-7-23AX:.
7 ,07t200 .1912^9 ,486f06 l.CCOCtfs .f4?*17 .744033
_ *6 5££.34-.- .,827322
9 .101600 .224524 .576835 l.l!l\)CGfi .67?65f .9C2C43
11 .127CCC .273268 ,664921 l.tCi'cCr
.12 l^aaiGI.. 3-IL4.2JL1 .70.8.5 73 1 «li.OJiLaO-_ . ..Z34711 1,1 £.7.638
13 .1524CO .340476 .752949 l.OOOOCO .7607O7 1.251284
-li» ,l£5-ive- »3-7fc£6^ - »-7-94 200. —1 ,*C.O-CCO _7a64-5 4-—1,336-8-3 8-
15 .1778LC .413593 .625^27 l.CfCCCO .812191 1.417478
^£AU_I£Q JL.fH G£CC ^
17 .2U32CC .510742 .853509 i . O C O C O O .^72695 1.591038
18 .2
.228600 .584198 .946964 LOCOOOC .P30?«5 3.740232
^6-L-96A£ ^9-664-41 L,XXCOaCC ^.9-5A^65.___l, 7-99420
.980515 l . O C O O C O ,97?747 1.842511
.99848? 1.9C1827
1S.SA.2-., U9.U-7.7.8
.30480C .700869 1.006849 1.000000 1.01007Q 1.927960
27 .330200 .7031C4 1.007^61 1.000000 l.CM«591 l793i342
29 ^355600 ~~t700150 1.CC6S10 lIcCO.COp f .009575 ll926831
30
31 .381000 .697196 1.005153 1.000000 1.0H7558 1.922310
.12 3^.93211^  ..6JJ3-5U3— I,£u34_46-. -1,,0-COOOO-.. 1 ...aXX5a3J7__.1, 9.166-43
_14 -.A1-9.3JJX; ».6£61.1£. 5^-9^ -9-9-6—1, Q C C C C 0 ..9.9J&-9 55— 1*.9G52£6.
35 .431800 .662425 .553254 l.CCOCCO .PP7473 1.899537
36 ,444600 ,679471 -^5.96-£J.J ItOOP'OOC ,99^4^6 1. E 9,4 S.4J.
37 .457i:Ut .677994 .996147 l.CCOCQO .094447 1.692650
39 .4626tt- .677624 ,995970 l.OCOOOO .OQ4195 1.892074
, 17947] ,996.851 l.CCOCQP »9JQ54_5A—...-1.fi9-4.9-4B-
41 .5C600C .681686 .597904 l.CCOCOP .OO6Q6Q 1.898391
_4_2 *















O f c L T A - ,29C C M D E L T A * » .1220 THETA



































. 4 2 7 6 2 5
.757712 i . bCGCCr
^?^A_4io- r»ccac.CiQ
.828C95 l . C C O C C C
























































C 0 5 4 0 3
l . C C O C C O
1^0UDCaD__.




















. 7 1 5 2 A 5
,7175.1:6-
.716398
l . C C O C O O
L.uCOCOC:-
















I . C ( ' 4 9 G d
.l,LL49iia..



















































ID NO, 2131U-S41 i
/ «; n
2.591 CM PWALL= 3.1219 N/SQ CM CF« .000*3 PT «4.oi5
.01986 K G/CL 'B M PFg ?.3»















































.127000 .305026 .699789 l.OOOCOO
.152400 .372234 .775895 1 .CCOCOO
771807 1.155352
.7.AA2 62 — 1^ .2 3J2-7LC.4
7 A P 8 R 3 1.322117














19 .228600 .614478 .951190 1.CCOCOO .O32RQ7 1.7P534Q
TQ61Qg6 1.85?25q
,97?407 1.879944




.27940C .704581 .9954C4 l.CCOCCO
25 .304600
27 .330200
.719352 1.001964 1.000000 1.002979 1.950001
T7g^fi4*i 1,^3577 ItOCPCCO.. 1^ 0C.5443. 1* 955.53.8.





.723415 1.G03738 l.OOOCOO 1 .00«5689 1.956090
T 7 7 3 4 1 5 i toij373fl i.r.nnnno ..j...OQ5.6fi.9 J
406*00
.722233 I.CC3223 l.OOCCOr 1.C04901 1.954321
.71MAK. i .Qm*4G i.nnnn Q.O UJQJQL2.4.S-6 I».9_4_£fi5i
.714183 .999688 l.CfcOCCO .Q°P*2<5 1.94222?
.41<}l(it: .7(i<?fiQq
 T t ,Q778ft 1 t O f O O Q O V9.gAfe.7.0- 1^ -9-3 5 75 2
.431800 .705320 .995736 l.CCOCCO .9Q3614 1.928811
3fe . 444^nn . A q Q 4 T 7
 T oq^ f iAA It 0000.00- *.9-SSA2U__.. 1.91.9.BJJL
37 .4572CO .692765 .99CC27 l .CCOCCO .985??? 1.909646
,aai^ A4-.-
.482600 .678732 .983488 l.CCOCCO .97586C 1.887989
-*-Q7-1.4^ £L.-.l^ £716.4H
41 .506CCO .664331 .976595 l.OCOCOO .966238 1.865491
L9 .S7E7ttf] 6^J£-3_5.4 .97?ft9S_i.fiCllC60 .-9 6jOaD.E..._ 1*£52-9C9






PWAIL* 2.7790 N/SC CM CF» .00115 PI =2.649
/CUB M ff.fs 27.Q12F6 /M_KP























l . C C O O O O
l.CCOCC^ *fc5A5.Q-l-
.630692 l .OOOCOO .666275





















































































































































































































4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 12.00 14.00
X ( C M )





R« 2.591 CM P U 4 L L * .6691 N / S Q CM CF= ,C*15P PT . = 3.044
.-Ut«- -617.X M/SEC —.&H.aE.=u CO8-7&-.-K£ /C4J8-M











5 .05C60C .136651 .720541 l.GCOtCC
6 »ii.t3iWiii • 1-CG23 «J?.42,£66.. l»CcQCOG
7 .076200 .162862 .765919 l.COOCCO
.—£ -*C8BVU.C _-«.l7ZG22 .....* 7.48.6-48 -..UCCOCCO
9 .101600. .190742 .808591
_],£ .1143lC _»2£7616 ..830752 -
11 .127GCG .22C622 .646532 l.CCOCOC
13 .15240C .249436 .676S82 l.CCOOCC
_14. 1^6 51L 0 *2fc^ aO 9 ..£.907 6 6 1*0 OD 000..
15 .177600 .277462 .9C2434 l.OOOCCO





_* 5 ?-H5-2 V— -1 ^4 74 958 -
.R457P9 1.565961



























. &2AJL 9-& L*.010 C uC
.981299 l . C C O C C O
.£d&3U._i.«jQ£jC£££




^flJ?J4 Zl _____ 2 . 6*2 C3 7
.900065 2.702190






.982 92J5. _2 . 9.Q1E E..4 _
.093445 2 .926527
a ..C.CQOGC...._1.Q at642- _2 ..94326E-
3056?4 2 .9?48C3
...0 0 a3 912 _. 2- 9 6JL 1.9.1..
31 .361000 .445694 1.003183 l . C ' C U C C O 1.01116C 2.967566
jg .393700 »_4_46_50J. L»Ii03-5Z6 l*£COCOO-_. l»C-1237a_ 2«-97Ci366











.449269 1 .CC4702 l . O C O C C O 1.116585 2.O80020
.449875 1.CC4948 l .OCOCOC 1.017471 2 .982C49
. 44367 S_. 1. CO 494 8 j .C(
41 .SC8CGO .449215 1.C04671 l . C C O C O C 1.016475 2.979767
42 .533400 .44S_8Afl...._ 1. 0C4. 517 1.fcCQt!CO ..J...,dLi.92JL £• j&Tj&SJL
43 .556800 .450663 1.005286 l .COOOOr 1 .0 ie6RQ 2.984836
708
rn MP.
S T A T T f l M V > PTH
R= 2.591 CM
\\f-m
PWALl* 1.2697 N/SQ CM CF= .C0171 PT
* PFn 17-
"1.420
DELI: .267 CM D H T A * =
1
-2_
PT/PTO U/UE TT/1TC RHO/P.HOF
.CCOCCO • C53612 .CCGCftO l .OCOOOO .477634 .OCCOOO











































-f l f tpo f i f i
.179370 .762223









.127000 ,243566 .857575 l . O C O O O O








2 C 3 2 C C
?1
.341145 . 9543C8
. q 6 6 7 q 7
i.ccoeoo
1 t Q C O O Q Oi.ococor
1.897M5
























































































._ 2^ -4 614-5 5
2.462961











JL ^ £.2 8L.6 3.
1.C28518
1 . DC 0 C CO.
i.ococ.or
.f S fc 4 Z6
i. 0
2 . 4 7 5 4 C 4
2*4.e26t5




23,506 MSQ r.M rTn-?oo,??K
R= 2.5<il CM PWALL= 1.4069 N/SQ CM CF= .T016C PT =1.638
t M BF =L lfl.QQ7Ef /M























.581570 l.OCOCCO .5«7^81 1.0?6599
6^2-iil2Ji—l.COOCOO »6J17-7_T4 I«-123a67--
,673301 l.OCOCOO .63?90Q 1.233595
T7')4g37 ,^dp(f.f> ,65P,^50 i, 3^ 4 5.^£..
.751966 l.COOCOO .6R4P15 1.432699
.808659 l.OOOCOO .731686 1.593310
.636C01 4*tt
137000




























^ 9 9 f • «
.965*393 l.CCOCOr
TQ7A]44 It'jCt'Ci'^ ^




.438724 1.001203 l.COOCOr 1.00?55C






23 .579400 .448261 1.006776 l.OOOOGO 1.014633
.. J_a^ JUX£L_J_.<ai.4.£.3-3.
30A6CC .445547 1.005206 l .COOOOO 1.0111O7
i3 i.ocnr-oo.
330200 .443126 1.003795 l .OOOCOO 1.008132
.355600 .442759 1.C03581 LCOCCGC
.44^40^ 1.iCifi4f. Ifl l . f i f fX'J O.Q.-
31 .381000 .445694 1.005292 l.OCOOOO 1.011?8?











.45C169 1.007671 l . O G C O C O 1.017048
t 4 g p » 2 9 1 .0C8Z4Q 1.0CQC£ 0 L«0








.454351 1.C10249 l.CCOOCC I.n2??41
1.011f95 l.CCGLCO .1. Q255.91.





S T A T
tfi-KCU -2-2-3i4^OC 5
PTCIs 73.5Q6




1.4 R PT •1.713
DELTA* .272 DELTA*= .0956 CM THETA= .0213
Y ( C f PT/PTO U/UE TT/TTO


















3 .025400 .120676 .575319 l.CCuCOO
4
 t(j3fiTL-fi .137183 »£ 15-19.71 _ 1. OOOQOQ
5 .050800 .15259C .656337 l.ttCCOC




.169274 .7?815b I.CCOCCR .f4Pl,0?
9 .ICltOO .229626 .769484 llcCOCOr *6<>6672
-LO .114300 *.2_4J5L4-a6— -^ a4-4-£4-2 l.6±Q 000--
11 .127CCC .269976 .636885 l.CCOtCO
12 »1397f ft 12° 1255 »86x27>J 1.01 tiCQC «
13 ,i:»240fc .311796 .B61C26 l.CCOCOr
14 ,lA«nf!n ^334^42 *.9 01C-4 3- l.CCOCCr ,
15 .177800 .356753 .920505 l.GCOCOO .350014
16 .190500
 t3P,n763 .936937 LOTQCt-^ <
























.486614 1.C01509 l .vCutC r l . f -OS^O?








.^ 955-8-5.7 l^CCOOOC .990533.
.993545 i .OtoOOf .99^^45

















































I j fc* 566.2 fri
P W A L L » 1.5235 N / S C C* CF« .00145 PT =1.747
. f t l l E ? K C / r i R M PFs 77 .3QQFA /M
D E L T A » .279 CM D E l T A * = .C98( THETA
Y(CM) PT/PTO U/UE TT/TTO
1 .OOtCOC
_2 - m ?7nr;
...064568 .ocotco 1.000000













7 F, 3 3 u


































.177600 .366824 .913921 l.OCOOGf 2.0C5241
740
17 .203200
. ? 1 s c r. n
.411578 .945632










.452663 .970et'3 l.CCOCCC .938221 2.249296
i.fif^rAr .QAI^AA ?.3ra**;a
21 .^540CC .467146











1.C04C38 l.OCOOCO 1.009346 2.412864
.517447 1.004740
1.CC4T73



















.500352 .996380 l.CtOCC'O .9Q1798 2.373556
7,^56747



















.9982C7 l.COCCCC .995917 2.382842
7.3Q57P.1
43 .55fcPi,C .5C969C 1.00H93 l . C C O C C C 1.002508 2.397624
712
-4Q..-N.Q.,
-STATION .X»~_J.G7.-.CW....-.P.IG=. -23.596.K./SC -CK - .TT.fl«2.9.5V2.2X ......
«« 2.591 C* Pkm = 1.5561 N/SC C" CF= .CC145 PT *3.741
-Ufc- 565.6 M/SEC ..... -RHQ£*.fcl2C4 KG/-CLB. M ________ R.E«- 22. 7.4.8 EA /*
OfcLTA- .277 CM DELTA*= .C971 C* THtTA= .0'T» TM
Y(CM) PT/PTC U/UE TT/TTD
1 .OOOOCO .065949 .OOOCCO
.-2_ _.Q127uO -.1167.B7 .531867
3 .0254CO .132761 .582628
.....A. _.C3£ltO . __. 146314
5 .05C80C .161395
















l . O C O C O O
l.OCOCOO.
l . C G G C C f t
i.Gcucce










.740437 3.70871711 .127000 .264717
_12. .«.13.S7iit .3L5.lSu5 .fc.55921 4*CGQCQO .7.66505 4.7684.4.8
13 .i524Ct .3294C6 .878256 l.OCOCOO ,?933?7 1.86696C
_Uk ^165100 ^3±1416 -.896624, l^££fiCGQ- .£176-95 4.935477
15 .177^00 .377C95 .916683 l .CCGGOf ,»4607Q 2.012370
_46 J.9.l;iiXlt i^i!3A6- .933E5.7..-_l.iJ.COCOO ^fi7.2B.16 2.C62221
17 .203200 .422583 .946032 i .OCOCOO .*>O65PO 2.142434
_lfi___»2:L5-S£i; *4Ji 3126 —~*a60.6 8 ^  1*1^ 0 0 CO.O .3152.73 ,2. IS 13 C16
19 .2286CO .463669 .972*69 l . O C O C O O .9410^7 2 .?52763
^2Q , .2,41300 ..._...4.84945 » M41A4. l.i>OOLt>C .9&5A01 ^2. 307799 .
21 .254CCC .496151 .990984 l .CCCCOO .97O060 2.341295
_22 ^2Jb-fc_7C0. ___..5_10 62.4 „ «SS7217_ 1*.C.C13.0D.C. _»993J.09 2. 372491






.523830 1.C03590 l . C C O C O C
^52.44.9.7 l»Ct3164_..4.»CCOtO?L..4L.OQS667 2. 4X59.Z3









..2. 4 COS 7 6
.526031 1.C04631 l.OOOCOO I.01.06P8 2.43C462
.5fe?715._l«ti21116 1-JUiUiCJClC .1^54103 2 .49.6 520.
.361000 .561057 1.028798 l.CCOCOC 1.073304 2.541392
.3937CC £^1057 1^ 026798 -L.CO&tOC-
,<>06400 .580323 1.028497 l.OCOCOO
+ 579222 1« Q2bC 4.5 1^ COO-OQ£—
.578122 1.C27592 l .CCOCCC l . r f f R 0 7 2 2.5345*2







.573720 1.025767 l .CCOCCO 1.063??4 2.524331
.564549 1.021900 LCCtitOrs 1,OC3123 2.502840




.546041 1.C147C9 l.CCOCCO 1.0^ 4939 2.463679
.51C624 .997217 l.OCOOCO .OP370Q 2.3724C1
713
-10- ^^340^-acta-
TA* P T H n TTn«7QQ.99W
R= 2.591 CM
_U£-!i~572^C M / S E C
D E L T A * .301 CK
= 1.6933 N/5 .0 C*







D E L T A * ' ,1U9<? T H t T A = ,0?37













. O C C C C O l . G C O O C C
-«-5£242A—l*CtClC££-
.559049 1.000000


































































.1^9 95-6 5 7_.
2.056791


















































































































T B r M P = C
R« 2.591 CM PWALL" 2.2156 N/SQ CM CF« .OC103 PT; :«3.157
DELTA- .251 CM DELTA** .C99C CM THETA* . CM































. O P O








.152400 .366090 ,657?54 1. (1C 0000
OOOCO^
.813140 3.620023






.501820 .957480 l.OCOCCO .9H75P 1.938623
19
21
,228600 .551710 .985621 l.OOOCOO 9758??
















.599765 1.010300 1.000000 2.136723
-*0_L952.S_
330 200 .601599 1.011175 1.000000
l.C OCOft
1.020176 2.142277

























»i <3 # 4


















.594409 1.C07722 l.OCOCCO 1.013832 2.128312
558800 1.007580 l.OOOCCO 1.013573 2.127740
715?
ID NO. 2231Q™OiO
7 .K4 PTOa TM
R« 2.591 CM
1IF»
P W A l l = 2.2900 N / S C CM CF=
 0e(?U3 PT = 2.731
-US
O f c L T A - ,262 CM D E L T A * * .0996 CM TH£TA« .0242 C»
P l / P T O U/UE T7/1TO RHO/OHDF
.CCOOGC
, Q l ? 7 < i G
•C97G53
.127646





. f i 3 f i i f i < i
.145254
















































.941COO l.CCCCOO .905R37 1.907991




C O C P
.993873 2.11664?





















1 .< n r;4^ O
1.P049P4
l,001fL9.a-








.381000 .609303 .997116 l . C C C C C O
,906599 l.OCOCQO
.994799 2.118727
33 .4064GG .607836 .996426 l.CCCGOC
L- i. oaxmao- .993*64 2.115946







.995976 i . C C O t C C
.996253-












43 .558800 .6038CC .994516 1.000000 .990169 2.108278
716
Kin 2 231Q'~011
AT TCIM V * ft , CM PTQ Ki/gfl TTPI
R* 3.591 CM
_11P= »»?i . ? M
P W A L L » 2.4351 N/5Q CM CF» .00114 PT; „ '
a - A I A n a RE /ma M DCg 9A.1Q7C*.
2.866
/M
DELTA- .226 CM DELTA*- .0851 CM THETA- .0214 CM
I Y(CM) PT/PTD U/UF TT/TTO M
1 .000000
? - m ?7O'r.
.1C32G1
4
.COOtCO 1.000000 .547711 .000000
.71507?
















































21 .254tOt ,581057 .990C02 1.000000 .983836 1.995330
>9°2551























l .OCOCCO 1.030887 2.100205
2.104157
33 .406400





























43 .556800 .615686 1.C07433 l.OCOCOO 1.012475 2.059803
717
... JL» M - E 2-2K
R = 2.591 C M P w A L L = 2 .5994 N / S C C M C F = . fOl l l P I *2 .P49
_U£«—i.2Ju.9....ftUS££- P H0 f = .J11Z43 K G /XLB-M ..££-=--2&..3-15-E£u_«!
DtLTA= .246 CM DfcLTA** .C931 CM THtTA= ,0?33 CM
Y(CM) PT/PTO U/UE TT/TTC RHO/PHHP M
1 .OCOCCO .110163 .COOCCO l.CC-OCO^ .519564 .CCCC.CO
? .fr]?y^X L^tl39-i *473AJL6 l-»C-CaCGG ,AC17-£3 . 7.5 9228.



























,575f69 1.000000 .636679 .946649
-»i!A£C13-._1.0GOGCn - -^ 65-3-349 1.JD268.46
.653181 l .GCUK'O .671«fO 1.K5591
.729648 l . C C O C O O .714905 1.274691
l . O C U U O ,77CQ^-6 1.464325
1 .iU.flt.tr- «S.!fL462 1.^ 5.5 4.QA 5
.872197 I.OCOCOO .P30439 1.641786
-.903t-36 4-^ C-UlCCC- .fi^ .A.13-3 1-.-735339








.663228 1.0G1168 1.OCOCCO 1.001998 2.07^85




.667263 l.C02c-55 l.CCOt'OO 1.005076 2.076963
.663228 1.001168 X-»X!CU}CCP-—1_»0-019_QB 2*0700-85
.655891 .997681 i.CGOCCf .9964C1 2.057519




.630414 .976372 l.COOCOO .961678 1.977782




.989106 l.C tXttG C
.991161 I . O C O C O O
.q<53*-3.6
.97(508? 1.997373














J ^ T A T I f l N K i TM PTfla rw
2.591 CM P b / A L l = 2.8415 N / S C CF=
 0 0 f H 3 5 P7
M BP= 9?, P
D E L T A .254 C M D E L T A * =
 00926 C M T H £ T / =















































.^ -8^ -732-a j^ocoaoe-





l o O C O t O O .P9P807 1.999874
...1*OC^4.9.9 I
.3C4800
,687439 10C02829 loCCCCOO 1.004554 2.010530
.688C26 1.003189 ioOCOCOf- 1.004O7f 2.011474
_».6-£-7-4-3-9 l-» UC2 B2 Q—JU>.C C4J C CC—J-oO Q 4 5 5 4 .. 2 . 04 U 530
.330200 .686852 1.002568 loOOOCOn 1.00413? 2.009585
.355600 .685236 UCG1F50 loOtuCtf 1
-1C .^dEMO ^££j4JLL5 1*11x3162.1 --JU.O.CCJCCO __!..00^602 —2,at13 56
31_ .381COO .663771 1,001195 l . C C O C C n 1000]P17 2.004617
33 . 4 C 6 4 C O .681203 1.000C44. l . C C O C t r 1
 c^OfiP7C 2 . C C C 4 6 8
^4 t 4 1 < ; i ( ( ^
 t£.7Ht-.35 ...9.9 6-B 88 L*£G 0000 . 99B2 2 4 1*5.9 6309-
35 . 4 3 J 6 U C .670565
 0 995216 LCCOCC^ ,PO?4?f 1.982182
36 »44.4«=f-( J t A ^ t i B Q l , Q f t * 3.9 2 l*I*£O.C 00 »S.8JL.a6 J 1 ».9 5 9.0 81
37 .4£?2Ct .630946 .976328 l .OCOCCf .063-912 3.917394
_3^ .4699QC ^64.-4.BC6 ..S.6-8190 —1*-OCOQOC ..9.522-85 ... 1... 8fl.S91-5-
39 ,48261/C .609670 .965544 l . C C O C C O . 9 4 P C P 9 1.881084
JtQ .49*7300. »6H13J_. -,. 9.66.?.ii3 . _l-..iItUCtt *9-4«?6.4fc...._!.£83611
.615539 o968566 l .OCOCO^
.•626l3d...--^..9.73951._.J_.OCCLOC _ .»9AC4.7.8 ...1.9C9318






PWALL= 2.9101 N/50 CM PT >2.55P
?7.471FA /M











.0254CC .196611 .531841 l.CCOOOO
f>y i .funt.ftr
.05C80C .225224 .598681 K O C O C O C
,63fi f40 .844176

































17 .203200 .6062C3 .961C02
Q 7 S P, Q 3
i.coococ .9430«4 1.853639








21 .254CCO .665238 .996468 l.OCOOOO
I COt'-fl




__ i^ .95-«£ .^
25 .304600 .695143 1.002891 l.OCOCOO 1.004"5PQ 1.996509






-U-OLO-5 3-6-2 U-95^ -2- 543-

























35 .431800 .694042 1.0024C3












.5C800C .669831 .991421 l.CLCCOO
.5334QQ .647454 .qfiQRQA l.QCOOOP
.9R67CO 1.956024




UP a 513. 1 M
PWALL= 2.9845 N/SQ CM CF
RHnFs AQ1 q?? KG/TliR H BF= ?7.
=2.365
It*
DELTA* o269 CM DELTA**
 0092C CP THETA» .0249 CM
I Y (c P : PT/PTO U/UE TT/1TO










5 .050800 236229 i.ccocoe
LCCLOtP
.67I41R .988424









































o962750 loOOOCOO .97400? 1.915879
_j.«.g.Aa^ a4-






























3i .seicet .6801^ 3
.67313'-)
,99i334 l.OC'OCCP .986711 1.945183
1.934102




























43 .556800 .367117 .933080 l.OCOCCe ,90P?03 1.756.627
721
tn Kin.
*>QA Ki / CO TM
R« 2.591 CM PhiALL- 2.9845 N /SQ CM CF- .00144 PT Q
l M PCg 9A
2.010
/M
DELTA- .269 CM DELTA*- .0862 CM THETA» .024* CM















































15 .17780C .531167 .924522 l.OOOCOO .902601 1.692032
17 .2C32CC
1 H .7
.594996 .962387 1.000000 .948068 1.805058




21 .254000 .662494 .997241 l.OCOCOO ,9959?8 1.917060
23 .279400
?4
.669098 1.000407 l.OCOOOO 1.000604 1.927656





































.968C05 l.COOOOC .955358 1.822563
37 .457200 592429 .960963
9 ^
1.000000 .946245 1.800654
39 .482600 .577975 .952803 1.000000 .935981 1.775654
41 .508000 ,562935 .944C36 l.OOOCOO .92529? 1.749242


















































































ID NO. 22310 -017
723
rn nn. 223no«.iftift
STATION X» 5.68 CM PTO« 23.523 N/«O TM TTno2QO.?2K
R- 2.591 CM PWALL- .8548 N/SQ CM CF« ,99163 PI »














































































































































































































































































































rn Mil. ?»*ifi-m o
5.94 rn PTH» ?*.<>?* TTn«?oo.9?K
R" 2.591 C« P W A L L " 1.2869 N/?Q CM CF>
LIE- 558.5 H/.SFC RHnF«.QQ96fi KK/f l lR H
.00175 Pt -1.396
RF- 17.S94C6 /M
DELTA- .254 CM DELTA*- .0337 CM THETA- .0196 CM
































































































































































































































































































































































N/SO CM TTfl.700 99*
CM CF« .00157 PI -
CIIB M RP* 1Q.503P6


























































































































































































































<5TATTf lN y« 6.44 CM PTfl» 23.523 N/?O r»l TTn«?99T22*
P- 2.591 CM PWALL- 1.4618 N/SO CH CF« .00149 PI
UP* 567.7 M/SFf? RHnF«T01141 Kfi/fllR M Rfm 2]T8A2Pi
:» 1.662
DELTA- .275 CM DELTA*- .0959 CM THETA- .0214 CM








































































































































































































































































































43 .558800 .456065 .980042 1.000000 .956266 2.305385
T27
TD MH. 223ifi-o?2
STATTflN Y« *,.70 CM PTO» 23.523 N/SO TM TTfl«9OO.?9K
P« 2.591 CM PWALL- 1.5407 N/SO CM CF- .00146 PI •
UP • 5A3.3 M/«Fr PMf1FaTQ118l Kfi/CIJR M PP* 9?,niflpA
1.777
/M

























































































































































































































































































































. STATION XB 6.95 TM PTfl« 23.523 N/SO CH
R- 2.591 CM PWALL- 1.5510 N/SO CM CF- .C
IIP- 566. 0 M/SFn RHHP-.012O2 Kfi/TIIR M R(
DELTA- .283 CH DELTA*- .0976 CM THETA-
























































































































































































































































































































7.71 PTH» 73.573 TTn«7QO.77K
R- 2.591 CM
IIP» 577.7




DELTA- .318 CM DELTA*« .1155 CM THETA- .0249 CM






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TflN y« 7.71 CM PTfl« 73.523



























































































5284 N/SO CM CF- .00103 PI'M-
.01655 KG/CUR M RF« 24.3AAFA






























































































































































































































y« 7.97 CM PTO» 23.573 N/SOCM TTn«7OQ.77K
R- 2.591 C* P W A L L - 2.7300 N /SO C* CF« .OOC92
UE- 518.? M/SEC RMnP».Q1786 KG/Ct IB M RP- 26
"»I -3.660
487F6 /M
DELTA- .330 CM DELTA*- .0924 CM THETA- .0227 CM






































































































































































































































































































43 .558800 .633057 .986094 1.000000 .978161 1.960718
733
TD . 9?3in-n?fl
STATTHM P.?? CM PTHa ?3.5?3 M/SO CM TTn«?QQ.??K
P- 2.591 CM PWALL- 2.9193 N/SO CM CF« .OOH9fe PI -3.453
L'P- 517.ft M/SPC BMnP«.Q19Q2 Kft/f fHft M BP» ?P
DELTA- .245 CM DELTA*- .0956 CM THETA« .0239



















































































































































































































































































































STATION 8.4B CM PTQ- 73.673 N/SQ CM TTH-799.77K
R« 2.591 CM P W A L L - 3.0895 N / S O CM CF<
UE» 511.7 M / S F C BHPF-.01981 K f i / C t l B M
.00105 PI >3.119
RP» 2&.490F6 /M
DELTA- .250 CM DELTA*- .0936 CM THETA- .02*3 CM

















































































































































































































































































































S T A T I O N 8.73 EM PTfl» ?3.5?3 M / S Q EM TTn«?QO.??K
R- 2.591 CM PWALL- 3.2143 N/SO CM C
ue« 507.3 H/SFE PHnFe.07034 KC/CIIP M
• .00110 PI- -2.917
DELTA- .262 CM DELTA*" .0949 CM THETA- .0254 CM

























































































































































































































































































































































CD I i •— i |












































4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 12.00
X ( C M )




R* £.591 CM PW*LL- .b47<3 N/<C CP CF= .
LIE = . 621 « .7. - M/SE-C ___ Ri±0-E^ -^ a&6-9-~KGV£lJ8--.M ______ R f-
DELTA* .367 CM DELTA*= .1216 CM THETA-
PT = .858








































































































.450235 1.C04C3* l . O C O C O C
.«45155A 1.004568 l .CCO 000-
.452293 l . t«4864 l . C C G U G C
.4*1105-1-5-9 l*0£HtOO_
1 . i^niofi? i .r.r.nrrr
1.014965















in NO. 22310-^ 0-33-
STA1TDN * = Ptn
R» £.591 CM PWALL« .8921? N/SG C* CF» .P01.68 PI ,* .« .928
M PC = 95>
DELTA» .323 CM DELTA*" .1046 CM .0180
















1 1 ^ ? P,
.662535





























.785133 l.CGOCOf .604495 1.782721
1,OCOCCfi ,6?5234 1.85Q746
,648178 1.941408
.67388.6 2-*4 2SX*t 6- -
.607007 2.104678
^Z4.H£.Q__Z<12A1016.
l .CCOCOf ,765637 2.314769
l.CCO&Cl ,764^^3 2-»-341-5C-3-


















.294234 .917149 1.000000 ,786820 2.375863
































I . .C04282 2 .93C3C8













-4*n 77 R 1 . r.A7^^^
l . C C O O O O
--L.Q.CUOCQ-









^ T A T T flN V s M p
 = L/^Q ri* TTn = 9oa_i •
R= 2.591 CM PfcALl= 1.2697 N/SC CK CF= .00183 PT. =1.291
DELTA" .246 CM DELTA** ,C?93 CM THETA« .018? CM
















.050800 .156C25 .719532 l.CCOOOO of 59614. 1.351681

























.Qftn^»j? ,000000 .903951 2.087C91
17
_L£_
















.27940C ,424357 1<,016314 1.000000
r *
1.036480' 2.393248



























































1 .OfjQcnn 1.C747711.07743? 2.474660




«* 2.591 CM P W A L L = 1.4069 N / S C CM CF= ,0^16Q PI =1.509
D E L T A - CM D E L T A * = .0806 CH T H £ T A = .0191 CM
Y(CM) P7/PTO U/UE TT/7TO






























.1:25400 .120517 .593655 l.C-COCCC .594749 1.C5C662
.050800 .158230 .692155 l.COOOOO .6*586? 1.276112

























.177800 .356193 .94/491 l.COOCCO .902«?1 2.065338
.203200 .394216






1.0CC531 l . O C O C C X O 1.0r>]1?Q-
.254000 .445677
















































































._l«QJ.oai5 2 .33 E325...
1.02C514 2.339552







. .1*0 2-7.22.7 2*3-5-4228
l.C28>25 2 .257274
741











































591 CM PWALL= 1.4412 N/50 Cfl CF« .00156 PT. »






























































• 4 F 3 6 1 6
.454498
.4561T6











































































































































R « 2.591 C M P U A L l . « 1.5269 N l / S C C h C F =
O E L T A = .270 C M D F , L 1 A * = .C<»24 C M T H E T A = .0210






































.134117 .592624 l .CCCKC^
,.lA.9AOa ,£32C.Z.4 -UCC-GOCO-
.165562 .667941 l.CCGCCr
.204545 .738C62 l.OCCOCC .659Q14
-^2266.00 ..77-1C2-S - -1 .OCOCOO ..&fl53fl.5-
. 246449 .797295 l . C C G C C f .73801?
..2-6.85CA *.tZ364JO.-. _L Q 00OOCL .,..7.13 304.
. 2 F 9 C 6 B . 6 4 6 4 9 9 . l . C C O O O C .75f f 5 ] 1 .75C949
.335403 .(T89649 l .OCOOCO .^09032 1.9C3734
*3567-2 3 .-S.0-7.20 J. L+£ OOCOO -. 83.30 9 4 a ,.9£ 99 5-0
.1778CO .379512 .924523 l . C O O C C O .«58791 2 .036269
*i9CiOiJ ^ 4,£La O2 Z *.9.«il20 fc 1. 0 C Q C Cfi ..8-S3 5.8.8 2 ,1L 719.6
.2C3200 .422152 .953705 l.OtOCO^ .907124 2.160985
*2-L£JSLO_C ^4Ji20jtll ^a£5.&flA L.CCGCCO .92-9.4J.fl. 2.215434















.993569 l .OeotOO ,985738 2.346884
-*A96£10—LCCOCCC. ^9J9.7_UA_.^«3 73C 30
.51037C I . 0 0 2 f c C 9 l .C tOCOC 1.006^P9 2.393371
.514046 l*aC,.4.£.9B__.l*OLO{iOC U0105-4.3... .2 . 4-C255 9.
.515516 1.005308 l .OCOiOO 1.P17197 2.406224
^5JJZ3iA 1.0061.9-2 LCCOOOC L»G1~42£ 1. - -2 . 4-10 7 9B-
1.C16545 1.CC.OC-&C 1.C1.5POO 2.412625
a*-OU6 -^9-8 1.OCOCOO...-.1 ^ 01-4-SJ.l- - 2 .-4.113-4-6-.
.516252 1.005662 l.OCOtCO 1.R13023 2.406C55
1.003348 i.CCOCCO 1.CC7650 2.396131
l*CaiC02 l*_C CXlfciJt 1 ,Q^??7A ?, 3.BAJL4_7_
.997333 1.000000 .9940C7 2.365590
.992450 1.OCOCOO ,983?57 2.341243
.qftRQQl 1...M.C.CLC.O «5.Z5^2_3:,. ,2..32A23-5..
.475083 .984674 l.OOOCOO ,9«>6714 2.303276
-^ -464056- .J978fc24— 1«4XC^ £;OO 9^5-430-5- -2<274378
.4567C4 .974476 l.OOCCCC .946031 2.254904
J458174 .975312 l.OOOCOn .947686 2.25881^





.sseeco .504469 .999909 l.CiOCCr .QQ97Q5 2.378595
743
I f ) NO. 22310-033.
^ T A f i Q M ¥ r ? ,C7 C M PTO = ? 3 t * 4 R K / S O CM TTDg?06.11K
R» 2.591 CM PW ALL" 1.551.0 N / S O CM CF= .00154 PT =1.575
. m ? r. i. K c / r i i a M p c a 99.
D E L T A * .267 CM D E I T A * = .C90<? CM T H t T A = .02P7 CM
Y ( C M ) P T / P t G . U/UE T T / 1 T C PHO/RHDF
. C C G C C C .065864 . C C O C C U i .utOK'O , 4 f P 8 4 o .OCCOOO
.01270C .123178 .S46£16 1.0C-O.COO ^5-£QA4 -^ .S-TiAl^
.025400 .138822 .599426 l . O C O C O O .57Q433 1.065063
.03^100 11 ^ 45 54 ^63-8 ^ 62 l . C O O O O O »
5 .05C60C .17C.728 .672886 l . C C O C O O ,f!7306 1.258258
.206221 .73&t37 l .OCOtOC .f-601c3 1.428339
4 a 1.1
9 .1C16CC .25233C .799617 l . O C O C O O .700959 1.603527
_10 .I143CC ^27-5-X2aj ^2^3^.1—l_(U.atCC ^7-3£fe.*»3- 3 .666656
.850251 1.000000 .761098 1.765409
1 .Of
l . C C O O O r ,81?63? 1.91^,747
ilt0COC ___ .P 395-7-2 ___
.930023 l . C C O C C i f .PiS7?OC 2.C61371
«££.EZ.B& ___ 2*J,162.15.
.01486^ 2.16C943
.98C675 l.CQOOO'1 , P 5 p f l 4 7 2 .265946
-.9902-0.1 I.QOOG£iP ^9_7-£3-8j4 2-, 3 31073
. V 9 5 8 C O l . O C O C O C .900*9? 2 . 3 5 f c 8 3 2
19-7.9 8 1 ».C aOCOO ^9.9.9i.5.A3- --2 .^3 7 8 Q 8 Q
.519192 l . f i f 3 C 0 5 l .CCOCOO 1.006866 2,395337
.524338 1.CC546C l .GCOtOO 1.012561 2.407982-
i l_a}£OC£C 1-. 013 375 2.4 C-9.763-
.524336 1 .CG5460 l . O C O C O O 1.012561 2.407982
.53169C 1.C0891U l . O L O C C O 1,0?0606 2 .425929
_1* C2Zt£ 3,-_l»£CjJC QC- -.1 .D.5 323.0— -2.».4-£64,X5.
.576535 1.026583 l . O O O O C O 1.070307 2.532626
.573005 1.02^191 l . C O O C O O l .O^ig^g 2 .536C48
. 35 - .431600 .578C05 1.C29191 l . O C O C O O 1.071Q33 2 .536C4P
•_3.6, .^44.4u51;C +S272JA—X»U2 8 E S7.—l-»OCOCuC--_L*a7_X120 2~. 5 34 33 3.
37 .457200 .575652 1.C26217 l .CCt 'H.CO 1..06933J 2.531571
-1 .0272 U-7—X*-uCU3000 1-..Q 6.6£ 44 2 ,52
39 , 4 8 2 f r t v , . 568446 1.025199 l .Oi 'JCOC 1.<" ' f l362 2.513724
*4S£3vu .-£6X684-.. J..C22316-.-X.Oi.OCOO X.0-53P.fi3 2..AS7-8-C-4.
. 5 -OeOCC . 5 ' 3 C C 9 i . C l e 5 4 4 l . O C O C C O 1.C44285 2.477234
..5 4.4.9.23... -1*-014-9.52 1« 0 Gti 000 -.._!.. 035 33-8 .2.. A5-7.901
.534631 1.G1C271 l . C C G t C f l .^?3P50 2.433071
744
STATION X* 7o 33 TM DTDs 73. *£tt W/Cfl TM TTr»«9 OP . 11 tf
R- 2.591 CM PWALL» 1.6641 N/SC CM Cf-- .00138 Pl,-'4-'«
UE" 572*7 M/SEC PHOE-.01*" nr.in,a M DC« »*. sr^c*

























































































































































































































































































































































443 N/SC CH CF= ,001?9 PT ".:»

















































































































































STATION y= 7-f t4 TH PTfle 93-P.4ft M/<Q TM TTHra? Oft - 1 1 if
R» 2.591 CM P V / A L L * 2.2129 N / S Q CK C




OELTA» .264 CM D£ITA*« .0646 CM THETA» .0225 CM


























.602643 l.OOOOCO .757563 1.482622
11 •127CCC .372161
040











15 .177600 .449352 .917655 10OOOOCO ,8755?4 1.821811
17 ,203200 .493462 .946381 l.OCOCOC 914108 1.919796
0 7 ^
19 o226600 .544923 .975998
*
IcOOOOOO 0959046 2.027957





,279400 .589767 .999160 l.OCOOOO .998491 2.118348
2»126960





















































,558800 .605573 1.C06713 l.OCOOOO 1.012278 2.149045
Ki f; .






































591 CM PfcALL« 2.3843 N/SO CM CF= .00167 PT -:•





































































































































































































































































591 CM PWALL- 2.5730 N/SQ CM CF» .00152 PT- <":•






















































































































, 9 7 7 *; ft 2
.955776



























































































































































R" 2.591 CM PWALL« 2.7307 N/SQ CM CF= .OP151 PT ^ =1.806
DELTA- .236 CM DELTA*« .0764 CM THETA* .0203 C*

























.370691 .799800 l.CCOOOC .766768 1.436852
11 .127000 .447882 .864036

















17 .2C32CC .658872 .986814
*
l.OOOCOO .978362 2.CC5338
19 .226600 .684603 .996283 l.CCCCOC .997111 2.0*7990
21 .254CCO .693424 1.002085 l.OCOCOO 1.003537 2.062406
.
23 .279400 .694160 1.002399 l.COOOOO 1.004073 2.063602









29 .355600 .690116 1.000667 l.GGOCOO 1.0R1128 2.C57012
31 .361000
3?































43 .556800 .608881 .962775 l.OtOCCO .941903 1.919687
750
jn NO. 22344^QA5-
R« 2.591 CM PWALl* 2.8645 N/SO CM CF= .00153 PT
* 1?-^ w/scr DMnts.niHRi k^/riio M t?c= -77 QAOCA
1.80C
I*
DHTA« .238 CM DELTA* - .C76C CH T H £ T A « .0?C7 CM










































































25 .3C46CO .7C1732 1.0C3C7C












2.C2276229 .355610 .7C1732 1.C03C7G
t n?fi" «i
l.OOOCOO 1.00499P 2.022179
31 •7C0629 1.002593 l .OCOCOO
i .nfifir .f ifi
1.004?17 2.02043?
2 0 7 ° 3
33 406400 .697835 1.001380 1. OCOCOO
i ,r\( IM ftr
1.002238 2.015999




















 694C519 i o O C O C O O c«>14616
rM PTP= 9 3^ AAA^ r M I llf
R» 2.591 CM
nc« 513.3
PWALL- 2.9725 N/SQ CH CF= .00155 PT 1^.751
DELTA- .246 PELTA*» .0769 CH THETA- .0214 CM








.231746 .601594 i.ococce ,665802 .973533
5 .050600 .274385
0 7 * 5
.671142 l.COOOOO .698170 1.112167


















.904801 l.OCOOOO .875162 1.678697
15 .1778CC
16
.599324 .949616 1.000000 ,9?8?71 1.814513






















.71C333 1.003229 1.OOOCOO 1.005114 1.994723
25 .3C480C
?A 3^









29 .355600 .689014 ,993803 1.OOOCOO .990374 1.961438




.660048 .980376 l.OCOOOO .970335 1.915263










39 .4826CC .615498^ .958182 l.OCOCOO .939483 1.841905





,558800 .562567 .929018 1.000000 .902762 1.750595:
752
..9., pin = « i 4 f l hL/^C CM T T n a 9 Q f t - 7 1 k
R* 2,591 CM = 3,0188 N / 5 C CI* .CC167 PT *1.564
DELTA" .241 CM DELTA**
 00.7ic THETA


































i.ccoccri .nrocop .B4C427^fl70491 1.524325?T6C796?
13 .152400 0^30221 ,916649 leOCOCOr











7 f I . y 4 1 ^  f, i!
.671370 99692R l . O O O O O C




































































.574623 ,946148 1,OCOCOO .927773 1.756333
1.7462C3
4?
508000 560876 ,938063 l .OCGCCO .918133 1.732254
43 .558800
753









































































Ts ?0»^-Aft K y ^ n f* M TTQa>3R - 1 1 V



































































































































































































































4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 12.00 14.00
X ( C M )




ON TM PTHs TTOg^QB
R» 2.591
llt-K
CM PWALL- .8513 N/SCi
i M/<:cr
CF» .00164 PT .:« .814
DELTA" .409 CM DHTA*= .1259 CM THETA= .0220 CM
PT/PTO U/UE TT/1TO M
1 ,00(000
. n i ? 7f n
.036269
















































15 ,177600 ,257724 .886777
- R Q A I- A 7
1. OCOOOO .7210*8 2.265719
2 > 317827



































. yoy}tf. ,36931Cac?cn i .9656C2.Q7«T RQ 1.CCCiCCC .891^86f-.f < i f i < i f i
.3048CO ,406186 ,984635 1.
1 ^
ccooco























































.. 5C8000 .450679 1.004?74
_L«Jafl.4£A^ _





S T A T I O N 5 f l f i T M PTfls 9 3 . 4 3 TTn»9Q R.A7K
R» 2.591 CM PWALL- .8616 N/SO C* CF- .00164 PTttf. .912
DELTA- .347 CM DELTA*- .1120 C* THETA- .0197 CM
Y(CM) PT/PTO U/UE TT/TTO *HO/*HOE M
.000000 .036707 .OOOCOO l.OOOCGO .359912 .OOCOOO
1.219Q43
.025400 .114351 .668527 1.000000 ."504131 1.415458
.050600 .147316 .741428 l.OCOOCO
i i .555306 1.6475621 - 7931 99
7 .076200
_a
.169444 .780027 l.OGOCGC .589495 1.785897

















.911584 l.OCOCOC .7688B5 2.383602
17 .316947
^^» AO7
























































































.558800 .453018 1.006160 1.000000 1.022470 3.033881
757
ID NO. 2231Q-n-£-^-










D E L T A - .285 CM D E L T A * " .0923 C* T H E T A =





















































.127C-OC ,254258 .866C07 i.ocoocr































































l .CCCCCO .09406P 2.466864
11 (XjfjfipP 1 t QQ5f i04 2* 4932^1




























































.558600 ,454714 1.016559 1.OCOCOO 1.042842 2.574749
758
^ f A T I n N * e A T 3 ft r M p T Q a 2 ^
 T & 7 3 ^i/^o gj^ TTflm^Qfi- A7V
R" 2.591 CM PWALL- 1.3616 N/SC CM CF = .C0170 PT =1.463
lit* 557 ,r M/SEC PHOE«,01Q23 K^/CUR M OPa 1R-40TCA /M



















































































A A /"^ O £ Q























































































































































<5TATIDN FM N/SQ TM TTfl»7Qfl.
R" 2.591 CM
» 50.7 M
P V i A L l - 1.5379 N / S C CK CF- .PC15* PT ;>1.63C
B u n f . g , r \ i i t > i K f i / n i R M PF- 7 1 . 4 7 Q F A /M
DELTA- .266 CM DELTA*- .0909 CM THETA= .0210 CM



































13 .152400 .332066 .890699
04°
1.000000 .815830 1.882232
15 .177800 .375210 .925868 l.CCCCCO .864883 2.014C62
17 .203200

































29 .355600 .508553 1.007369 l.OCOOOO
l.i
1.01645? 2.375621




















.452260 .977C29 1.000000 .952657 2.230595
41 .5C6000
47
.451617 .976640 l.OCOCOO .95190* 2.226828
43 .558800 .452797 .977330 1.000000 2.231969
760
Tn Mil.



















































































































































































































































R« 2.591 CM PWALL* 1.6350 N/SQ CK CF« .C0136
M OF. ?T
'1.651
DELTA- .333 CM DELTA*« .1162 CM THETA- .0247 CM






































.1524CO .339072 ,848272 1.000000 .736050 1.84C203




. 91 HQflf i





























27 .330200 .607527 .999664 1.000000 .999653 2.527799
ga ,a4?offi .ft(iflP55 1.00ft 37 2 l.OCOOOn—1.00Q953 2.530726
29 .355600 .609224 1.000513 l.COOOOO 1.001314 2.531538
31 .38100C .609371 1.000569 1.000000 1.001458 2.531863
33 .406400 .608412 1.000203 l.CCCOOO 1.000519 2.529750
35 .431600 .607527 .999864
^99 OH A. 4














,508000 .605093 .998929 1*000060
i .nnncnn
2.522424
43 .558800 .5854C2 .991362 l.OCOCCC .977992 2.478501
762
MX NQ.-2231£»a£J































































































































































































































































































































































































R* 2.591 CH P W A L L - 2.4495 N/Sf i CK CF- .00169 PT'i.-1.482
utm < lAlc »/<cf ' PuntW.ft iA' i fr i rc /niL M or«: »'4.ftme* /*
OUT* 274' DELTA*-- .0822 CM THETA- .0229 CM
















, 101600 .336122 ..810099 l.OOCOOO








1270CC i387748 .859248 l.OCOOOC 1.574951




1 - A O A 9 f i 7














































,381000 UC09674 VliCCOCOP / 1.01 6446





























,558600 1.011*97 i.CCOCOO Ii0l0903 2.063280
764
T.n Kin. 3 —fi E.Q
«TATtnk_lX'« ft 1A rtl PTH ^* 7* Vl' CQ PM -1
R-
rrri-»9Qfl- A7if ' • • -'• *-•* •-
2.591 CM PkALL« 2.6896 N/SC CM CF« .00144 PI >.*?.

















































































































Q 4 A Q 4 ^
.947174














































































































 1', H A(;'«?2';>
1.879346
1 • 8 963 P 3
















Tff)u y« R i f c? C*1 PTD* 2?T47? N / S Q Cf* TTD*? Q B L -
R-..2.-5.91 CM P W A L L « 2.8988 N / S Q CM . CF= .00141 PT,v;«2.066
'.m K17. Q M/CPP DUPCe f!1OO1 a 9A 99nCA
OEITA- .232 CM DELTA*- .C775 CM THETA* .0207 CM
V ( C » ) PT/PTO U/UE T T / T T O RHQ/RHOE
I
,9


















.302934 .712425 l.OCOOOO .714970 1,211957



















,177800 .627440 ,963579 l.CCOCtO .045274 1.884823






.999589 i.ocooce- .999335 2.010394



















.3302CC .662754 .989841 l.OCOCOO .983899 1.975355
29 .355600 .588352
.58OQ77
.943171 l.COOCOO ,917040 1.818034
31
32
,361000 .585402 .941562 1.000000 1.812889
33 .406400 .597202
604677








37 .457200 ,61859t .959302
9 ^ 0 7 7
l .OCOCCO







.628915 .964317 l.OCOOOO .946305 1.887295
.55680C ,632972 .966337 l.OCOCCO .949139 1.894077
766























































































































































































































































R- 2.591 CM PWALL« 3.2314 N/SO CM CF- .00144
M PC« /M





































































































































































































































R« 2.591 CM P W A L L « 3.2829 N / S C CM CF» .C0155 PT >1.818
UEc .4
D E L T A * .241 CM DEITA*= .074* CM T H E T A * .0216 CM








































































































































































































































R« 2.591 C* PViALL- 2.5112 N/50 CM CF« .00318 717
DELTA* .29C CM D6LTA*» .0669 C* TH£TA« .0196 CM
Y(C«) PT/PTO U/UE Tl/TTD M








,050800 .303671 .766410 1.000000 .749507 1.335279


















11 .127COO .422411' .881267

















15 ,1778i»C .513863 .945632
\
i.ccccor 1.826392





















23 .2794CO .610477 .999355 l.CCOCOO .998957 2.01CC94
-2.012631-








.997140 l.CCOCOO .995395 2.C02059
1.99t664
29 .35560C .600890 .994529 l.OOOCOO .991?39 1.992643
^,9fl5213





406400 .585549 .986595 l.OCOCCO .97B986 1.964392
°35 .431800 .576920 .982014 l.OCOCCC .971<>35 1.948315











































































































X ( C M )
ID NO. 22310 -065
771
STATION Xo 5.62 CM PTCN 2.3,»$a9 |MSQ CM TTOB299c.78K
R- 2,591 CM PWHL* .8479 N/SQ CH CF» ,90167 PI ;T > .776

























































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 5.8P CM PTQ* ?3.489 N/SQ CM TTn«?99.7flK
R- 2.591 CM PWALL- .8582 N/SQ CM CF>
_!!£• 621.4 M/SEC BHOE-.QQ864 KG/CUB M
.00165 PI .» .888
BP« 23.187E6 /M
DELTA- .351 CH DELTA*- .1124 CH THETA« .0197 CM
















































































































































































































































































































STATION X- 6.13 CM PTDa 73.489 N/SQ CM TTn«?99.7RK
R- 2.591 CM PWALL- 1.2217 N/SQ CM CF- .00171 PI>H-1,289
UE» 572.5 M/SEC RHOE-.00969 K6/CUB M RE- 18.949P* /M
DELTA- .287 CM DELTA*- .0941 CM THETA- .0210 CM









































































































































































































































































































STATION X» 6.38 CM PTD« 23.4B9 M/3Q CM TTO«299.7BK
R- 2.591 CM PWALL- 1.3692 N/SO CM Cf* .00171 PI; u-






























































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 6.64 CM PTO»: 23.489 N/SQ CH • TTp«299.7BK
R- 2.591 CM PWALL- 1.4652 N/SQ'CM CF<
UE- 560.7 M/SEC.RHDE-.01108 KG/CUB M
.00159 pi >1.599
RE- 20.287E6 /*
DELTA- .254 CM DELTA*- :.0870 CM THETA- .0201 CM

































































































































































































































































































STATION X« CM 'f>TBft-2il4a9 M/SQ CM TTP»?99.7fllf
R- 2.591 CM PWALL- 1.5492 N/$0 CM CF- .00156 PI ':-l.600
UE» 96Q.9 H/SPC RHOP*.01172 Ke/gtlBM BP« >1-4QftP6 >M
DELTA- .266 CM DELTA** .0904 CM THETA- .0210 CM v'.
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• • , . • - : - . , t
," -.* ,' ** ' ." • V. *.
f • . ' - • - - . - *
." " * , * ' / *
IP NO. 22310-072
STATION X- 7.15 C* PTQ« 23.489 N/SO CM TTD-299.78K
R« ?.5<>i CM PWALL- i.ssu N/SO CM CF« .ooisfr PI .;«































































































































































































































































































































STATION X» 7.40 CM PTO• 23.489 fJ/^0 CM TTD«299.7flK
R- 2.591 CM PWALL- 1.6257 N/SO CM CF- .00136 PI :>































































































































































































































































































































STATION X- 7.65 CM PTO- 23.489 N/SO CM TTO«2P9.78K
R» 2.591 CM PWALL- 2.0688 N/SO CM CF« .00133 PI »






























































































































































































































































































































STATION X» 7.91 CM PTO« 23.489 N/SQ CM TTH.299.7RK
R» 2.591 CM PWALL- 2.3946 N/SQ CM CF« .00204 P! •-;..»






























































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 8.16 CM PTO« 23.489 N/SQ CM TTP»299.78K
P» 2.591 CH PWALL- 2.6*84 N/SO CM CF«
UE« 5??.7 H/SEC RHOE-.01751 KG/CUB M
.00157 PI >1.777
RE* 26.450E6 /M
DELTA- .211 CM DELTA*- .0677 CM THETA- .0179 CH
















































































































































































































































































































STATION y- 6.42 CM PTfl• 23.489 N/SQ CM TTn.299.7RK
R- 2»501 CM PWALL- 2.8590 N/SQ CM CF« .00148 P? •
























































































































































































































































































































STATION X» 8.67 CM PTQ« 23.489 N/SQ CM TTP«299.7RK
P? 2.591 CM PWALL- 3.0462 N/SO CM CF« .00146 PJ.--1.983
UE» 514.7 M/SEC RHDE".01965 KG/CUR M RF" 2P.566P6 /M
DELTA- .225 CM DELTA*- .0737 CM THETA« .0201 CM
















































































































































































































































































































STATTDH X- P.92 CM PTQ- 23.480 N/SQ CM TTn-?Q0.7Ry
R" 2.591 C* PWALL
LIE" 506.5 M/SEC
3.1971 N/SQ C* CF«
. 02024 KG/CUB H
.00145 PI -2.C30
RF» 2R.599P6 /M
DELIA- .229 CM DELTA*- .3746 CM THFTA« .0208 C*
































































































































































































































































































































TQ» 73.489 N /SO















































































































































































































































































































9.69 CM PTO« 23.489 Kl/SQ CM TTn«?99.7RK
*« 2.591 CM PWAU» 2.4975 N/5Q CM CF'
LIE* 52?.1 M / S E C RMnF«.O1648 KG/CUR M
.00222 PI ?• .676
R f m 74.B29P6 / M
DELTA* .274 CM DELTA*« .0630 CM THETA« .0182 CM

















































































































































































































































































































































































































4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00 12.00 14.00
X ( C M )




STATION X= 6. 10 CM PTQ= 36.658 N/SC CM TTO«297.00K
R» 2.591 CM PWALL= .3090 N/SO CM CF= .00145 PI -





























































































































































































































ft O f • O 7 ^









































































STATION X« 6.35 CM PTO= 36.658 N/SO CM TTn=7P7.00K
R" 2.591 CM PWALL* .3079 N/SQ CM CP» .0034* PT




































































































































































































































































*| 1 Q O A 1 Q


























.60 CM PT0= 36.658 N/SC CM TTO»?97.00K
5.591 CM PWALL= .3072 N/50 CP CF= .001






















































































































































































































































































STATION X- 6.86 CM PTO» 36.858 N/SQ CM TTn«?97.0QK
R» 2.591 CM PWALL* .3258 N/SQ CM CF* .00100 PT ,:»
































































































































































































































































































































































2.591 CM P W A L L = .4
599.0 M / S E C RHOE«.
TA« .229









































• 5 2 C 7 C O
.533400
C M D E L T A *









































0= 3 6 . 6 5 8 N / S Q QM TTn»?97,OOK
769 N / S C CM CF= .00141 FT =2.061













































E T A =
 .































1 • P 00000.
l .OCOCOO
























1 O Q Q ^ O 7


















































STATION X= 7.37 CM PTO 36 .658 K / S C CM TTC)°297.0PK
R>
UE'
DELTA" .317 CM OELTA*= .132C CK THfTA* .0202 CM
2.591 CK PWALL- .6036 N/SO CK


















































































































































































































Q ^  1 Q A ?







• 0 ^t 7 ft ^ 1




























































































TIDN X» 7.62 CM PTQ=
2.591 CM PV/Atl" .










































































































































































































































































































































1 . 02 3 R ^  f"
1 »C?6^^2






























































































































_U.E-!L 6_l_3»t H:/SEC.-._;_PHOF.S.00690 KG/CU8 M RF





















































"l. CO tiC 00
-_tu4^78_e7_































































































. 2 C B 8 6 2
.991525
". 99H 25'
• 9 9 2 f 5 8
.^92677
l . O C O C O C
i.ccpccoi.ctocVc









































































STATION X= 6.13 C M F T O - 36.658 N/SQ CM TTQ«?q7.00K
2.591 CM PWALL« .7439 N/SQ CM CF=
L_62 4 . 6 M/SEC RHOE«.Q 0785 KG/CUB M RF
PT ;»2.327
?2.T93Efe AM
DELTA" .263 CM DfclTA*= .1173 CM THtTA= .017°




























































































































































































































































































* _J:»38 C M - _ P T O » 36.658 N / S O Cl _
R« 2.591 CM P W A L l * .7672 N/ 'SC CC " C F = .00105 PT ~ = ? " . 2 5 6
iJE* 6.26.C M / S E C _ RHCLtf .00126 KG/^.18. _M _e.Lz_ ?_3.94CFf _/_M
D E L T A " " " ".269 "CM" D E L I A*~» .1192'CK THE f A = ~~.01 7 9 C M ~
i Y((>.) " "PT /PTO ~ ~ u / u e T T / T T O pHO/9Hnp" ~~M
.,__, ~-^ ~-r-----'^2o"616 ."coocco""TT'cc'dcor ~~T?!ie'645" .ooobbo
"'3 " ~ " "" ~"
T .C5C80C .056665 .617638 l.OCOCCT .45?010
7 .076200 .07Ti"c4 ,~6"84396 ""T^ DC"oCOO
1C _ _ .114.3CC .J.P5203 .791J52 ls.CCpCpP_ .^ 77849 1,879304
11 .127CCO "iil'812l '"".826669" "l.OCOCCO .610635"" 2.CC395R
.1.2 ___ .1397J.O,. _«.13p8pl.,. .•145564 l.OppCCp, ?.64_?08.6 2.119790
14 .165100 .160062 ._e_93290 KCCp.ppP .71707? 2.363764
15 .i77bv.C> .175166 .913306 l.CCOCOO .75 532] 2.48C343
_16. .191500 .19-1014 .931786 1_.QCCC_OP__ .79f?30 _?.596693
17 .2032(0 .2063"46 .949750 l.CCOCOr "".P3P3OY"" 2.739075
..1.1. _,i21.590.0 •2_258J._6 __._9.6_5_66.6_ _lj..PlpCjP_P. 'iR35.47..._2..83.64?7
19 .2266~6b .241646 .978574 l.CCOCCO •9?3e>3f> 2^03P669
20 • 5.241300; _ _.2_55_173 __.9A§L29 _ 1..Q.COC(;_< f0^.?7!?? 3»f ; 2329C
21 ."254CCO "" .264754 ."9952Y2 l.bCOCCr.""" .98] 90P ""3.081618
_2_? .-266700. .ILlJpCl _ .999^06 l .C jLCCpC __.097685 _3,1193P1
23 .279400 .274195 1.001463 1.000000 1..005751 3.136412
24 •2921pO_ _«.275_4Jlj6 _I .Cy.2240_ l..jtfi'Cpr 1?PP8?35 3.14565.8.
"25" ""."304606 "~ .275745'"' I.0:62448 ""l.OOO'66'P 1 ."POo'665" ""3. f476C6"
?* - . - •3175CO _i27*852_ I.C.Cl.iE;ti2 L« tjf pt .<> ^  .ii^?7^:'!? 3,142316
27 .3302CO .27286C "i".ob0620 l .CCbobO l .bn?43b "3.130590
2.8 _ .34290J3 .1ZC1.56_ .998ej>5_ l.Cf.pCC.Q _ .005550 3,114324
""29" .3556"60 .263439 "".994382 "'"i.bcbddo .97P5>7 3.073851
3U _ »3663cjC •25_38J»8 .987688. l .OCOi f f .O543P6 3.015168
"TT" .363650 " .'245457 .981522 T.OCt Ctr ™". .93??67 ?".Vfc'scifc "
32 _.3937tt •L241456 .?78428_ i.pl..OpCp .9?3063 2.937476
'33 .406400 : ~~~ .240707 .977843 l . G C O O O C .o?Tl65 2.9327C1
34 .419100 .239532 .57692_5 l .pCOtcr .01R1O8 2 .9?I52?4
35 .431600 .23"2Ci7 .970880 i.Ct(?(C ;P .B99?i? 2.876910
3.6__ J»..4..^4..5PP. J2?.?!^ .965182 1.000000 . P R 2 1 2 2 2.832719
"37 ~ .4'572('rO ."233145 ,971>i;5 "I'.lTcOfCP '" """.PC2C6P" "? . 6842C 9"
38 _ .4699pO _ .J45873 .981.806 l.JD&pQCO _,034?16 2,965374
39 .4^2600 ~ . 2 4 8 5 5 0 . 9 8 3 6 1 0 l .COOCGP .04C970 2.98£163~
40 .4^95300 .?49912 .984818 1.0000.00 __?.944420 2 . 9 9 C f 6 f i
__ .....„..___^_ ^^.__._.._ _._._^.^__^_ ^.—-.^.^^ _ .^ ^ ? _ ^^ ^ ._^_^.


















































ION X« 6.64 CM P10«.36.658 N/SQ CM ' TTO«297.00K
.591 CM PUAU= .6149 Ki/SC CM CF= iff?
















































































































































































































A . 3 9 4 (? 6 2
1.5C0711
1. 71 640 9 ~














































































2.591 CM PViALL= .9563 N/5C CM CF» .00089 PT *?.66?

































































































































































































m G Q f) *5 *5 *^











































































































































PWALL= 1.3399 N/SO CM CF= .00058 PI
















































































































































































































































































.4G CM PTO« 36.858 K'/SO CM TTP«?97.nOK
PWALL- 1.4727 N/SQ CM CF- .00052 PI .«
















































































































































































































- __ ID. MO. 2141C-016 . _ - -
S T A T I O N , X = . . .9..S&.-CJ8 ? T O * . 3 6 . 8 5 8 N / S Q CK .TTO«297.00K
R » < .5° i C l ( > V A L L = 1.5886 N / S O C * C F « .00063 < > I = 4 . 5 2 0
U £ « . 396.1. . . I / S E C R H Q E - . 0 1 3 7 9 . K G / C U B :M . . RE.» 3D.226£6 /M



















































































































































































































































O it. ^  O (\ *) 1











STATION X» 9.91 CM PTD» 46,,859 N/^Q PM TTna?Q7.aOK
R- 2.591 CM PWALL= 1.6227 N/SQ CM CF« .00075 PT .«



































































































































.__*.7.<t 2917 1 . 00 QQta
.73*599 l.OOOOCO

































































C Q C ^ C A
Q O ? P ^  ft
.986363
.081598













































































































































.16 CM PTi3» 36.858 KJ/SQ r* TTn«797.0nK
PWALL= 1.6579 N/SO CM CF« .00085 PI -































































































































































































































$ TAT I ONI X= i t .
Q = 2 . 5 9 l " l K >
U£= . 580.4 tf /
O f c L l A = .23t
.41 C* PTQ =
P w i 11 = 1 . *• 90 ;< N / SO CK CF
EC* C'HOtr. 01333 KG/CU8 "
CM -PEITA* = ."V:9'3C CM TNI




































• o» «» v-u-u







. ?; 15; 9 0 0
.^66700
.Si 5600




. ~j 2 C 7 o *"•
P t / P T O ' :
. 0 H 3 P 7 <»
. 1-55707
.212244










, 2 f 3 9
.26^371
. 2 *• 3 ^ 11
U/U; T T / 1 T O
. w!:c ^ 0' ""Lobooon
*h i.otocor
!2 1.000 C'bn
i 6 9 2 7 4 1 1.000000
•
7
*^> 7 I >L l.'^Cpv^.
. 7 6 8 4 2 4 l . O C O O O f *
• f jP t -54 i.(>c\H;or
. 6 4 5 2 6 2 1.000000















. ^67477 2 .216^?1
2.320737







.99 6 < 3 \ f 1 . 0 00000
.99i .?V$ i.Cki-i-i.-*
. 9 -3 6 4 41* . i . *.J v C * 0 U 0













































3_ _ 3.4036,..._ j.2552
4 3.6576 .2654
, .5. .„3_,JLU6 i2£ll
6 4.1656 .3652
7 A..^ W..fe _ _ _. .53J2
8 4.6736 .6869
9 _4 „ 9276 ._A 7_34I
10 5.1816 .7684
11 .„ 5.4156 ,7jk6J
12 5.6896 .7769




















STATION X» 2.90 CM PTO« 30.650 '







3 ' '" '
6














































































PWALL'- .2491 N/SO CM CF« .D0216 »I














































































































































































































































































iPl CM PWJLL- .2491 N/SO CM CF« .00211 »I •
52.8 M/SEC RHOE-. 00302 KG/CUB M RF- 10.276F6


























































































































































































































































































































ION X» 3.4C CM PTO- 30.650 N/SO CM




























































































2552 N/SO CM CF» .90212 PI •
























































































































































































S T A T I O N X= ?.66 CM PTO- 30.650 N / S O CM TTO-301.67K
"ft". 3
UE»
!.!«! CM PWHL* .2654 N/SO CM CF» .00217 Pr ,.,
646.1 M/SEC RHOE-. 00307 KG/CUB M RE- 9.83966























































































































































































































































































































l.l8l CM P W A L L
PTQ« 30.650 N / S Q CM TTD.3ni.A7K
DELTA
.2871 N/SQ CM CF- .00195 PI; • .774
__ RE- 10.939E6 /M __

















.009368 .OOOCOO 1.000000 .306904
dQ24_9_Ql ^5_9A4_5.5 1.000000 _*4flL7JL4A_










































































.085310 .908641 1.000000 .717467 2.586267
*OJEL9604 .918625 1.000000 .73932? 2.654209
.094747 .929801 1.000000 .765734 2.734066
..04*261._ _^ 9JA829. l.OOQOQO .78874? 2.801779
.104353 .948280 1.000000 .814622 2.876038
.104931 .95.6212 ItQOOQOQ. «.8JL7_9JLCL 2^ 941259
.114073 .964542 1.000000 .864070 3.012838
,.119498 - • 972728. 1.000000 .891664 3^ 086543 _
.127353 .983613 1.000000 .931612 3.190230
.164762 1.023817" 1.000009 ~1.123152 ~3.644419
Al9a079 -l«0434_6A_JL»OQQOi>0._ l.?50887 3.9?1&?Q
.203415 1.052147 1.000000 1.318695 4.060026
,.2112JL1







.225849 1.064775 1.000000 1.432752 4.282756
.22.8223 1_.Q659_86 ItQOOjJfiO _ JIA4448L8 $A.305M4_
.230370 1.067063 1.000000 1.455735 4.326248
,232.009 l._0_67874 1.000000 1.464066 4.341907
.232744 1.068234 1.000000 1.467801 4,348907
43
.457200 .234156 1.068922 1.000000 1.474982 4.362339
.469900 _ .234.32.6. ljQ69fiO_4__ 1.000000 1.475844 4«363948
.482600 .234326 1.069004 1.000000 1.475844 4.363948
.495300_ .23404.3 1.068867 l.OOOQOO L*4744_0i8__ _4Jt3_612.fe6_
.508000 .234643 1.068867 1.000000 1.474408 4.361266
,520700 .233704 1,Q68703_ i*00.0000 1.472684 4.358JP45.




JLUMLX.-__ .4... 11. .CA.._ PT.D-_ 3flL.A5fl.JJ
1.181 CM PWALL- .3652 N/SQ CM
































































































































































































































































































































STATION X» 4.42 CM PTO = 30.650 N/SO CM TTO-3D1.67K
R« 1.181 CM PWALL- .5342 N/SQ CM CF« .00117 PT -2.176
UE« 625.3 M/SEC RHOE-.00541 KG/CUB M RF« 14.673E6 /M
DELTA- .292 CM DELTA*- .1264 CM THETA« .021? CM













































































































































































































































































































1TAJION_X«_ 4.67 CM PTQ- 30*650 N/.SQ. £« .TTO-301.67K .
R« 1.181 CM PWALL" .6869 N/SQ CM CF» .00121 PI. .-2.358
UE- _608.6 M/S6C RHOE-.OQ635 KG/CUB M_ _R£ »_J. 5.3QOE6 /M










































































































































































































































































X.-,.. 4,93..C.M... PTJ>...30..«LO_.M/.S.Q_CH -JTQ-301.J&IS
R» 1.181 CM PWALL- .7341 N/SO CM CF- .00136 PI .-1.962























































































































































































































































. 1 ^050827. .2. .861991 .
1.053016 2.866790











































































kTIQN X- 5.18 CM PTO- 30.650 N/SO CM TTO-301.67K
1.181 CM PW













































ALL- .7684 N/SQ CM CF- .00134 PI rO-








































* .1089 CM THETA- .0202 CM
U/UE TT/TTO
.000000 1.000000





























































































































.STATION X- ,5.44. CM PTQv 30.650 N/.S.Q CM.. TTO-3Q1.67K
R- 1.181 CM P W A L L - .7660 N/SQ CM CF- ,00136 PI -1.623
JJE- 621.9 M/SEC RHOE-.00761 KG/CUB M RE- 20.134P6 /H
DELTA- .280 CM DELTA*- .1132 CM THETA- .0201 CM














































































































































































































































































































R» 1.181 CM P W A L L - .7769 N / S Q CM CF« .001*8 PT -1.298



























































































































































































































































































































































































1-00 3.00 5.00 7.00 9.00 11.00
X ( C M )







69 CM PTO« 30.959 N/SO CM TTO»303.44K
J.181 CM PWALL« .2559 N/SO CM CF« ,0021* *I. >
647.7 M/5EC RHCE*. 00293 KG/CUB M RF« 9.350E6




























































































































































































































































































































2.95 CM PTO» 30.959 N/SQ CM TTO-303.44K
1.191 CM PWALL- .2559 N/SQ CM CF« .00215 PI «
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7 */.cEC PHHt". 00365 KG/CUP M *F« «.P3356 /M
,?92 C« HELTA** .1137 C* THFTA- .0246 CM














































































































































































































































































































S T A T I O N X« 3.33 CM P T Q « 36.860 N / S Q CM TTO3Q3.56K
P« 1.181. CM i > W U L = .6265 N / S O C* C < = « . 000<51 »I »3.566
UE« 585.1 M / 5 6 C R H O E - . 00510 K G / C U P M PF= 10.448F6 /H
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S T A 1 I T M X« 3.58 CM PTO« 36.860 N /SO CM TTO-303.56K
>3 1.181 CM" Pwnf= .7596 NT/SO CM CF* .00007 PJ -*.136




























































































































































































































































































































X* 3 . P 4 C1 PTO= 36.360 N / S G CM TTO«?03.56K
»« i.m C". ' P W A L L - .9384 N / S Q CM CF» .03031 P! «8.859
UH= 57P.7 M / S E C PHOF=. 00743 KG/CUP M R£* 14.669P6 /«
Dr:L"U = .251 C« D E L T A * " .1420 C* THFT*« .C2«50 CM


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 4.34 CM PTO- 36.660 N/SO CM TTO-303.56K
R« 1*181 CM PWALL- 1.3488 M/SQ CM CF« .POOT6 PI *4.223
UE» 574.0 M/SEC RHOE-.01047 KG/CUB M RF= ?0.133l?f /M
DELTA- .218 CM DELTA** .1032 CM THETA- .0210 CM















































































































































































































































































































. „.. _ 10 NO. 32408-010
STATION X« 4.60 CM,. PTO» 36,860 .N/SQ CM . TTO-303.56K
R» 1.181 CM PWALL- 1.4377 N/SQ CM CF» ,00089 PI -3.417
UE" 587.5 M/SEC RHQE-.01182 KG/CUB M RE- 24.566E6 /M
DELTA- .219 CM DELTA*- .098* CM THETA- .019* CM














































































































































































































































































































STATION X« 4. 85 CM PTO- 36,860 N/SQ CM TTQt.303.56K
R- 1.181 CM PWALL- 1.3790 N/SQ CM CF« .00113 PT «2.452
UE« 592.9 M/SEC *HOE«.01162 KG/CUB M RF- ?4.947E6 /M
DELTA- .228 CM OELTA*« .0945 CM THETA" .01PO CM















































































































































































































































































































S T A T I O N X« 5.36 CM P.T.O- 36.*860 Ji/lQ CMITQ.-10JL*5.6JL
»» 1.181 CM PWALL- 1.0535 N/SO CM CF» .00158 PI * 1.188
UE« 612.7 M / S E C RHOE«.00978 KG/CUB M gE« 23,856E6_/M
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A l l * 1.1489 N/SO CM CF» .00070 °T «
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S T A T I O N X" 4.34 C1 P T Q » 36.B3? N / S Q CM
R= 1.181 C" PWALL" 1.3403 N/SO Cl* CF« .30070 PI -4.537


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































S T A T I O N X- 4.85 CM PTQ- 36.837 N/SQ ..CM .
P.» 1.181 C» P W A t L » 1.3685 N / S O C M CF- .00110 PI -2.513
UE- 590.6 M / S f c ' C R H O E - . 01166 K G / C U B M ._ RE» 25.220E6_/a ______
DEL1A« .?32 CM DELTA*- .0966 CM THETA- .0193 CM
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